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PREFACE

Tois paper represents the substantive document prepared for the

project, "The Development of Educational Objectives for Citizenship

Education." The document is the product of the social science research

staff of the Center for Research and Education in American Liberties at

Columbia University and Teachers College. The major project documents

and reports are contained in a separate volume.

This document was the basis for research on civic education ob-

jectives described in the reports of Dr. Arlene Richards and of the

:.:nnual of Oblectiven pnr1 Guidelines for Highl School Civic Education of

nr. Frank Summers. The collection and analysis of the data and the

subsequent preparation of the Menuil changed and sharpened our pi r:eption

of democratic problems and problem solutions. CcarequQnt;y, this ..oeu-

nent, Civic Perticination Ian Crisis /Age, represents the initial point

of departure, while Civic Education in the Reform Zre, our position

paper, represents the conclusions of our research and our analysis:'

I wish particularly to tnank Professor Alan F. I;estin of Columbit

University and Professor Louis Levine of San Francisco State College for

the beoks, articles, and memoranda upan which much of this document is

bese. I also thank the many research associates for their articular

triutions: Deborah Cordon and Lucinda :,'cite for their contrihuciens to the

section cn traditional political theory; Ruth Hornberger; Adrienne Kaplan

and il1en Sc::roeder for their contributions to the section on technological

and educational crises; and to Ralph Smith for his centrihution to the

'section on political socialitation and civic edacation.

Grateful appreci)tIon is ex,refil.ce to the re: bars of the sorinar en

reseereh on democratic behavior and civic participation far their critique
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of the document: Meta, Deann Murphy, Susan Nevas, Bruce Noble,

Mirilyn Platnick, Arlene Richlres and Raymond Edward Smith. Finally,

I wish to thank Josephine 1-1,.:rrison for her patient editing of the

mcnuscript.

New York City John P. De Cecco

The position paper is containod in the first voluro of
this report catitle:., nvic Eduoation for the Scvonf.,!.es:
An Aitcrnt,tive to acriresi:T=TWOOTIEr6F7--

The papers of Dr. nichards and the anual of Xr.
Sunmors also contained in the first voluno.



I. CONCEPTIONS OF MAN IN SOCIETY

It takes the clarity and courage of a genuinely creative intellec-
tual act to locate our moment in history during a period of crisis and
rapid social change. need to identify the forces of upheaval and
the themes of change and then to sort our concepts of man and society
so that we discard those no longer useful and even dangerous to perpetu-

ate and to retain and modify those which give us firm grasp of the
realities of our time. There are two changes in society which are

producing great tension and escalating conflict throughout the nation
and compelling us to make a profoundly realistic analysis of issues and
events. First, there is the final phase of the rapid shift from an
o.grian to an industrial society which has left in its wake an array
of eutmeded political and social institutions, an economic ethic of
unbridled liberty and laissez faire, and a moral ethic born of a
simplified view of what drives and inspires man and how individuals
differ. The drift into an industrial society, without any thoughtful
consideration of how the new conditions square with religious and
democratic values we wish to retain and foster finds us now laboring
in and under private and public bureaucracies which have morbid life
cycles of their cv.n. and which are invincibly resistant to the needs
and styles of the individuals who comprise them. Second, there is a

burgeoning technology which has vastly increased the amount of informa-
tion all individuals have about their world and created the insistent
demand for participation as a means of exercising newly discovered life
options. Counterpoised, therefore, for inevitable confrontation, there
is, on the one hand, a political and social system grown topsy out of
a basically agrarian ethos and, on the other, an individualism born of
a technology which replaces a cloudy mystique of life with the desire
for its tangible rea:!.eation. This welter of events, with the mixture
of old and new, provides us a typology of man as we observe him in
contemporary society.

A typology of modern man distinguishes four categories or types of
political and social life styles. I label these types as (1) the
Private Mtn, (2) the Elite Man, (3) the Alienated Man, and (4) the
Civic Nan. I assume that these types represent the favorite free or
forced choices of Americans today as they select and elaborate their
personal life-styles and citizenship-roles. First, I describe each
conception by defining the personal need and aspiration and social
conditions informing it and the transactional process which establishes
some bend between the individual and society. Second, I describe the
psychological, political, and I restraints which keep Private yen,
Elite Men, and Alienated Mi.:n from ,,, ng Civic Men.

The Private an

The Private an seeks the fulfillment of need and aspiration in
a closed circle of family, friends, and business and professional ASSO.
elates. The outormott periphery of interest is the township, urban, or
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suburban boundaries within which he end his family conduct their personal
lives. Although career and economic interests may rec:uire his daily
journey to the foreign territory of city and other communities, he
leaves his heart behind in the home and close personal intimacy of the
community in which he resides in peace end trencuility. His home is
his castle or at least his ranch. The Private i:en wants the "beet" for
his wife and children. ne ;!ants the technological comforts and advan-
tages of the modern home and the status symbols of ca,:s, swimming peels,
peintings, and cocktail parties. He wants his children to complete
college and post-graducte education end to carve out those careers and
narrieges which entitle them to an uninterrupted enjoyment of the
:rivate Life. His participation in the political effeirs of his com-
munity and nation is an occasional foray into the public 'amain necec-
cary to protect the comfort and opportunities of his family and friends.
I. newly prosperous and comfortable ran, he does not went to change the
political and social rules %,iin gave him wealth and status. He

wistfully believes that the normal political end social processes
handle routineiy the secial pr)blems which arise and rarely reauire
the intervention of the "private" citizen. As the price he pays for
the autonomy of private domicile, friends, and career, he abdicates to
the "politicians" whatever influence he nay have in public Affairs.
Hot all suburban dwellers are Private 1:en. Private Hen can erect walls .
within a city which minimize their perticination in society.

The Elite 1.!;:n

The Elite Han seeks the fulfillment of need and aspiretien in the
power and wcalth he enjoys in shaping the political and history
of his time. He believes that he more than the common ra. S a clear
vision of ran's personal and social destiny and intellil:e!_e -ad imagina-
tion to give to the accomplishment of the mission. Elite ::en attribute
their superior missionary vision and zeal to various aristocratic sources,
for example, to en aristocracy of blood as in the case of royalty and
monarchial inheritance, to an aristocracy of wisdom and thought, at
in the case or the Platonic philosopher-king, to an aristocracy of
!.eelth, as in the case of our modern capitalistic barons, to an
aristocracy of Virtue and Divine Election as in the case of the
Calvinists, and to an Aristocracy of e' aertite as in the case of the
professional technocrat, and, finally, 're recently in world histo-'y,
the aristocracy f national and e nic c in, as in the etse of the

7:1.:.1:e man, 'without being asked, s' 6 black vane: .*::den. In

the visual situation the Elite 1:aL is In isolated, Olv !An,

rietzschean tupernan. He beloqp,c to ft::"; ions t.ithin Institutional

tad corporate oligarchies in t;overn=nt, labor, business, industry,
tad the university. The Elite ;:an rust be both a Private end Civic
; :an. Ls a Private Han he enjoys the fruits of power hnd :wealth in
Accordance pith his personal appetites and styles. hs a Civic Han he
0::ercit.ls all pc,:er and shoulders all responsibility. Nis pc7er is
over the less fortunately endoed, the nass of people ::ho lock to Elite
;:en for leadership and covernance and over the raterial an hunn re-
sources of the contunity and nation. is responsibility is to these
sane individuals to utilize the resources isoly and ultinately for
their 1:elfaro and improvement. ''hen Virtue and Mission are the hall-
rarlts, the Elite is tore A l'rivato than a Public 1:An. An Elite
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Ilan who fai71 in his mission can retire to the Private life unless his
failure dica.,Ifects him from the ruling class and forces him to become
an Alienated ran.

The Alienated ran

The Alienated an is one who fails to participate in the mainstream
of social and political life in any way which has significance for him-
self or others. nis alienation may be self-imposed, as in the case of
the hippie, the yippic, the creative writer and artist, and the Trappist,
or it may be imposed by society. The feeling that life is almost all
necessity an.d. little choice now pervades American society. Individuals
find themse:ves in imposed social positions which keep them from becom-
ing Civic ren living in the mainstream of American political and social
life. An imposed social position is one which is defined for the
individual and over which he has no choice (Levine, 1965). Although
some positions may have largely positive value, ':_ncrensingly large
numbers of Americans find themselves in positions having largely
negative vase and reflecting the arbitrary assignments of a faceless
Establishmelit. The young, the aged, the poor, the unemployed, the
black, the immigrants, the small storeewner, and the physically and
mentally dirabled voice the frustration of those who deeply feel that
society has trapped then into social positions, for example, the
busy suburban professional and businessman, in fleeting, introspective
moments, wonders whether he or the negatively-valued hippie is enjoying
more of the fruits of an earthly paradise. In an age where frustration
and failure are the shared expeatction of American society, all social
1.ositions semetimen appear inpeze( and negative.

The Civic rIn

The Ciic Iran secs and finds his personal fulfillment in his
citizenship-role. The intermeshing of his private and public lives
in his open and productive civic participation bridges whatever
dichotomy c.irains the life of the Private ran. re can in the
manner of t.'e Athenians, that eitinenship of the Civi- 1 attaches

to his pert.nality rather than his lqc11 or national domi:-ile. In

more pcychoLogical terms, the fullest expression of the pe_sonality
or the Civi.. ;:an Is his citizenship-role. The Civic non hncr,
that his te.f-interest is inextricably linked to society's maintenance
and extension (Levine, 1965a). is personal feelings and hopes, %is
rectal relationships, and his or:-. form a harmonious thole (Levine,
19:,3). The measure of a society's moral strength it the degree to
!:hick personalized expectations become the shared expectations of the
connunity 1963b). A centre' concern of democratic society
in the technological era is to reconsolidate the political, secial,

psychological aspects of the citizenship-role so that citizenship
once again aheres to the personality Cectin, 19600.

The Civic Ilan must he both Private and a 'Olie Iran. In

his privacy he develops the individuality so vital to democracy. In

defense of 'rivet). ;:ettin (190) rites:
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This development of individuality is particularly important in
democratic societies, since qualities of independent thought,
diversity of ViCW53 and non-conformity arc considered desirable
traits for individuals. Such independence requires times for
;,haltered experimentation and testing of ideas, for preparation
and practice in thought and conduct, without fear of ridicule or
penalty, and for the opportunity to alter opinions before ma:fing

then public. The individual's sense that it is he who decides
when to "3o publ...c" is a crucial aspect of his feeling of autonomy.
lathout such time for incubation and growth, through privacy,
many ideas and positions would be launched into the world with
dangerous prematurity.

Westin observes that either too much or too little privacy creates
imbalances which seriously jeopardize the individual's well being.
In the Private lean. too mu.ch privacy jeopardizes and even erases any
significant ciaic role. In the Public ran complete disclosure of his
private life and total absorption in the public sphere destroy personal
integrity and creativity. A completely Public ran is really no man at
all.

There are several types of restraints which keep the Private ran,
the Elite iron, and the Alienated ran from becoming Civic Nen. First,

there arc the psychological restraints. or the Private iron these
stem from a generalized fear of the alien and different, and they
confine him to familiar and homogeneous retreat:.. Per the Elite ran
these restraints stem from bis fear of human frailty and irrationality
which he believes pervade most of the human race and his exaggerated
sense or human dedication and rationality which he believes character-
izes the Elite ran. Second, there are the political and eel restraints
which tic the citinenship c: the Private ran to the corrunity in which
he resides and foster a parochialism of outloo:: and action. Third,
there are the social and institutional restraints which keep the Private
ran locked into monolithic bureaucracies which provide training for
the passive cubject role and littll experience for the active eitlzen
role. As history so frequently shos, the Elite ran, aybolizing the
mounting frustration end fear spawned by archaic political and social
restraints, tries to initiate dramatic and even popular reforms to
"rationalize" the bumbling and creaking system.

There arc several variations of these basic types of man which
represent largely futile and primitive outcries against imposed social
position: Por example, the Kedenistic ran is often an aspect of the
Elite fan, cast now as a sexual hero or an expert on hallucinatory
drugs. lie is also an aspect of the Civic ran when he invest tine and
effort into convt-etina "straight" society to his net/ 174 of life and
1:hen he attracts notoriety and enviable social disapproval. !:ben

private excesses dominate his lire, as in the else of hippie drug
abuse, the Hedonistic Nan becomes Alienated nan. The Hedonistic 1:an

is also the obverse tide of the 1"rivate Van, net: entirely enclosed
in the family urban or suburban compound, t:ith fewer forays than ever
-into the hoverins confusion of the metropolis. There is also the
Ascetic :;an, t:ho denies himself the material pleasures of the affluent
and the carnal pleasures of the hedonist, hopin5 to mztinttin a hind of
personal purity midst tAdespreed toeial dissolution of manners and
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morals. An Alienated Min, he is also the obverse side of the Civic
Nan who fails to find the nr.:1 political equation for translating
his personal ideals and commic:lents to social action. In our time the
contemplatiNe cleric who ciserts the parish house or the cloister for
the inner cities and neighborhoods "where the action is" dramatically
illustrates the conversion of the private Ascetic Man into a Civic
Nan.

In summary, I have described four social types of man: the

Private Han, the Zlite Nan, the Alienated Nan, and the Civic Nan. I

have depicted the Civic Nan as the only ran who ir.teCrates personal
feeling and aspiration with his wore: and his relationship with society
in a way which mahes his citizenship the fullest expression of his
personality. Fimlly, I have suggested that the psychological, politi-
cal, and social restraints which result in imposed social positions
prevent Private Men, Nen, and Alienated Men from becoming Civic
Men. After describing the growth of participation in the following
section, 1 sh:111 explain in Section. IZI how traditional American
political theory defines the existence of Private Men, nite lien, and
Alienated i:cn and ignores thL, importance of developing more Civic Men.
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II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

This part of the document will (1) identify three types of
democracy, (2) briefly sketch the history of increased participation
in American political and social life, and (3) briefly describe the
current extent of participation.

A Typology of Democracy

Community size and community complexity are the two attributes
which distinguish three types of democracies: direct democracy,
representative democracy, and participatory !emocracy 196Sb).

Direct democracy requires a small local commuzaty which provides easy
face-to-face relations and a sense of internal cohesion among a
majority of the citizens. Its formal governmental aspects are the
general assembly, rotation in public office, and celebration of civic
commitment. Examples of direct democracy are the Greek city-states,
the early Roman Republic, the Swiss cantons, and the New Eaglend towns.

. Representative democracy attempts to preserve participation when
community size and complexity increase and when the sense of national
community transcends loyalty to local community. Its formal govern-
mental aspects are a constitutional system dividing power and responsi-
bility, popular suffrage as an institutional base, and an orderly
process which simultaneously provides for majority rule and the
protection of minority rights. Representative democracy organizes
the citizenry along socioeconomic interests and frequently by race,
religion, tribe, and language.

Participatory democracy attempts to incorporate elements of
direct democracy in a national system of representative democracy.
It is also a response to burgeoning cities and complexities of civic
life introduced by the spectacular developments in technology and
communications. It tries to rea;_h a balance between the centraliza-
tion of decision-making at the national level and the decentralization
of decision-making at the local level. It attempts to bring within
the orbit of local and national decision-making those groups who are
not politically nor informally admitted to participation in direct
and representative democracy.

The three types of democracy roughly correspond to our concepts
of man. The direct democracies, as in the case of the Greek city-state,
were elitist systems which a minority of Elite Men controlled and which
excluded vas` numbers of Alienated Men from citizenship and participa-
tion--foreiL residents, women, children, and slaves. The representa-
tive democracies, as in the case of American political life, are also
systems in which large numbers of citizens arc Private Men exercising
little, if any, influence on local and national decision-making and
limiting their participation to the casting of the ballot. Participa-
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tory democracy will require Civic Lien who find in civic participation
the happy union of personal and political fulfillment.

The Historical Expansion of Political Participation

The history of the extension of suffrage to religious minorities,
to small farm owners in the new territories, to the freed slaves, and
to women has many incidents of strong protest and confrontation
(ITestin, 1960b, p:). 10-12). Increased participation in American
political and social life has not been the tranquil, evolutionary
process depicted in school textbook!.. Street demonstrations, the
confrontation of governmental and secular authority, frequent resort
to judicial process, and, finally, militant marshalling of support
for new legislation and enforcement has accompanied the expansion of
political participation.

The first agitation for the rights of minority religious groups
began in the eighteenth century with the demand of the small Protestant
sects to participate in -he established culture. This agitation con-
tinued in the nineteenth century when the Jewish, Catholic, lIormon,
and other citizenry demanded tLI right to practice their faiths
without the social and political penalties of religious for

voting and holding office and of restricted participatio. in
commun..,ty processes.

The Jacksonian Revolution of 1323, which Richard Hofstader
depicts as "more an ^verturn of personnel than of ideas or programs"
heralded the entrance of the small farmer and western settler into
the mainstream of American political life (Hofstader, 1940,.p. 55).
The new Democratic Party was a motley array of small western farmers,
small southern planters and humble eastern workers Westin et.n1..,
1965, p. 170). Aside from the noise of the political campaigns 'and
the party presses, this expansion of political participation was
considerably less noisy and disruptive than the expansions which
-followed.

The extension of full participatory citizenship to black people
has always escalated the level of political and social tension and
conflict to the level of civil thr! civil rights movement, and
to the current struggle for Black Power The freed slaves enjoyed
significant voting and citizenship rights for only one decade, from
the late 136(1's to the late 1370's. Tile constellation of events which
followed-quickly reduced black people to a subject in contrast to

popalaLion: the electoral bargain between the Republicans
and Democrats in 1376; the South's return to political power in
7.2shington; the ennui of white northerners with the race question; the
rise of the myth of white racial superiority and non-white racial
inferiority; and the entrance of the United States into the imperial-
ist ventures of the last decade of the eighteenth century, including
the ruling of black and brown peoples as subject populations (I ?estin,
1960b).

The suffragette move 'ent, which extended the franchise to women,
also attained its goals by demonstrations and confrontations often
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violent in form. There were the hunger strikes, the urban riots, and
the chaining of militant suffragettes to the doors and desks of legis-
lators.

The difficulties encountered by the white immigrant in winning
full participation in American political and social life present a
stak-contract with the formidable obstacles encountered by black
people as they moved from slave to citizen status and from rural to
urban dweller. In the latter half of the nineteenth and the early
decades of the t,.:entieth centuries, the new immigrant moved from his
ocean dockage into American community and splitical life by capturing
control of a political system which already existed, as 5.n the case
of the 2oston Irish, or establishing new spheres of influence in
founding new farm communities and in building political control of
western cities. The existing political parties, for their own
designs, energetically recruited the white immigrants who soon found
political access far easier and4iospitab1.1 than the black people have
ever found it (:lestin, 1968b). It is the comparative ease with which
the white immigrant has entered the mainstream of American political
and social life that has lent undue support to the thesis that all
major political and social changes have occurred with a minimum of
tension and upheaval.

The Current E;:tent of American Participation

Voting turnout in presidential elections averages about GO percent,
and for congressional elections about 40 percent. For local school
boards and referenda, for example, the average turnout is from 20 to 30
percent, rising to 50 percent when there are heated political., racial,
and religious issues generated by the campaigns and candidates. The
generally low voter-turnout (it is lower than most European democracies)
has many explanations, and even defences, which we consider in this
section of the document. The key finding, however, is that 40 percent
of our eligible voters in presidential elections and 60 percent in
off-year elections do not participate ('. lestin, et.al., 1965, pp. 232-34).

Uestin and his associates (1965, pp. 234-41) list the following
characteristics of American voting behavior: (1) the participation
in voting is relatively low (as noted above); (2) the electorate has
a low emotional involvement in national election--it does not see
what major difference elections will make in their lives; (3) many
voters are not familiar with leading issues, government policy, and
party positions; (4) ideological positions are weak among voters,
making it difficult to locate them along a liberal-conservative
continuum; (5) party identification is more important than candidates
and issues; (6) voting decisions are not affected by a jeneral
concern and concept of public interest but by the desire to secure
benefits for one's interest groups and for oneself and one's family.

Ue conclude that not only is American voting participation
r:maltably low, but also it is influenced more by the perspectives of
the Private than the Civic Man.
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In the following, section of this document we shall examine
several explanations and defences of the low levels of civic partici
pation among Americnns. These e:Tlonntions embody the conventional
wisdom or the tradtienal theory of American political science (Westin,
1963a). Tic shall tritional theory from four perspectives:
(1) the elitist view::. of Hamilton and Madison, (2) the views of
latter-day democratic elitists, (3) the views of the thterest-group
theory advocates, and (4) the views of the political systems analyst.
These political perspectives roughly correspond 62 the concepts of
Private Man and Elite Man, with the exclusionary views consistent with
the philosophy and values which inform the Elite Man and with the
irlerest group view consistent with the parochialisn of the Private
Yrin. The discrepancies between traditional theory and the social
and political realities of our time are considered in Section V
of this paper.

POOR ORIGINAL COPY- 3EST
AVAILABLE AT TIME FILMED
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III. DEFENSES OF LOW PARTICIPATION LEVELS

Traditional political theory has developed elaborate defenses
of low levels of participation. The thread runnine; through these
arguments is that high levels of participation result in conflict
and instability and that the interest of the masses are best protected
by Elite Men organized as ruling minorities or Lnterest groups. We
shall examine four defenses, those of (1) the Fedtalists, (2) the
democratic elitist.s, (3) the interest-group theorists, and (4) the
political systems analyses.

The Federalist Defense

Both John Madison and Alexander Hamilton believed that governityl
elites of those well-endowed by nature with superior reason and
judgment and by the world with superior education and material pos-
sessicns made a populist democracy of the eutire citizenry !fljudicieus,
unnecessary, and even dangerous. Whereas, in the true spirit of the
Enlightenment, Jefferson believed in every man's inalienable rights
of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness and in reason as the
core of human nature neither Madison nor Hamilue shaled the
Generosity of this view. The heirs of the En lien polieieal system
of aristocracy and privilege, these men did not believe that wisdom
was equally distributed thrcughnut mankind and that the coetrol of
government could be entrusted to all the people. Madicon !Federalist
Paper 51) wrote:

But what is go,errment itself but the greatest of all reflections
of human nature? If men were angels, no government would be
necessary. In framing a government which is administered by
men over men, the great..difficulty lies in this: you must first
enable the government to control the governed; and in the next,
phase to oblige it to control itself.

To prevent a "tyranny of the majority" Madison and Hamel..on tried to
fashion a political system whichwas more a republic than a democracy,
a system which gave preponderant power and participation to thc
influential, wealthy, and educated.

The government which resulted was not government )), popular
consent but social control by deference (Hacker, 1957). Also the
heirs of the English class system, the underclass of citizenry, the
Alienated Men, by tacit consent, more a product of habit than delibera
tion, deferred to the judgment and governance of the privileged class.
School textbooks display little awareness of the political and sccial
realities of the founding of the republic when they fail to describe
the elitist basis for an Electoral College largely composed of
aristocratic elements to select the President and for a senatorial
class and body to counterbalance the int;.uence of a plebiaa House
of Representatives.



Even in the broadest sense of governing class, those citizens
who held the right to vote, were distinguished by the stigmata of
Divine Election, the ownersh.- of real estate, and the payment of
taxes. Robert Lane (1959, p. 11) notes the essentially Puritan,
bourgeois ethic of this period:

The fact that many of the early settlements were established
by commercial companies, some of whose members were stockholders,
made participation in government analogous..,to partidipation
in the control of a busiress firm. As a consequence, 1...operty

requirements seemed a peculiarly appropriate condition for
the privilege of voting. In the second place, the Calvinistic
ethic of the Pv:itan culture placed special premiums on eco-
nomic possessions as the tangible evidence of spiritual worth.
Ner marled by success in worldly affairs were thought parti-
celarly fit to govern.

What Madison and Hamilton sought was minority rule. They looked
to the presidential veto and sober deliberations of an aristocratic
Senate to check the majority voices which rose cecophonously in the
HOUS2 of Reresentatives. The Uectoral College could scuttle the
elention of a president whose origin and sympathy lay outside the
privileged class, and the process of judicial review was at least a
means of undoing legislation which had breached the first line of
aristocratic defenses. The party system, which developed outside
of the formal governmental structure, Madison saw as factionalism
which beclouded political issues any sound judgment and endangered
the hierarchical unity of the neonate country. He never foresaw
one essential democraticizing function of the American party system,
the bestowing of political baptism on those groups, particulaely
the political conversion of the small property cwners and the new
immigrants, for the first time entering American political and social
life.

Robert Dahl (1956, p. 36) has questioned the inclusion of those
sys'oems under the rubric of democracy which explicitly seek to avoid
majority control. What qualifies the American system for a democratic
classification is the growth of two non-constitutional institutions,
political parties and interest groups, which formed a pluralistic
minorities rule over a monolithic minority_ rule (Dahl, p. 132).

A complete chronicle of the views of our founding fathers
would include the beneficent aspiration of Thomas Jefferson and
Andrew Jackson to exclude no man (or almost no man) from the main-
stream of politics and society and to develop a genuinely participatory
democracy. Jefferson (Pedover, ed., 1939, p. 6) wrote to a friend:

We both consider the people as our children.... Eut you love
them as infants whom you are afraid co trust without nurses,
and I as adults whom I freely leave to self-government.

Whatever inadequacies Jefferson saw in his children he hoped to
remove with popular education. He sounded the note of frustration
and disillusionment now heard in the voices of so many young americans
who see the glaring disparities between democratic ideology and
American political life when he wrote (Padovrr, ed., p. 27):
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Alienation arises from perception of that contradiction, and
from consequent feelings of individual political futility
arising when the voter confronts an organization of politics
which seems unable to produce minimally gratifying results.

Although the humane zeal of the Enlightenment and the profound
faith in man's natural, even inalienable, righta ignited the Revolu-
tionary fires and sat a political course independent of the Old 'World,
even today the strains of European elitist philosophies are heard over
the democratic melody of American national pledges and anthems. Ve
shall turn now to the consideration of that part of traditional theory
we designate as democratic elitism.

Democratic Elitism

The democratic elitists, like Madison and Hamilton, have also
facer! ;.he problem of justifying limited political participation within
the framework of democratic government and society. The problem is
not easy to solve--the reconciliation of rational democracy with what
they consider most citizens to be, the apathetic, ignorant, ill-mannered,
and irrational majority. The father of the modern democratic elitists
we describe below was the French aristocrat, Alexis de Tocqueville,
who provided the theme others elaborated later. The theme is this.
Democratic government attempts to spread political rights to the
common man. The common man lacks the capacity for self-government.
Fec an enlightened rule he substitutes a "tyranny of the majority"
as hi:, historic and inadequate response to the "tyranny of the
minorttt!." The outT.-ard manifestations of the majority rule is
mediictity of political style and achievement and conformity of
manners and opinion which endanger free expression of opinion and
open dissent as much or more than monarchical rule. The typical
American robustness of spirit and good humor rather than American
governmental structure and practice may counterbalance the execesses
of majority rule (de Tocqueville, 1961, ed., vol. 1, pp. 237-340).

The modern theotists of democratic elitism show little Jefferson-
Lan faith in the dignity and reason of the majority of men. Peter
Bachraoa (1967, p.3) notes that the democratic elitist characterizes
the majority as the alienated and apathetic massc:s of the cities and
the rednecks of the farm communities. Ordinarily they are a passive,
quiesaent group. The trouble for democratic government commences
with the political arousal of the ordinary man, who quickly rises to
demooguery and often to successful challenging of the power of the
established elites. Gaetano >osca (1939, p. 53) depicts the political
underclass as unorganized individuals who stand alone and without
pownr before the organized ruling elites. Pareto (Borkenau, 1936, p.
114) depicts the majority of men as the social body with political
aces and problems they are powerless to solve without the help of
the ruling elites. Robert Michels (1915, p. 53) believes that the
majority is very content to allow the ruling elite to look after
majority affairs. The mass develops enormous needs for direction
and guidance.
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C. 'Iright Mina (1956) and John Kenneth Galbraith (1967) are
not as much protaconiscs of democratic elites as they are the sometimes
grim social historians of the elitist strains and takec-ers in con-
temporary American political, economic, and social life. Mills, who
argues that the present power elites are the product of the American
bystom of organized irreaponsibility, includes in the masses the
small property ownar in rural and urban areas, the union wage earner,
consumers, and all major white-collar groups, all of whom have failed
to unite into a significant political, force. Even less flattering
than the advocates of democratic elites, Mills (pp. 320-1) describes
the masses in these words:

Sunk in their routines, they do not transcend, even by discus-
sion, much less by action, their more or less narrow lives.
They do not gain a view of the structure of their society and
of their role as a public within it. The city is a structure
composed of such little environments, and the people tend to
be detached from one another. The "stimulating variety" of the
city does not stimulate the men and women of the "bedroom belt,"
the one-class suburbs, who can go on through life knowing only
their own kind.... Each is trapped by his confining circle;
each is cut off from easily identifiable groups.

In our terms, Mills asserts that the price Private Mon have paid for
their suburban retreats and political abdication is the abdication of
power to Elite Men commanding great power and resources and unresponsive
to any direction from below.

Galbraith's (1967) portrayal of the majoritarian man lies in
the inferences we draw from his description of the educated and
scientific elite. Given the spectacular growth of scientific
knowledge and technology, this man appears to be untalented,
unequipped for self-government in an age requiring lonr-range
planning, and unsophisticated in the technical knowled2a requirel
for the solution of our social problems. Edward Shils ;1956) is
even less flattering of the common man whom he describe7 as anti-
libertarian, hyperpatriotic, xenophobic, isolationist, Ind generally

dangerous. If populace or participatory democracies we.:e possible,
they would be anti-intellectual, portraying those who rise above
mass culture as highbrows, longhairs, and eggheads. wet
Tochqueville saw as robustness and autonomy of political spirit,
Shils (pp. 161-2) sees as irreverence and disrespect for the law.
This antimonianism, he writes, "is widespread, if not often intense,
in most sections of the population,.. and it is perhaps'mare passive
than active." On-the other hand, Bernard Berelsoa, Paul Lazarsfeld,
and Uilliam McPhee (1954, pp. 314-15) have hailed wides2read passivity,
indifference, and non-participation as promoting flexibility and
stability in the .snerican political system.

With a Manichaean division of man into a Spirit of Evil and a
Spirit of Good, the theorists of democratic elitism, with the
exception of C. Wright Mills, portray the Elite in charismatic

terms. Rarely are these Elite Men described as power-seeking,
opportunistic Machiavellians. Rather they are seen as men of
superior ability and experience upon whom history and mr.ss incom-
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petence force the responsibility for controlling political and social
life.

Bachrach (1967, p. 8) depicts a system of elite pluralism,
which is open to those who organic and voice their grievances and
platforms. Political elites preserve the stable, constitutional,
and liberal nature of democratic or "polyarchical" theory. Mosca
_(1939, p. 50) describes an elite which "performs all political
functions, monopolizes power, and enjoys the advantages which power
brings." It must remain highly organized, and it will remain in
power only an long as it solves the important problems. Mosca's
elite recruits its members from the middle class. Pareto assumes
that there is a biological elite, men born with superior ability
and talent. This elite proves its ability to govern by the fact
that they do indeed govern. An elite will fall from power when
social conditions call for a change it cannot provide. Michels
(1915, p. 373) does not believe that social change is simply the
teoult of replacing one group of elites with another, but a "con-
tinuous process of interm:.xture, the oldest elements incessantly
attracting, absorbing, and assimilating the new."

Mills (1956) portrays a power elite without ethics and responsi-
bility to those they rule. He writes:

The men of the higher circle are not representative men; their
high position is not the result of moral virtue; their fabulous
success is not firmly connected with meritorious ability. Those
who sit in the seats of the high and the mighty are selected and
formed by means of power, the sources of wealth, the mechanics
of celebrity, which prevail in their society. They are not van
selected and formed by a civil service that is linked with the
world of knowledge and sensibility. They are not men shaped by
na::ionally responsible parties that debate openly and clearly
the issues this nation now so unintelligently confronts. They
are not men held in responsible check :)..y a plurality of voluntary
associations which connect debating publics with the pinnacles
of decision. Commanders of power unequallod in history, they
have succeeded within the American system of organized irresponsi-
bility.

To check the monopolization of power by the present elitist power
structure and to intluence high-level decision-making, Mills lcoIcs
to the intellectual commnity to organize in the interest of free
LLtellects and to bring public pressure to bear on the decision-
makers.

Galbraith (1907) also looks to the university to supply the
elite he portrays as an educational and scientific estate growing in
size and increasingly crucial eo the politell and industrial systems.
Galbraith (p. 71) describes the modern corporation as a "techno-
structure" in which the specialized skills, knowledge, and experience
of men at all hierarchical levels of the organization have replaced
the individual decision-making of the lonely entrepreneur, with
great independence and wise judgment, ruling his far -fling enter-
prises. Galbraith Wieves that the men who occupy important positions .
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in the modern corporation rather than the capitalist barons or the
ordinary man will bring about the significant changes of our time.

All of the propagators of democratic elitism, with the possible
exception of Galbraith, subscribe to a tragic view of history,
alternating between periods of democratic insurgency and success and
periods of aristocratic domination, all periods culminating in the
destruction of the governing forces by the antithetical forces they
have unwittingly bred. Nickels (1915, p. 403) writes:

nen democracies have gained a certain stage of development,
they undergo a gradual transformation, adopting the aristocratic
spirit...against which they struggled so fiercely. Mow new
accusers arise to denounce the traitors; after an era of
glorious combats and of inglorious power, they end by fusing
with the old dominant class; whereupon once more they are in
their turn attacked by fresh opponents who appeal to the name
of democracy. It is probable that this cruel game will continue
without end.

The distinguishing characteristics of democratic elites appear
to be their occasional recruitment from the underclass and their
embroidered but brief episodes of glory. Democratic elitism embraces
that part of traditional theory which endorses minority rule of Elite
Men equal to the historical moment and the problems and downgrades
the Private Men, who properly domiciled, fed, and amused, have neither
the instinct nor desire to lead. Democratic elitism has little to
say about Civic Nen, who by integrating their public and private
lives, become more than either the Spirit of Evil and the Spirit of
Good. We may express the dilemma now besetting American society
as one in which there are elaborate traditional, humane, and literary
apologies for and celebration of the Private Nan and the Elite Nan and
little in the way of even protothcory and intuitive poetic advocacy
of the role of the Civic Nan in a participatory democracy. At the
present historical moment, when the nation is torn by monumental
crises feeding on each other, it is not surprising to see Private
Nen turn to Elite Nen for their deliverance and salvation.

Interest-Group Theory

The favored explanation for and the defense of low levels .of
participation in the last twenty-five years of political science
thought is based on the system of interest groups (Westin, 1968a).
estin (1965) defines an interest group as a "collection of individuals

who share some common attitude, seek recognition or advancement'of
their position in society, and engage in repeated and patterned
activity to advance the group's claims on others in society." Uhen
the group seeks to advancl its concerns through governmental ageacics,
it is a political interest group.

In dealing with interest groups as the pivotal point of democratic
society, political scientists r:ix description, explanation, and defense,
!lest:in (1960a, pp. 7-16) has identified five explanation-defenses of
the system of interest groups. First, it is argued thzt the system
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of interest groups and the franchise is legally open. The system is
not closed by laws which block the likely points of access. There
are several points of access: (1) At the national level a group may
press its claims through the Presidency as well as through Senators
and Congressmen. There are also the regulatory and administrative
agencies which sometimes function almost independently of executive
policy. Iinaliy, at the national level, groups have recourse to the
courts where they seek and obtain favorable adjudication. (2) At the
state and local levels the group may press its claim through a parallel
system of executive, legislative, and judicial branches, often employing
its influence in state and local politics to obtain the most favorable
reception of petitions. (3) The group may also employ the increasing
power of the mass media, hoping to influence governmental branches and
functionaries by molding public opinion. Dcccusc of these several
access points, it is argued, governmental policy is the totality of
interactions of political interest groups. David Truman (1962, pp. 153-4)
describes the functional access of groups as follows:

Within limits...organized interest groups, gravitating toward
points or responsive decision, may play one segment of the
structure against another as circumstances and strategic con-
siderations permit. The total pattern of government over a
period of time thus presents a protean complex of crisscrossing
relationships that change in strength and direction with altera-
tions in the power and standing of interests, organized and
unorganized.

Al second explanation and defense of the system of interest
groups rests on the assertion that those citizens who do not vote
and join interest groups willingly eschew active political life
because they believe that those citizens who do vote and join groups
will safeguard their interests. This argument rests on the assumption,
which we shall seriously question later in this document, that the
non-participants in American political life are always those who feel
that the system works well enough and does not jeopardize their
interests.

A third explanation, Westin (1960a, p. 3) cells it a "calming"
explanation, is that the group system remains responsive to the
unorganized citizens because these citizens are a source of membership
in "potential groups." Any group of unorganized citizens who share a
common interest which other groups or governmental agencies, if either
ignored or outraged, may potentially organize to protect and promote -its
interests. Potential groups can turn to system-shaking and system-
breaking activities, as city riots and demonstrations in the inner
city graphically illustrate. The principal finding of the Koerner
Commission on the summer riots of 1967 was that there was no patterned,
organized group instigation or participation. The black peoples
remain a source of membership in potential groups. The hasty and
even precipitous efforts of many urban, state, and federal officials
to make economic concessions to the black inhabitants of urban
ghettos illustrates .now the interest groups in power try to avoid
the formation of new system-breaking groups. The fact that the system
can be responsive enough to account for unorgeniaed interests, accord-
ing to its apologists, warn-lets less criticism for the system than one
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designed to respond only te organized and politically active
citizenry.

The foerth explanation and defense of the existing system
asserts the': the history of American political activity shovs steady
gains in nte:lbers of citizens who have on voting privileges. The
process of extending these privileges, described as peaceful and
gradual, hay succeeded in adding more and more groups to the political
mainstream. The hallmark of the process is its evolutionary gradualism
which holds check on those American populist strains often displaying
impatience 7i.th 1e-7 and constitutionalism and clamoring for nativistic,
direct democracy (:7estin, 1963a, pp. 1l-)2). Group theorists see
the slow rate of socialization and politicization of the disenfranchised
and underrepresented as a vital necessity for a representative democ-
racy. This claim for the advantages of political gradualism, as we
have noted .!.n the history of expanded suffrage, does not square with
the agitation and upheaval that has often been necessary before politi-
cal outcast: could enter the system.

The fifth explanation and defense of the system celebrates the
life-style, moral values, and political acumen of the middle class.
Those who take this position argue that the middle class governments,
from the Greek and I:omen city states down to the modern goverrments
of Switzerland, Great Dritein, and the United States, have provided
more stability than governments of either aristocratic or popular
extremes. Tn terms of contemporary American social and political
issues this argument asserts, to the degree ft at social, cultural,
and informal factors over-accentuate the middle-class role in American
politics through the interest group and party system and decentuate the
role of the poor, the black, and uneducated, that the middle class is
a stability and progress-producing factor 07estin, 1963a, p. 14).
The America: political system requires this stability and predictability
because a heavy degree of dec-i.aion-making rests on private enterprise
and privete groupa.

The in.erestgroup theorists are the contemporary heirs of
laissez -faiee economic philosophies and American individualism which
cherishes faith in a system that derives its chief energy and growth
from the cc :petition and pragmatic tests of life in the private
sectors of enterest and attainment. These theorists are the political
apologists ,;'or the Private Dian, as theorists of democratic elitism are
the apologi..ts for the Elite :Ian. Section V of this. document will
explore haT well interest-group perspectives square with contemporary
political and social reality.

Political Sjstems

Follou$.ng the we of models and systems as a means of depicting
multi-variete phenomena in the physical and life sciences and as a
means of increasing the accuracy of prediction of future political
events, man: political scient4.sts have developed similar models to
analyze and relate the many facets of contemporary political life.

A polaAcal systems .pproach tries to identify groups of
variables, celled inputs, and to correlate these inputs with groups
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of political events, called outputs. The system boundaries, tilereire,
are input and output variables and the sy:tem process is the empirical
way in which the variables interrelate. :?estin (1965,- p. 242-254)
provides an illustration of a political subsystem or microsystem wh;eh
depicts the basic factors which shape individual voting decision.
He identifies four groups of voter variables: (1) the demographic
characteristics of the voter, including class, sectional allegiance,
sex, and age; (2) the psychological factors, such as the sense of
civic duty and political efficiency and political efficacy and intensity
of partisan identification; (3) sociological factors, such as election
laws and extralegal coercion. These four groups bear particular rela-
tionshi? to issues and candidates and, in turn, to 'toter decision.
:7estin's system is designed to forecast two classes o outputs,
whether an individual will vote and which issues and candidates he
:ill support.

There are additional attributes of political systems analysis
which distinguish it from the political sciences approaches we
described earlier. First, the systems approach concerns itself
almost solely with system input and c.,,tput. It does not ask, in
the l:cCluhan mode, what the system or political mechanism itself
adds to or subtracts from the original inputs. Alternative tledels
of internal systems operations or processes has not been a part of
systems analysis in political science. The systems approach describes
the conversion of input to output components without considering the
influence of the converter (::estin, 19GGs, p. 2C). Second, the
appreacn often fails to consider the effects of withholding certain
input variables. iJmond and Fowell (1966), aware of this problem,
have t,:ied to distinguish the effects of participants and non -
participants on the system. Third, the approach tries to maintain
scientific neutrality by avoiding cuestions about the rccuisites of
democratic systems and the changcs it should provide and the directions
it should take. Tice projected models try to explain hew the system
maintains itself, and the system is the political and social realities
which comprise it. Systems analysis avoids any idealized version of
the system and therefore limits its usefulness in discussing future
states and trends of political and social events. Fourth, en a
liberal-conservative continuum. political systems analysis leans
tcwad the conservative side, presuming the hind of harmony and
stahilit in pol!tical events one frequently finds in the biological
world but which it is increasingly difficelt to find in a nation
racked by internal and extraal strife. This analytical rode deals
awkwardly with rapid change and political upheaval. Fifth, the rode
of analysis itself may be somewhat pretentious in that it pretends
more complete hnowledte of the input variables than we Actually have.
The tendency is to lean heavily on conveniently obtained demographic
data which can only L'...V.St the outer parameters 02 the system
with.ut neceasarily identifying the crucial input variables, such as
the "revolution of rising expectation" of minority groups enjoying for
th first time significant eceaomic and social progress.

The systems approach to political analysis and theory, to the
degree that it attaches to the political status cur, loans heavily
on the concept of the Private ;'an. The systotl c char seems to lie
o.:ts.lde the significant life cC its citizens and defines a relatively
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limited sphere of public activity erd involvement. There is no
assumption of a satisfying transactional relationship between personal
need and e%pectation and civic competence and participation, as we
find in the Civic flan. More the analyst, with cool scientific
demeanor and superior knowledge, rises above the system to comprehend
it from Olympian heights, he becomes a non-manipulative Elite
not yet a 'an of politics but somehow more than a Private Dian, who
combines non-participation with little political sophistication.

In Section TIT we have exaiored how troditienal political
science theory c%plains and often clefnnds low levels of civic partici-
pation. To intloducc this auestion in the previous section, WQ dis-
tini:uished three typos of -'emeNs.racy to S1ADW that only a genuinely

p::rticipatory democracy, as ....stinct from classical direct democracy or
representative demo:racy, envisions a high level of civic participation
on the part of all social and ethnic groups comprising the electorate. .

:70 also noted that the expansion of political surf:age in this country
to the disenfranchised has not always been a chronicle of peaceTol
gradualism and majoriterian benevolence and there have been intense
struggles. As for the political theorists, the Federalists and the
denecratic elitists neither foresee nor endorse broad civic perti'i-
pation. They do not find ample enough amounts of political wirOom
in the common man to warrant abdication of power by those whose
biological and social credentials appear to be inherently maretorious.
After all, they argue, a governingclite pays the ultimate price for
its mistaes--it is shorn of power and replaced by a more able elite.
The tyranny of an aroused majority is perhaps even less merciful than
the tyranny of the elite.

In his :!aximum Feasible 'eltsunderstandinr, Daniel Yo;,:ihan (1969)
provides the latest defense of gradualist reform under the auspices
of the interest groups and the middle-class liberal consensus.
1:oynihan (p. 193) argues that there is today a scarcity of social
onnortunit which is analogous to the scarcity of economic resources.
Reformers iron the upper middle-claps and the social sciences who have
argued for full participation of the block and the poor in community
action programs which led the war on poverty have overlooked this
scarcity of social opportunity. l:-Jynihon (p. 161) writes that "the
cennuni:y action programs. of the war on poverty with their singular
emphasis on 'maximal feasible participation' of the peon themsel es...
1,:f.7 the of social scientsts and professional reformers." nen
these programs became disruptive the non-pnor elements "i.e., the
majority" of the urban population sat: signs of the further detet-iorn-

ticn of the community.

The import of ::cynihan's argument is that the poor are not ready
. for participation. Until there are basic economic changes in their

lives, participation will be achieved at the great cost of civility.
lie claims (p. 164) that telescopic sights and mimeograph machines of
the tcymmunity action program .;ore not very different than the attempts
of Castro's Cuba to solve the problems of juvenile delinc.uents by
giving machine guns to its del!...ncuents. :.:eynihnn (p. 172) evcn sug-

f:ests that Iswer-class culture has a validity and integrity of its
v.711 !hich middle -class reformers, parqcularly of the intellectual-
social science elite, have destroyed by their insistence en full
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participation. may discover to our sorrow," he (p. 164) states,
"that 'participatory democracy' can mean the end of both participation
and democracy."

The activist social scientists also do not share the desire for
order and anxiety about change encountered in working class and lower
middle-class persons. These persons fear disorder. They fear crime.
The social scientists, on the ether hand, not to be appalled by dis-
order, almost welcome it. What has happened in the 1960's is that there
have been "vareus forms of public disorder either sanctioned, induced,
or led by middle-class literal-radicals" allied with the proletariat
playing a relatively passive role. In the meantime there has been a
bac%lash of the "mass of fundamentalist citizens" in the grip of
anxiety, puzzlement and alarm. :.:Cynihan (12. 101) argues that
"intellectual groups had acquired an interest in political turmoil
of the moment and came very near in misusing its position / in
government_/ to advance that interest." In effect, Moynihan (pp. 187-
138) is arguing for the slow access of the poor to power and parti-
cipation through conventional interest group routes, the trade union
organizations, the small fundamentalist churches of the black community,
and Pentacostal sects of the Puerto :;icons--hich he (p. la) calls
the "single incontrovertibly indigenous and independent institutions
created by the minority slum dwellers in the present age."

In a later section of this report we shall grant Noynihan the
validity of his gradualist thesis and ask, in the strictly evaluative
sense he advocates for social scientists, t-,hy it has not answered the
crisis of poverty and race.

Those political scientists and sociologist
system from the perspectives of the interest groups and political
systems analysis probably have less difficulty aecurmodating the
political and social. realities o: our tire. Their position avoids
the rigid class dichotomies of elitist positions and allows for the
pluralism bo real and essential in American politics and society.
: :ore unwittingly than consciously, these latter theorists have become
apologists for low levels of civic participation. The defenders of
the interest groups ha%e failed to see that interest groups have not
granted ths same case of access to all minority groups tnd that access
has often been defined along ethnic lines so that the white person
finds accels moru cutckly than these people who are brown,
and yellow. The systems arzlysta fail to see that identifying and
correlatin^ an array of input and output components does not answer
questions about what is missing it the system, what the system is
all about, and what it should be providing. In a following section
of this doeument, we shall see how conceptions of democratic systtnS
which accept low levels of civic participation fail to deal i.th the

great crises of.knorican society.
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IV. POLITICAL AND SOCIAL CRISES IN PARTICIPATION

Before we fully demonstrate the degree of disparity between
traditional political science theory and the political and social
realities of our time, we must try to trace the contours of the
pe$01cms which confront us. This section of the document provides
two functions: (1) it formulates the general contemporary political
and social problem, the crises of ovr tine, and (2) it deals with the
four leajor crises, (a) race, (b) technology, (c) the generation gap,
and (d) the international crisen. I shall treat these problems as
crises in participation. 1:y thesis for this section is the follcwing:
The political and nocial crises now confronting the American democratic
system are largely the result of historic low levels of civic partici-
pation and of the growing expectntion and insistence of underrepresented
groups to exercise more control in the plans and policies of all insti-
tutions to which they belong, including governmental institutions.

The Ceneral Prob'en

In broadest brush stroke we ray trace this crisis moment in
American history to the failure of the system's balancing mechanism
to perform its usual function. Generally this mechanism absorbs the
chock of new problems and demands by correcting a drift of events
which has gone too far to the left or right. The function of the
balancing mechaniem is to articulate the competing theories, concepts,
expectations, interests, and demands. with which it must cope and
provide some general direction and progress for the whole system.
The Americen political system is a gyroscope which moves (don some
general path leading to shared goals and values and controlled by a
sensitive b4lencing mechanism which compensates for deviations from
the true hypothetical linear path by providing the 4egree of correc-
tion proporAenetc to the degree of deviation. Deviation here is a
rathemetical concept. in the sense that we speak of deviations from
the mean, and is used without perjorntive value. Clearly the political
and social crises of any historical period are more than deviate
threats and nuiseeces to a systems in perfect balance. These "threats
and nuisances' are indeed the extresstem events and demands which
the system largely ignores to raintai.n a simplified balance. The more
factors the system must balance, the harder it is to achieve balance.
Yet romanti,: or conservative arguments to preserve the simplified
systet-btlance of the past never have widespread appeal. especially
for note Alienated teen who never felt part of the system and also for
those Civic ;:pre within the system t:h., find its paramenters confining
and even threatening to human value.

In the American demenratic system political balance is a product
of the spirit and practice of compromise. The spirit of compromise
controls the level of expectation of the citizenry in its public
encounters so that citizens ordiiarily expect nothing better then



modeet success or nothing worse thee: lecdeet failure in achieving
their public goals. This controllo.! level of execctetioa, a unieue
Americcn blend of idealism and pregmatism, avoids the pitfalls of
extravagant despair and aspiration typical of nations which alternate
between revolution and dictatorship to echieve at least mementary
political and social balance. Lnaricar.s, like PresilZent :ixon, never
expect to win every political encounter and this makes them better
winners and losers.

The nrectice of compromise has enabled the system to embrace
. divereity of individual and group styles, beliefs, theories,
ineereets, pressures, anl directions. The practice has developed
rituals of fair play, allowing disputants to state clearly their
position and demands and to conduct the negotiations in a manner
consistent with their basic beliefs and styles eo that Life ccmpromise
reached pertains only to the degree of success on or failure suffered
in a limited encounter and not to the ebendoement of basic individual
and croup integrity and frecdoei to coneinue to strive for a better
future settlement. The American practice of compreelise closely
relates to the fundemental aspect of a eemoceatic system we call due
process, .often the forme' legal 4157CCt of the informal behaviors
enacted in reaching compremises. Due process protects the rights of
the temporarily veneuished and enables him to re-enter the public
forum for future rounds of comp. misc.

i:hy does it appear that the Americen democratic system, with
the balancing-compromise mechanism heving achieved notable success
in the past, is unable presently to allow the cc:7;pensations and correc-
tions which provide a basic unity and direction? For a detailed answer

to this euestion, we consider later in this section the racial,
technological, and generational crises. Here I note scree general

trends which we observe in the three crises. *iirst, we have developed

more heterogeneity or life-styles than ever before. There are, for

0:temple, a variety of styles of attire, so that even wen can express
inner psychological states and choices of interpeesonal relationships
by selecting from a rich array of crooks Brothers' suits, bell-bottom
trousers, Edwardian-tailored coats, and beads as well as ties or by
deciding to wear very little or no clothing. There is the variety ef

manners, so that one can adept the frank casualness and openness of
the hippies and the love children, the stolid demeanor or "uptightness"
of the bank executive, or a California informality which combines
luxurious living with eeeple hospitality. :here are a variety of
sexual styles so that one now can decide on marital or single states,
or some fairly rapid alternation between the two states, with one or
several per%ners of the site sex o: different or both sexes. There

area variety of domestic living styles so :Let one can select furnish-
ings with Hellenic and :Ioran styling to the latest psychedelic, chyme
and plastic motifs. One can live in an apartment, a house, a cottage,
a Greenwich Village basement, a trailer, a tent, ....: a sleeping bag, all

expressing styles as diverse ae Lrovnstones, epnrtment towers with
glass wails, and suburban ranch-type homes. All variations in life-

styles and mety more rake, ekelprotise at balance harder to

restore. The cultural richness and 2esentday 4merican
pluralisz contributes largely to politic : :lux and imbalance.



Second, there is the conviction of `..creasing numbers of citizens
that the political balance of the past was maintained largely within
the narrow context e middle-class values, life-styles, and high
eecnomic priorities. The citizens who share this belief are often
those occupying negatively imposed social positions within an Esteblish-
mentarien society with which they execeience little essential identifi-
cation and over which they exercise no control. This belief is espe-
cially undermining of present efforts to re-establish a political
balance especially when that balance is narrowly conceived. The belief
gives rise to activities originated outside and directed against the
system, as in the cre of demonstretions, confrontations, and riots of
students and black people. The challenge is basic, directed against
the system itself in the belief thet only its replacement can result
in political and social justice.

Third, larger numbers of citizens than ever before are question-
ing the assumption that political and social progress require certain
continuing streams of social stability (i:estin, 1963b, p. 6). Tradi-
tional theory asserts that those regimes having the highest levels of
etebility in Europe and America heve generally achieved the greatest
degrees of materiel rewards for their citizenry within the context of
evailablo res.ources and international position. Indeed, historical
and political studies document the fact Y. high levels of cleeveze
and coeflict, disruption, and revolution ieeede and even destroy
progress toward values and goals widely shered by mankind. The main-
tenance of political stability, however, does not require the absence
of turmoil and discensus and recoenizcs the need for change en the
power balances of communiey and :.",tic: over time to build a larger
ecnseneus ineorporatiee new eleelents with the older citizenry (: :eetin,

l963b, p. 6). Democratic elitist theory, however, has often esteemed
that the entrance of disestablished poeselar elements into the system
creates political and sccial havoc, with anti-intellectual and xeno-
phobic overtones (see Section two eboe). 1.:estin (1968b, p. 7)

oscorta that a large school of liberal democratic theory fears activa-
tion of the masses bec,ne it sees the mnsees an less committed to
besic democratic values--civil liberty, rectal equelity, cultural
pluralism, and so on. S.ich theorists peeAe elaborate discussions
makine a virtue of indifference, non.neeticipetion, and popular apathy.
The radical left, cad perheps the radical right of the future, does
not distinguish between one kind of basic stability which history
thcwe as facilitating econemic, pellticni, social, and moral progress
and another kind which perceives all manner and degrees of dissent
and disruption as ca sic threats to the system. In the present situa-
tion, paradoxically enough, even the defenders or the system are
neviee to extra-rystem activitiet, tg illustrated in the strikes of
teechers, policemen, firemen, ereitntion workers, and utility workers
end in the establishment of two new political parties in the presiden-
tiel election of 196r. The resort to extre-systen techniques to gain
onele, ends makes the restoration of balance incredibly difficult.

Fourth, in the catalog of trends which cur major social crises
shere. is the existence of widespread role ambiguity (Levine, 1966).
The flood of technologieal thon74 inuedAting teeitty shows every
irieetion retching nc levels! in the regions it now occupies and
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of spreading to all cee'.ere of Ame,-Y2en life. Our conceptions of
male-female ro7.-. ci worker roles, of leisure -tine
roles, and so on, largely stem frem a rural eereinschcaft society which
clearly defined, not always suitably, the appropriate face -to -face
relationship of its lineal inhabitants. The technology and the
environment not only provide a greeter diversification of roles but
also any single role can be enacted in a number of ways. Uith such
cultural diversity it becomes more and more difficult to abstract role
nerns which are essential role attributes and to distinguish these
frcm idiosyncratic role enactments. A political and social syctem
which does not provide a '.:asic residue of role definition is frequently
seen, especially by the young, as a system in considerable disarray
or as generally disfunctional. when one combines the anxiety growing
cut of role ambiguity with that frustration growing out of occupying
negatively imposed social positions, one has the ingredients for
considerable political and social upheaval and a gloomy forecast for
the restoration of political balance. Levine (1960e) describes the
extraordinary confusion of the individual in times of crisis and his
ominous tendency to retreat to primitive behavior levels:

In times of cr;sis, more than over, it is necessary that the
bewildering array of events,infcrmation, impressions, and
experiences with 1-:rich the individual is confronted be ordered
and simplified. In complex situations, when the personal mcdes
of perceiving are projected to the social screen, tendencies to
distort, to detect differences, and to experience danger become
neny tines magnified. And in this process the special ordering
of ideas and informntion, co-mingled with misinformation and
falle...ious belief, are directed toward achieving a comfortable
state of seductive simplicity, in which definition takes the
piece of doubt, order tecee the place of chaos, and the anxieties
associated with em'Aguity are held in check.

Thus far in this section wo have described s system of political
balance that corrects for sharp 4e...iations from tone central consensus
which provides cohesion and progress for AmerIcan society even in
tines or rapid change. Both the spirit an': practice of compromise
maintain and promote this balanee. then diecussed four trends
which are rehing the balanced consensus and compromise ever more
difficult: (1) the increasing heterogeneity and pluralism of American
lifeestyles; (2) the suspicion of many that past balance was achieved
and ma intained within the nerro context of middle-class values;
(3) the freouent resort to extra- system activities; and (4) widespreed
role ambiguity. In the section which follews I discuss the major
problems confronting American politics and society, the problems of
race, technology, the generation gap, and international relations,
relating etch problem to the general problem and trends discussed
above and showing htw tech represents a crisis in participation.

The rsetiel Cricis fn Farticieatten

The rectal crisis is perlItps the nest dieratie illustration of
tt.e Current trends and deep forces and convictions no dividing American
sttiety and predueing serious political itnt.alatct. First, the trend

FOUR ORIGttiAL coPv.13E
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toward greater %-eeroecneity of life-styles has been enhanced greatly
by the increased visibility of Kr a% people in the mass media, the
schools and colleges, end places of work and residence. Second, there
is the growine black awareness thet American society has achieved a
superficial political harmony and social stability largely within the
framework of white piddle -class priorities and values. Stokely
Carmichael and Charles Hemelton (1967, p. 25) express this dissatis-
facticn when they reeect "the goal of assimilation into middle-class
America because the values of that class are in themselves anti-
humenist and because that class as a sccial force perpetuates racism."
Third, the racial crisis also illustrates the trend for large numbers
of individuals, in case Keck people, including their youthful
college and high school ceeeorters, to turn to e::tra- system and anti-
syste% activities, as riots and fires in our city streets and vihlence
on college and universIty cempesee, to threaten severely and perhaps
to topple systems which they believe ultimetely will fail to provide
solutions for block: ercblem e. fourth, the racial crisis demonstrates
role ambiguity, not only for the black: person assuming new roles and re-
defining old roles in ways allowing more self-acceptance and individual-
ity, but also for the white person who tries to develop more democratic
black-white interpersonal. treneeeeeeee. Levine (196, pp. 246-7)
describes the fear and mestrust we often surrounds these transactions:

Cne of the most difficult elements in the racial crisis to
confront is the intensity of mutual disttuet which Caucasians
and I:cerces have of one anoeher. In a recent newspaper article,
a mill tent Veer° leader wee exceed as saying that he had never
known a white man he could treat. Even if the quote, is only
cpccryphel, it night serve as an exe-ple of the complexities
of the ehenveena Of trust. Ccentleze indignities which Neercen
enperieece ireaseective of their etatue, positions, attainment,
competence, moral cheeacter, or other virtuee, are often subtle
and cut of the range of awereness o: most whites. These e peri-
encee continually serve as rcelineers that one is perceived in a
sebordieete and inferior stetus and such experiences reinforce
perceptions that whites are the enemy and cannot be trusted.
rile hated caeeeery "white" can be maintained while at the same
time some .7h:tes can be respected, trusted or loved through
esycholoeical process which ;emits the creation of as cetoeory
of "exception."

An Levine suggests, there is considerable role ambiguity for both
the :elite and the black person until meeeer-slave (either white or
blacks ensters or laves) become person-person relationships.

There are several disputes about t;-re political and social progress
of black people. which sherply divide scsiel scientists and which re-
late directly to perticieetice. he first dispute concerns the claim
that .e'site t=migrante have euickly into the teinstreem of Americen
society while blsete people have enievely encountered heavy obstacles.
The second Citpute is wheeher the present cecnomic and social position
of the Meek person is erewine relatively better or worse. In weighing
Coe merits of oath side in these dieeeees and their supporting data, it
ie leeortent to note that it is the .rreeet.im of the blaee
peep le of their politieal, eceeeee are setiel cmditione which is
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importantperhaps mere importnnt than the objective data which we
sumnarize here.

Social scientists are divided in their interpretation of the
racial history of black people in America. One group emphasizes the
unioueness of black history while the other group emphasizes the
similarities between black history and the history of the assimilation
of the white ieniarant in American cult' :re and politics, Both inter-
pretations; have implications for the racial crisis in political and
social participation.

:hat makes the black history unicue or at least distinct frcn
white immigrant history in America? First, the black people exercised
no choice in the decision to leave or the manner in which they left
Africe. They were taken by force, chained during their ocean passage.
and sold as comnodities for plantetion labor. Second, black people
have been forced to live in slavery for two hundred years, a situation
no white ilemiarant endured. .Those tragic epieodea of forced removal
from native lands and their inkuTan sbjugation in the ne:, land gives
credence to the now popular assertion that black pee,le are really
colonials, made to feel inferior to their American settlers in all
aspects of life, and who mast overthrew their colonial masters if
ever they are to be free, and whe raast eataKish a separatist black
nation. Third, black people have lived in political inferiority for
the last one hundred years. 7ndeed, we have noted that the extension
o2 the franchise to the black man has enormously raised the level of
tension and conflict and that the legal gains made, for example, in
the deconstruction period, were often only temporary advances.
Fourth, there has always been the uniaue role of black culture in
timerican art. life, and manners, often reaching high levels of
literary, musical, and graphic expression, enercisir.g major influences
on Lmericen imagination, and pre:ding the chief avenue of black par-
ticipation in American society during the period of bite% exclusion.

foot social scientists wonld agree that these four aspects of
black history entitle the black !an to a unique role in Americnn
history, distinct from the history of the white iranigrant. The dis-

er:cement occurs ever the fifth point, whether or not black people have
suffered more economic deprivation and denial of opportunity than other

. ethnic and mincrity groups. This deb ate involve. comparison not
only wi;h white European immigrants but also with racial minorities,
the Chine-e, .7apenese, Aa-erican InCians, Puerto icans, and r2NiCart-

P-!eritrv3.

he lleeo:t of Oe nItiera). A,:visory Commission on Civil Disorders%
(1960), popularly known as the '::tenet Ceamission Report, reviews
ce!idenee whith shows the black experienee is sharply distinct from

t "bite isnigrant experience. To suaport the assertion that
-ns of black assimilation have been unioue, the ::erner Ccmmission
.mints to the following evidence (pp. 27t-2 &l): (a) white

irmia -.141 were able to fill -nskille° jobs and thereby secure en
cconenie foothold denied today to the black ran because of the
greatly reduced ntivber of unskilled jo',s in the technological ern:
(b) ir-'-rents *:ere able move rapidly into big city politics
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and thus deny access to the 17.1eck men who arrived in the cities later;
(c) the close family structure of the white immigrant provided incen-
tives and the willingness to sacrifice, whereas the loose black family
structure provided 2ew incentives; and (d) the segregation of black
people denied them access to good jobs and to good neighborhoods in
which they could rear their children.

rathan Glazer (1963e, 196Gb),however, disputes the claim that
white immigrento have rapidly roved into American society, quickly
achieving very favorable levels of inceme, living, and political power
while recielly distinct groups hae been held back in eevere social,
econo mic, and political subjugation, particularly the black person, who
has been most severely impeded. 7.:(2 writes (1963e):

The truth is nothing like this. :50= white ethnic groups-such
ns the Jewsl'ave chown r. rapid econo.niu mobility. Others have
been ruch slo-xr to achieve economically. One of the econemically-
beckwer.:, white ethnic groups, the Irish, has been politically
gi:ted, and members of the group are to be found dispr.zpertion-
ctely crene eleete/ etr.icie:.s of every level and in almost every
pert o: the ceuntr. ;;:hers, such as Italians and Poles have
done poorly both economically 47.*d politically. Some r:cially
distinct groupssuch as the Japanese- -have done remarkably well
in education and occupation. ::est others have done badly.

The second area of considerable disaereeent among social
scientists concerns the present pocitien of the bleck people and whether
it is greying better or worse. Levine (1967, pp. 233-240) argues that
the relative (to the white ran) conditions of the black men arc
inferior and that they grew relatively more inferior. Levine uses
the measure or "tire lag" to thew hcw the black condition has irproved
over time yet remains further behind the white position today than

:le presents the following "time leg" data of flashi rein

(l965):

1. In compering the actual infant deaths relative to live births
in 1960, the 1;egro infant mortality rate was 43/1000 live
births, a figure attained by whites twenty years earlier in
1940.

2. "The gap for neo mortality rate--deaths of infants
under 23 nays - -is about twenty years and also has widened
slightly."

3. "The Ner;ro role et lid is born into a world in which in 1962,
his chances of reaching, ego 20 are about the are as that cf
a white's reaching 37. A retro girl at birth has the tame
chances of attaining; ate 20 as the white girl has of reaching
42. The legs are :almost two decades."

4. In 1964, 16% of Negro vales eee 20 to 24 had one or tore
years of collegethe seme parcenttge as trong white tales
egt 65-64 years. old attains: when they were young. :dint

represents gep of over 35 yeeet. :he tap though stil
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considerable is much shorter at lower levels of educational
attainment."

5. "Tn 1963, about 13% of employed Negroes were laborere (except
farm and mine)--the same percentage in the white population
of 1900 (a percentage which for whites had gradually declined
to 4% by 1963)."

6. The considerable emphasis that is being placed presently
upon ia.proving the educational attainment of Negroes
frequently gives the impression that this constitutes the
solution to incoro and employment problems for Negroes.
"The Negro family these head had some high school earned
lass than the white with fewer years of schooling; the
Negro who has 47.%1'nrACCI (but not completed) college earns

less than the white with only 8 years of elementary school.
The Negro college graduate earns slightly more than does the
white high school graduate.... The value of an education is
less clear when, for t':.ese who attend college, regro vale
income is only 60/, of white male income but is 60% for those
''ho only coe,pletcd high school and 73% for those who only

attended elementary school... It is a simple fact th:t cec
regro is qualified for higher educational levels and fe:
higher incomes than he attains."

The Xerner Commission Ileport. also provides data to show that
there is a growing disparity between white and black conditions: (1)

While the incomes of whites and blacks have been rising, in 1966 the
median black income was only 59 percent of the white median (p. 251).
In 1966, 23 percent of black families earned $7,000 and over as
compared to 55 percent of white families (p. 252). (2) In 1967, 21

percent of the unemployed were nen-whites. Even the employed blacks
occupy the lower-paying and unskilled position, such as service
workers and city and farm laborers, while whites hold most of the
professional, sales, and supervisory positions (p. 253). (3) :!ith

the level of poverty fixed at an annuli income of about $3,000 in
1966, 11.0 percent of the whites and 40.6 percent of the non-whites
fell below the poverty line.

Glaser (196&b, pp. 10-12) disputes the use of what he calls the
"absolute gap" between black and white levels of income, occupation,
education. housing and political participation to show that the
situation of the black m:n is getting worse. Using 1967 data from
the bureau of Labor Statistics and the rureau of Cencus, Glaser
reports these it*,rovenents in the black conditions:

Income: In 1966, 237, of non-white families had incomes of
more than $7,000 against 537. of white families. Ten years
before, using dollars of the save value, only 97. of the ncn-
white families had incomes at this level, against 317, of white
fanilies.

look at the Visited States, outside of the South !:here
the Negro situation on all natures is worst, vo find in 196
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337, of non-white 1:en'..7.icee with income above $7,000 against 597.

of white families at that level.

Occuon*,:ien: Eetween 1960 and 1966, the nuMber of non-
whites in the bett_r-peyng and more secure occupational
categories increased faster than whites: a 50% increase for
non-whites in professional, technical, and managerial work,
against a 137, inerease for whites; a 437, increase in clerical
occupations, against a 19% increase for whites; a 32% increase
in sales workers, aganst a 7% increase for whites; a 45%
increase in craftsmen and foremen, against a 10% increase for
whites. And during the seme tir:e, the proportions of non-
whites wolking as private household workers and laborers dropped.

Educeticn: In 1960, there was a 1.9 years gap in median
years of school completed between non-white and white males over
25; by 1966, there was only a .5 years gap.

In 1960, 367. of non-white males over 25 had completed
high school, against 63% of white males; by 1966, 53% of non-
white males had completed high school, against 73% or white males.

In 1960, 3.9% of Negro males had completed college, against
15.7% of white males; in 1966, 7.47, of Negro males had completed
college, against 17.97. of white males - -a 907. increase among
non-white college grates, against a 147, increase in white
college graduates.

Eousina: 2etween 1960 and 196 5, there as a 257. drop in
the number of substanee-:d housing .'.Fs occupied by non - whites

(from 2,263,000 to 1, '..000 . %-ed a 447, increase in the

number of etandard units occupied by non-whites--from 2,331,000
to 4,135,000 units.

If re look at political participation -- voting, offices held, in
effect, political powerwe find an ecsally striking increase.
Thus, 1:egro voter registration in the South increased froze
2,166,000 in I:arch 1964 to 3,072,0C3 in ray 1963, while Negro
popletion remained stable. The National Commission on Civ'.1
Di: orders surveyed t,:enty cities to find out the extent of
Negro political representation. The cities averaged 167. in
Negro oopulatio:i; 10% in proportion of elected Negro political
representatives. have to interpret such a figure in the
light of the fact that Negroes of voting age are generally
a orlaller proportion of the total Negro population in tost
cities than whites of voting age of the white population, since
Negroes in cities have a higher proportion of young fenilies
and children, whites a higher proportioli of the aged.

Even on that sorest point of black-white relations, the
police, the Kerner Commission reports progress in one significant
respect: there art tn! substantial numbers of Negroes On many
city police forces--Ilethingten 21%, Philadelphia 20, Chicago 17,
St. Louis 11, Partford 11, Usvark 10, Atlanta 10, Cleveland 7,
rt., York 5, Detroit 5.
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The Bureau of Census (1963, pp. v-vii) has reported data which support
Glazer's thesis. For the fir,me time, in 1967, more than fifty percent
of all non-white .. -heee had white-collar, craftsman, and semi-
skilled j'be. Lae: there wee e net gain of about one-qunrter
million non-white woe = considerable status and pay.
Fifty-eight percent oe y:e. e-white adults were high school
srnduetes, as compered with percent in 1965 and 39 percent in
1960. Glazer (1963b, p. 9) finds the present situation paradoxical
because improvement on the economic lot of black people has accompan-
ied increasing black militancy. He writes:

Somline very strange is happening in the racial crisis in the
United States. On the one hand, the concrete situation of
Negro Americans is changing rapidly for the better. This is
not only true when we look at economic measures of all kinds
(although we all know thet these are an inadequate measure of
group progress, and that a people that feels oppressed will
never be satisfied by the argument "you never had it so good");
but it is also true that things are better when we look at
r:easures of political participation and power. It is even
true when we look at the critical area of police behavior and
police attitudes. There is no question that police in city
after city are becoming more careful in how they address
Negro Americans, more restrained in the use of force, of fire-
arms. The history of the riots alone, from 1964, demonstrates
that, gut on the other hand, the political attitudes of Negroes
have become more extreme and more desperate.

In this section of the document we have seen how the racial
crisis drematicelly illustrates political and social trend6 threaten-
ing the balance of the democratic system. The racial crisis has made
its profound contribution to the increased heterogeneity of life-.
styles, the distrust and criticism of middle-class political priorities
and values, increased extra-Jystem and anti-system activities se a way
to redress grievances and win more favored positions, and increased
role ambiguity for blacks and whites as they attempt to achieve more
democratic interpersonal transactions. Ne have also considered the
division of opinion among soceal scientists on the degree of unique-
ness of history of black Americans, especially as they are compared
with white immigrants and other racial groups on the rapidity with
which they have achieved political and economic power. There is also
disagreement over the degree ef improvement there has been in black
conditions, with one group A_euing that a time lag has actually
increased the disparity between conditions of white and black men, and
the other group insisting that improvement is improvement even though
the black people have not attained economic equality. The objective
description or the improvement of black conditions clearly cannot
fully explain the continued un-:eel; and upheaval in the black communi-
ties. .:ere imeortnnt, perhaps, is the subjective reactions both
whites and blacks have to ecca other the political, social, and
economic conditions in which they find themselves. The following
section of this document is a consideration of these various reactions.

POOR C:.)ini-BLSi-

AVAiLABLE Al TIME FILMED
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?'hat makes the racial cnnr-Y 7 risis in participation is the
Intensity of action and reactn we observe in black and white
relations as each grove, attempts to weetlo with social and economic
problems which beset it. The determined fury with which the teachers'
union in New York City fought the attempt of the non-white communities
to gain local cn-erol over their schcels was matched only by the stout
opposition of the non-white e-nmunities to face whatever consequences
their action brought. It is indeed a crisis in participation when
increabed participation by the former political outcasts results in
syate-shaking and system-breaking activities, an uncontrolled par-
ticiration, on the part of both whites and blacks. In the early
history of the civil rights movement, many liberal white men believed
that at last the black man wee l(1 make his full entrance into American
society. What liberal whites and. blacks did not fully foresee was,
to the -extent that American society was white society, that black men
would find themselves demanding not only full membership'but also a
change in the purposes and function of the club. In assuming con-
trol of their destiny, the black men wanted a black not a white
destiny, The white man, even the traditional liberal, suddenly
realized that he had not only to share but also to change the
political and social system. The civil rights movement became the

- racial crisis when both blacks and whites fully realized the basic
nature of the struggle. In the following section we shall look at
the various responses blacks and whites he ee made to the struggle
in which they now Eind:.themselves and how each type of response has
raised the level of tension and made conflict resolution more
difficult.

The black response which is most telling and determined has been
the movement toward black separatism. ]e can delineate this movement
in two ways. First, we can see black separatism as the latest
Illustration of the typical mode of assimilation of outcasts in
American society, with the establishment of semi-autonomous enclaves
within the larger society which preserve the valued links to tradition
and femiliar life-styles while also providing staging areas for
entrance into the larger social collectivity (Glazer, 19GBa). Until
the present decade, black communities in both the north and south
protested the lack of local and ethnic autonomy and have not exper-
ienced the political independence of the Irish in Boston or the Jews
in flew York City. This view of current black separatism as the latest
achievement of the process of immigrant assimilation, neatly fits
current black protest and reform into the main current of Americen
histery. Second, we can see black separatism, especially flack Power,
as the movement toward colonial revolution in which black pecple will
overthrow a sick American regime as the only way to right historic
injustice and inequality and to establish territorial and political
indeendence--a black nation under black control. The two views of
black separatism sharply divide slack leadership, with Partin Luther
"'sing typifying the former or enclave view nd the militant leadership
of the Black Panthers typifying the latter or colonial view. Both

views, and the political activity which spring from them, constitute
crises in participation. Both modes of black separatism challenge
the extraterritoriality of current decision-making at both local and
national levels and demand that the central focus of decision-making
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affecting Slack aspirations and priorities fall within the black
comnamity. This demand often appears to the white political establish-
ment, with its deep involvement in aovernmental, business, and labor
bureaucracies, an an attack en the core of the democrata:c system even
though the blacks are careful to phrale their demands in the language
of local participatory democracy.

There is, therefore, the white response to the bleak demands
and to the diffuse uneasiness and heightened tension t1-.3, arouse.
One response, often more a possibility than a probability or actuality,
is a white backlash which meets hlack demand with white repression.
This response, when it occurs, stems largely from two sources. First,

those ethnic groups, es in the case of the Italians Lad Polich, vbo
are only now achieving levels of political and economic power which
the Irish, Jews, and C2ermna have long exercised, see 4,.c black
people as most untimely interlopers about to deny them their moment
of immement triumph. These are the groups, including the recently
somewhat affluent residents of Los Angeles, Orange, and San Bernadino
counties in California, and of Cook county in Illinois, who find it
terribly hard to accept the compensatory character of t1.1.e racial
crisis- -the black demands for reparations as well as mere social
equality in correcting historically-based inequities (Uastin, 1968b,
p. 15). Herbert Gans (1968) writes:

Perhaps the most frequently heard argument is that the unequal
must do something to earn greater equality. This line of reason-
ing is taken by those who have had the liberty to achieve their
demands and assumes that the came liberty is available to everyone
else. This assumption does not hold up, however, for the major
problem of the unequal is precisely that they are not allowed to
earn equality- -that barriers of racial discriminavion, the in-
ability to obtdin a good education, the unavailab%lity of good
jobs or the power of college presidents and faculies make it
impossible for them to be equal. Those who argue for earning
equality are really saying that they want to award it to the
deserving, like charity. But recent events in the ghettos and on
the campuses have shown convincingly that no one a'ards equality
voluntarily; it has to be wrested from the 'more alual' by politi-
cal pressure and even by force.

Second, white backlash is often the result of white fa: lure to distin-
guiah between those basic aspects of the American democratic system
which are independent of class and ethnic bias, values; and priorities.
The distinction here is between, on one hard, what is ,aite or black,
and en the other, what is middle class or democratic. Black demands
for control of their schools, for example, ace seen by many whites
end blacks as nu attempt to divide and ultimately to take over urban
education. At leaat thus far in the racial crisis it aas been difficult
for large numbers of whites to sustain an intense enouc;h paranoia to
convert such suspicions into cruelly repressive action against the
black community.

The favored and most energetic response to the ra:ial crisis
thus far on the part of both white and black people been to
increase the rate at which human and material resource:- are poured
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into black ghettos. in an effort to ameliorate conditions as quickly
as possible. The ourposes lying behind this response are not singu-
lar or clear but Cteo include the hope that black people can experi-
ence enough of the affluence and comfort of American society not to
want to overthrow it, the strong intention to right the social,
political, and legal injustices of the past, and the desire to school
black leadership onickly in self - government within the system so
that the militant 'eadeeship operating outside of and against the
system attracts as small a following as possible. Black people, in

the language of interest groups, are a "potential" group of such
erectly widespread influence and power, that one can understand the
bitter struggle ne77 waged within and outside the system for their
support. The whiee protest groups have tried to enlist black radicals
in their struggle either (1) to build a strong alliance or (2) to
obtain their temponary '3uppoot in particular confrontations. The

whites hope that the black militant leaders can deliver the black
people for their truegle. The attempts at black-white militant
alliance occurs at a tine of growing discontent in the black community
fed by the black Vietnam War veterans who are unwilling to accept old
social slots and often unite with the Peace end Freedom movement. The

Peace and Freedom Party succeed: where the Comelunist Party fails be-
cause now blacks h.lve become militant.

Each of these responses, or subordinate parts of them reflect
current conceptions of man and of traditional political theory.
The militant leadership of the movement for colonial black separatism,
condemning both the ameliorative efforts of white society to right
the radical imbalance and the cooperation of black society in encourag-
ing and directing these efforts, often fashions itself as a ruling
elite who has a clearer vision of black need and destiny than the
majority of white and black people. Where there has been
black ecouiescence in eceopting black elitist leadership, particularly
on the part of black high school and college students, there is evidence
suggectiug the adoption of that concept of man I have dubbed Elite Man
and of that part ff.trrCitional eheory 1 have called democratic elitism.
In fighting white elitism, imagined and real, black militants have
often spawned a revolutionary elitism of their own.

Where the rei:ponse to the racial crisis has been tendencies in
thought and ectico toward backlash and repression on the part of the
whites, we often eet the vague impression of an embattled privileged
group, like the p7e-revolutionary French nobility, whose petulant
outrage was as imootent as their understanding of contemporary politi-
cal and social problems. These are indeed the Private Ecn, forced to
emerge from their suburban compounds, inexperienced and unskilled in
the public forum, and eager to adopt any measures which will allcw
them a hasty retret to shel':ered peace and trancuility. nether
fear and insecurity and increased crisis levels trill move them from
privacy to leaderhip of Elite : :en s not yet evident in any organized
activity of the reactionary right.

There are two modes of response to the racial problem which
presaee great hoe_ for making mnoe avic Men out of Private Men.
Cne mede is that part of black separatism adopting the enclave view
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which sees in increased .'Lack political and economic autonomy the
necessary next step in the anem:..letion of bleak people in the demo-
cratic system. The black e%herents of tnis vii w show in both word
and deed that racial cre;eeie in 7eoeicipation can be solved when black
people fie:. in their public pareicipeeien the freedom and dignity
they seek in their private lives. The black man, who is an Alienated
Man, clearly has stronger reasons for escaping the "privacy" of his
ghetto comrcund, more a prison than a retreat, then the Private Men
for escaping his suburban comoeund. And the remarkable development in
our era may be the discovery of the black man that he need net become
a Private Man to achieve the social justice and happiness he seeks.
The other response mode which is making more Civic Men out of both
whites and blacks are the meliorative efforts to improve as rapidly as
possible the economic and social conditions under which black oeople

live. The human and material resources required for the solution of
the racial problem are of such enormous proportions that employment
for the next decade can be guaranteed to all white and black Private
Men and Alienated Men seeking public careers.

The Techroloeical Crisis in Particioation

I am using the term "technology" in two senses: (1) it describes
the electromechanical equipment, the hardware of electronic and space
age, and (2) it describes the knowledge in the natural life, and behav-
ioral sciences applied in the solution of practical problems. Donald

Michael (1963, chapt. 2) describes the likely scope of technological
developments in the decades ahead. The application of automation and
computers to an ever greater variety of tasks is expected to increase
rapidly. A major tool in the advancement of this knowledge will be the
cempoter program to simulate individual and institutional behavior.
Experiments in application of technology that supplements or replaces
the human teacher will increase. Biology is likely to provide the most
exciting and dramatic break-throughs in science in the next decades.
There will be more telephone lines, television and radio channels, and
facsimile circuitry. Missiles and other strategic vehicles for delivery
will become ever more sophisticated. There will be more cars. More
mass transportation will be used, but only gradually. A vast variety of
radical construction methods and fabrication materials will revolutionize
the building industry, especially the construction of private dwellings.
There will be :short range weather forecasts in many parts of the world,
but it is unlikely that weather control will expand greatly. Recreational
technology will offer enormous opportunities for engineering imaginetien
and entrepreneurship.

Although the technological crisis may not supply all the drama
and violence of the racial crisis on the contemporary American stage, it
has proround effects on American society and politics, with its silent
and disouieting undercurrents of pathos and confusion. Like the racial
crisis, it embodies and illustrates current trends which threaten political
and social balance and compromise. First, although literature and art
treditienelly attribute color and variety of life styles to bucolic,
re-technological rementicism. there is such evidence that modern technol-

ogy for large numbers of individuals furnishes the occasion and materials
for heterogeneity and idiosyncrasy, even when thistechnologicalsophisci-
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cation is used only to mdnufacture stronger halucigens, psychedelic
beads and paintings, and elect -onic music with anti-system lyrics. 3y

increasing social complexity, technology provides the occasions for
groups living at different styles and paces in enclaves providing
opportunity for more whineical, personally-paced styles of life (Niched,

chept. 3). with entrepoeneuriel ingenuity, technology in the
service of business provides novelty and sensation in gedgetry equal
to, if net su...passino, in scope the variety found in (A)rdsworthien

Nature. The Hervar(' .oeup en technology and society holds that "tech-
nology has created a society of ruch complex diversity and richness
that most Americans have a greater range of personal choice, wider
experience and a more highly developed sense of self-worth than ever
before" (New York Times, January 199). Etra,enuel /.:esthene (1969)

believes that "this is probably the first age in history in which such
high proportion of peoplu have felt like individuals. No eighteenth
century factory...hed the sense of individual worth that underlies
the demands on society' of the average resident of the black urban
ghetto today."

Second, the gargantuan development of modern technology poses a
grim challenge to the middle-class ethic 'f rewards for .:rd work,

conservation of resources for our less fottunate older years, and
studious evoidance of worldly indulgence which weakens character and
morals. To replace the interest groups which actively shouldered
political and social responsibility, technology, for better or for
worse, pushes us toward new forms of organization and control under
the aegis of mnagers, engineers, and other professionals whose
hierarchical positions are more a product of knowledge end experience
ean social class and traditional interest groups. The family and
'earth, the core of middle-class domestic life, exercise less influence
over what children believe and do as the ubiquitous mass media relent-
lessly shape manners and morals.

Third, technological development, or the response to it, results
in extra-system activities when present political and industrial organi-
zation, seems too cumbersome to cope with the problems it poses and when
innovative managers unschooled in the veneration of the past devise
new organizational models and systems which circumvent the costly
pitfell:and delays of old routines. Keniston p. 159) believes
that one victim of the; new technological age will be the sense of
history. 17or today's youth, he writes, "the past grows more remote
and irrelevant psychologically, the future grows more remote and
unpredicta ble, the present assumes a now significance, one in which
the environment is relevant, immediate, and knowable." The apotheosis .

of the present will fortuitously result in extra-system activities.

Fourth, the technological age results in widespread role ambiguity
largely because it disrupts and confuses traditional roles of man,
woman, child, mother, fctker, citizen, friend, worker, and so on,
without rapidly enough crystalizing new and appropriate roles or
redefining old ones. The worker who finds himself technologically
unemployed, the job which either male or female can perform with
cgual adroitness, the suburban mother attempting to inculcate a life-
style which is lacklustre in comperison with zing and zest of the
latest television teenage idol, all predece massive eelfusion over
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shople:,s a-,lam of half-h: artc c.:-,-nt:tion with new roles, n
uhich leavc:; in2:ivija:.1i: with a porvosivo sense of

;.yori.-,y and ..el.. -deie-,,:tion. ILZ.ividuals forecast the future
of role m.cdi2ca..:on, commitmen to any role appeor:,

-nd becuas

Cu: centrni concern:; ne political response to this
burc.:oning technology, that is, oho thrLat posed by modern technology
to t'.;o demecratie tradiLion balance auci coo:p:u:.:ise and the way in

which it contributes to .. crisis in partieipation. Before dealing
directly with this question, I sh:,11 describe briefly so: of the
major affects or technoioL;y on oont,mporary society and on decision-
making in private and public institutions.

There are three sectors of experience which vividly show the
effects of technology on contemporary society: (a) knowledge and

c;:reors, (b) privacy, and (c) leisure-time activities. Regarding

knowledge and careers, Nichael Harrington (1967, p. 241) has noted
that au4on2ation and cybernation will make "machines capable of respond-
ing to a near infinity of contingencies by hooking them up to computer:v.."
:lutomation will result in the elimination of millions of jobs tied to
routine production and clerical functions. New jobs will ree.uire

hier knowledge and skill levels especially in the physical and
biolagi rn sciences. The new tecnnology and economy, with its seemingly
insatiahic need for highly trained specialists, will seriously challenge
traditioal purposes of American education, thus traininz! of the democra-
tic and liberal generalists who can assume a broad range or citizenship
repon:Ability c:nd who appreciate the literary and esthetic dimensions
of hum.n experience. Harrington (1967, p. 285) notes how unresponsive
American education has been to the demands of the technological era:

It is impossible to structure our educational system without
knowing what kind of world the young who arc being trained will
live in. The absence of such knowledge is unquestionably one of
the elements that has made so much of the American vocational
educational system a waste of time and resources. the intelli-
gent anticipation of occupational needs in the future7-and of

its leisu possibilities--is a necessity in modern society.

Tdestin (1967) has provided excellent documentation of the threat of
modern technology to individual privacy. Electronic eavesdropping and
"lie-detecting" devices used by private and public agencies and investi-
gators and the accumulation of gigantic data banks with detailed infor-

mation on all aspects of the individual's personal and public life
will rec;uire careful redefinition of the boundaries between public
interest and individual civil liberties. Finally, the technological

era has sharply altered the traditional relationship of work and play.
If work no longer remains the fundamental link of the individual to
reality and the major source of personal fulfillment, people will
increasingly turn to leisure pursuits, to the time and

money permit, for the n::2 of reality and ..ney cannot

find in vocation and career. It is possible ...Iritan ethic

which assigns high moral priority to wor'.: be c: _.__d by many

individuals into leisure-time pursuits. ::ey will display selfless
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devotion to hobbies and the development of motor skills, always
keeping busy enough to avoid the t,-eptations of Satan and the pyscho-
somatic ministrations of their physician.

The effects of the technological era on decision-making in all
sectors of contemporary life have 'oeen and will continue to be profound.
estin (1967o, pp. 15-10 describes the impact of the shift to a
technolegicel electronic system on decision-making in a democratic
society. He observe; that decisien-meking on matters that affect the
largest social issues in geavitatin; steadily into the hands of tech-
nically trained experts as the modes of production and distribution
become increasingly complex and the computer profoundly affects the
economy. In the hands cf experts, the language of analysis becomes
specialized and esoteric rather than generalized and political and,
conseeuent7y, the classic balances in decision--.,,king in a democratic
society are subjected to special stress. 'As.stin predicts that there

will be a whole new literature of the l70's dealing with the question
of technological versus participative decision-making in the areas of
urban planning, community development, welfare, education, and so on.
As industrial and business automation absorbs more jobs, the displaced
workers, especially when they are members of ethnic minorities, will
feel politically and socially dispossessed, victims of decisions and
plans in which they have no voice. The decision-makers will be the
Technocrats with specialized knowledge of production and marketing.
Systems analysts, working with computerized information storage and
retrieval systemo, will make decisions which interrelate multifarious
factors and which broadly affect the deployment of resources end
personnel. Technology, therefore, thrusts decision-making more and
more into the hands of the kncledge and technical elites who alone

sophistication and skill to analyze multi-dimensional
problems and to explore the probable consequences of following one of
zln array of alternae:.ves. In this contigent, probabilistic, and
statistical world of computer-based decision-making, the non-technician,
which includes not only the man of little education but also the man
of mesh education in the areas of the humanities and art, easily
develops a sense of oersonal impotence and rage. Although he does not
sec it this way, the rcre7smse of the non-technical man to the techno-
loeicel era is not so much to the technology itself, which, after all,
alone with his political heritage, has been his rich legacy, but to
the organizational adjustments which the technological era require
almcst all political and social spheres of life. In the following
paeagrephs we shall consider the various political responses to the
oreanizational clilers posed by a burgeoning technology and how these
responses constitute threats to the democratic tradition of balance and
compromise and how collectively they result in a crisis in participation.

One response to the technological era is the widespread fear of
productive workers of both the and white collar classes of being
replaced by a machine C.:estin, 1)(:Sk, p. 16). The resistance which
has met the introduction of aut=tion inthe railroad and shipping
industries and in the offices and schools is as much a product of
psychological fear as the Luddite riots of the early Industrial
neveletion which resulted in the smchin!--, of machines. This fear of a
technological take-over is shored by there interest groups which have
controlled American politics. nite .ruse overrun with university
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and industrial experts untutored in and not screened by customary
political processes is a disturbing specter for the hoary precinct
politicos who soon discover that knowledge from above bears more
weight than political peessure frcm below. This fear often takes the
form of opinions expressing sericus distrust of "experts" and asserting
that man is infinitely more than e manipulatable being. It will be
interesting to dissever in the decade ahead whether the traditional
i.,mericen respect for the "facts" will remain strong and incorruptible
in the face of the hostility toward the expert wLo both generates
and utilizes these data. This resoonse of fear and mistrust is a
crisis in participation when the blue and white collar workers align
themselves againSt the system and resort to extra-system measures as
we have witnessed in recent union strikes threatening vital metropolitan
services. Extra-system activities, as we noted above, threaten the
democratic tradition of balance and compromise. Disputes which, join
governmental and industrial experts and productive and service workers
in an atmosphere of fear of the loss of job and career make compromise
awkward and difficult. This fear will dissipate only when we have
developed decision-meking structures which include both the technocrats
and those affected by their decisions.

Another response to the technological era is its widespread
acceptance by the scientific and engineering community who sometimes
claim a proud sponsorship of the era. We arc learning more about
this community and we are discovering that it is not as homogeneous
in opinion, values, and styles as popular stereotypes would have us
believe. At the highest community level, there arc those governing
scientific elites who largely determine the areas of research and
development most vigorously explored and the leadership and policies
of the professional associations. At the next level there are those
professional careerists, the first-rate professionals, who have
superior training in the fundamentals of their fields, aspire to high
work standards, make enormous time and energy commitments to their
work, and among whom the members of the governing recruit new leaders.
At the lowest level are the "gentlemen scientists" who are well-paid,
work e modest number of hours each week in pleasant surroundings, and
undereake tasks far less consuming than those engaged in by their
superiors. A crisis in participation arises when citizens are increas-
ingly aware that only the members of the scientific and engineering
community have the intellectual recuirements of dealing with complex
social, scientific, and production problems. When the scientific
and professional communities vigorously claim and try to assert their
"knowledge prerogatives," balance and compromise become difficult.
The scientific and professional insistence that only alternatives they
endorse meet the "retional" requirements of problem and solution makes
compromise eppear inappropriate because one is new bargaining over
the Truth. :Te indeed have a technological crisis in perticipetien
when the fear of the underclass eine:hen with the self- righteous Treth
of Cle governing elites. Until we can ec..-clop means for distinguishing
between and relate matters of public policy and matters of future tech-
nolegical development, queceions of velues and ceestions of fact, and
whet we want and how we get it, this crisis in perticipetien will con -
tiara to threaten cur system of polieicel balance and compromise.
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There is a third "responne" to the technological era, a growing
passivity or non-perticipeteo in civic effairs of that part of the
citizenry which feele increasingly eeperated from the complexities of
national and local policies and programs. Content to enjoy the
products and leisure of the new era, and unable by education and
career to coneributc any cpecielized knowledite or these
citizens cease to believe that there remains for them a meaningful
political role of any practical value. Passivity during stable
periods of relatively slow change does not constitute a crisis ia
participation. At this critical moment of change in American history,
such passivity constitutes a serious crisis. Since all men are
deeply affected by the new policies and programs c' the decision-
makers, we must find ways to cngege the participetion of mere and
more citizens at the various governmental and institutional levels
of decision-making, if the changes instituted are to result in
general conscoses and in balance and compromise essential to the
democratic system.

can easily compare these three responses to the technologi-
cal era with our four conceptions of men. In the fear of the blue
and white collar workers and in the passive citizenry abdicating
decision - making responsibilities, we can see the Private I.:an who
views all political end social change in terms of their unsettling
effects on his private sphere of living, enjoyment, and responsibility
and in terms of his need to protect his domicile from the foreign
society which surrounds it. In the aspirations and behavior of the
scientific and engineering community we sec the Elite Men at work,
exercising great responsibility epparently with resignation to their
fate. In the professional careerist we see both the elitism of the
Elite Nan when he moves to high levels of decision-maidng and the
exclus4vism of the Private Nan when the motivation for his prodigious
efforts and discipline somehow lie in the private fortune he builds
for himself and his family.

In summary, we have now viewed both the racial and technological
crises as crises in democratic participation. Toth crises embody the
social and political trends sweeping American society by adding to
heterogeneity oflife-style, by challenging the legitimacy of middle-
cleoo priortieo, by feeding anti- system and extra-system activity,
and by increasing role ambiguity. Although less dramatic in a
ioernaliseic sense than tee racial crisis, the technological era is
proZoendly affecting career aspirations, privacy, and the use of
leisure time. It is no less profoundly affecting decision-making by
removing it more and more from the hands of p:eductive workers and
from treditional interest groups. The technological era becomes the
technological crisis whom the responses of the citizenry fail to
premise a restoration of political balance and compromise. The
ebject feel: of the worker of being replaced and dominated by a machine,
the disdnin and repegnance oith which the scientific and engineering
community meets efforts to compromise whet they believe are basically
rational decieione, and the peesive withdrawal from civic perticipetion
of men_ individuals who feel that the complexity of decicion-mahing
leaves them mere and more behind, constitute political responses woe-
fully inedequete to meet the problems of the technological era.
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The Cenerationel Crioia in Pert77eiration

The proneats of the younger n7,einnt the established ways and
values of the older generation c.r. the acute dissatisfaction of the
older with the apparent iconoclacn. and high-handed disregard of the
responsibilities of traditional and le,7a7. authority of the younger

generation has produced a wide conoraion cep. Generational mis-
underatandingo are hardly naw in the 'istory of civilization. In

periods of rapid chance, with high coni'lict levels, a [,,.neration gap

has serious conseeluences. AS the instinct for preservation and
stability of the older generation clashes with the instinct for
rebellion and change of the younger generation communication between
old and young is difficult and ominous. Without constructive communi-
cation and action on both sides, patterns of youthful protest and
adult reprisals emerge and escalate the generational tension and
reduce the probability of communication and compromise to near zero.
As defiance and punishment become the favorite ways of influencing
behavior across generations, polarization of old versus young occurs,
with the widespread belief that communication is hardly possibly at
some hypothetical age-point, popularly believed to be thirty. At

the moment that society needs cohesiveness to struggle with mounting
aocial problems and expectationa, the generational gap makes conflict
recolution and political balance virtually impossible.

Ac in the case of the racial and technological crises, the
generational crisis is fed by and feed := other contemporary crises.
The young, therefore, quickly identify the corresponding problems and
injustices they see in the treatment of black people--political
inec;nality, economic servitude, the imposition of middle-class white
morality, and so on. For the youthful protester, to challenge the
archaic ways of the older generation is mc than a defense of self-
interest. las challenge is a blow for fa-aiom for all humanity,
black, brown, yellow, and young-white. The young also quickly sense
the awkwardness and fear of the older generation in dealing with a
technological era which rapidly out?ates political and social institu-
tions and traditional cedes of ethics. For them, to challenge the
pref.:technological ethic of the old 1.5 to usher in the new era of the

young.

Along with the racial and technological crises, the generational
crisis embodies the trends in contemporary political and social life
which threaten traditional modes of balance and compromise. First,

the protect of the young is a protest of personal life-style, as the
hippie co well illustrates (Westin, 1963b, p. 16). Although the
hippie's particular contributions to language, dress, art, manners,
drug usage, and sexual mores ray fall short of real historical
significance, their overall support and encouragement of pluralism in
life-styles will enpand significantly the heterogeneity so long absent

in :'.merican acciety. The fact that the individual today has a wide
array of stylistic inventions out of which he fashions his own life,
providen him with the materials to conduct the personal enperimenta-
ton necessary to develop high levels of individuality. Everyone
"doing his own thing," however, does not in itself develop political
balance. Whether the young protectors can see the need for political
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and social cohesion beyond legitimate personal idiosyncrasy poses a
difficult question for the future.

Second, the protest of the young, especially the articulate
young of the suburbs and the university campus, is directed against
a political and social system heavily laden with middle-class
priorities. This attack on middle-class aspirations and political
and social priorities takes many forms. There is criticism of middle-
class hpyocricy whenever the young detect the operation of an adult
business and sexual ethic which departs from Judeo-Christian norms,
although the young have little religious attachment, unless it is the
religion of personal, ecstasy that we find io the drug cults. There is
criticism of middle-class materialism whenever they observe economic
self-interest taking, puecedence over humanitarian goals. There is

criticism of middle-class self-consciousness whenever they observe
preoccupation with status taking precedence over a concern for politi-
cal and social equality and justice. There is criticism of the tra-
ditional middle-class political leadership which they see as thinly
disguised tyranny of the majority parading as the guardian of illusion-
meat with the major political parties and interest groups and growing
interest in working outside these self-seeking and antiquated structures
for more rapid reform. The youthful following attracted by Eugene
licCarthy in the election of 1963 consisted largely of young people who
had little appetite for the conventional parties and politics and yet
were unwilling to forfeit the election.

Third, the protest of the young, especially as we observe it in
the black ghetto and on the university campus, increasingly resorts
to anti-system activities as a wny of escalating the level of conflict
and creating the political and social fluidity necessary for moderate
or drastic institutional change. The young who adopt the social
protest model to bring about institutional change no longer accept
the common view that only changes in attitude can bring about social
change (i'iathews, l G3, p. 27). They believe, as 1:athews states, that
the attitude theory of social change "would have us all lie down for
an aeon or two and await the regeneration of mankind.... A man's
rights should not depend upon another man's virtue or attitude." The

successf61 young protestor has unimpeachable evidence that conflict or
the threat of conflict can quickly change institutionalized forms of
behavior.

Finally, the protect of the young widens the generational gap
when it ettempts to relieve role ambiguity by redefining roles in
ways at odds with tradition. The student role, for example, is no
longer seen as one of passive acculturation, with the school and
university acting as both master pedagogue and moral guardian.
Students increasingly see their role as partners in a vast educational
enterprise which produces active inquirers rather than inert knowledge
storehouses and which prepares them for the careers of tomorrow
rather than yesterday. Redefinition of sex roles increasingly
challenges the use of sex- linked political and seeial roles which
keep women "second-class" citizens an.: assigns them activities
largely outside the arena of political and social partisanship end
conflict. I.:embers of the older generation, although genuinely
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confuden peesenel nnheppiee.:e.

I ::,7.vc; r,z0L:e.st nl yceeg WiLC
-eneretieeni gap and 2:70tC:Lt C.17.11Cjii:L to= rd
pall,. -cal -1::belenee end polarf.eeeien we feend in the reciel end tech-

nelegicel can nIco vici the geneestien gep Le is eeeiee of
political eed sociel ieauee which ecperete the young end old genere-
tions. The reejor iecuee cene. aboet the Vietnem ..gar, the new Len

nnd eueetions of poverey end race, and qi;eetions of educe-
tion end careers.

The Vietnam ::es ban drematiees the generetion gap and contribute::
to itc widening. It cceily becomes the focal point of youthful
alienation Tr the American maineteeem and for the geowing feelinge
of powerlesencss of the young. For the maIe student who fail:, to
in draft deferment, service in tic Armed Forcer. is aL:6c:: to the

educeeionel ob:tacles which block hie emergence frc a lengthy

apprenticeehip into full citizenship. For ehe girl who MUCt WLit for
her mea to come home, service in the war defer the marriage and the
family which mark her entry into edulthocd. For the dissenter urging

verices forms o eeaistance to the war cf.:ort--ereft care: bureing,
inhoepitle treatment of visiting recruitere from the Armed Forces
eed Company, ce.ti-.:OTC activities, end eo ea--efforts
to deny :h in access to the public foeura for eecrui.tment to hie own
cauee and (.emeneteation of his war oppoeition cre dC1 ii.11.1 of

his demeeretic rights. For the non-voting etudent who feels that
his life ie shaped by a liar produced by edult mi:menegement, there
is often acute eeseetment of his sub:!eet statue in the authoeitarien

Establiehmene. 'e the ideologise, the wer is a produce of the came
ecenemy which gives pr.ority to reaceriel over human and welfare goals

and keepe yellow people, black people cx.c.: young people in prolonged

colonial servitude. The older generaeion, shocked by the resittence
to the ;?ar as cnother example of the irresponeibiiity, ingratitude,
and enti-euthoeity attitudee of a permissively-reered younger genera
tion, often finds impossible even eupee2icial discuseion and mediation
of this issue.

The issues of race and poverty and drug usage and sexual freedom
Cleo widen the generetion gap. A politically dieenfranechised youth,
eneble to influence in p'aceful ways the institueonal conditions
under vhich they rut: 'spend the First three decades of their lives,
cetily identifies with the poor and t1 black people who reust rely

cn thesporedic benelicence of whitey to relieve their misery and to

ellow them a there in shaping their on economic and soeial eestiny.
The widespread use of and experiz.entation with drugs end the open

preachn if not practice, of sexual freedom are ':e y$ the young

eericatu..e the moral pretticee of an older genertzion
:a a Puritan Cthic fro-: which there are lapses. Druza

acx are alto ways to occupy prolenged cdoltez...ca end tc cleim

edult prerogativee before they are foamal.77. :rene c:elt seciety.

;he fact that drug ucage and the entengle-

mente end conriderable parental embeaeeeee.e... ee. .its a youthful
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political strnte3y which ives the yeun3 access to the co---!nity nt
least throu,;h the rear door.

Retardin3 the cuestion of cduealicn and cnreers, (136:>,

. 16) identifies on rIportnnt issue in the protest of the youn.
The ecenemy, he notes, rec,uires lonzer deferments thnn ever before
of oun:; people before the,- enter into career, fnmily, ,Ind citizenship

roles. ;:hereas the youn3 rndicnls of the :c2nnoce university are
orhin3 by the a3e of twenty-one, :.7erican :,-rnduate end professional.
. :cents arc still university residents between the Ct';C:, of twenty-

fi%c sP thirty. Thiz means for these students that "ten to fifteen
years of whet in physical, psycholo3ical, vv1 political terms can be
called 'adult years' are bein3 set into the conten.t of youthful _n-
s' itutiens which are non-participative and subject-oriented. Fart of

the protest of the youn3 is that a decnde er more of their life si.7.21y
will not be spent in such authoritarian snd ranipul,tive settinzs es
the classic American hi:h schcol, university, and undu.lte school.

;:e can ensily depict the politicni irport of issues sepnratins
the yeun3er and older senerations. 2ut we have yet to answer the
ouestion as to why the 3encrticnal crisis is a crisis in participation.
rirst, it is i crisis in partici2ation becnuse the nctivists in the
youn3cr f:eneration have chosen the social pretest modal to redress
ricvance, win reforl, nnd semetiraes to rlount revolution. nnisin3

the level of social and politien1 cenflict, as rericnn history
well documents, is u traditional way of raisin2, the najority out of
its politien1 complacency and csr ..:n ii socinl ecuality and justice.
Social protest assumes the dimensions of a crisis in participntion
when it is not employed to ref:rens specific grievances and when it:is
orp,nnized to topple .!nther than referm the systen- 3nth C. r.nd

youn3 revolutienists have also discovered that the levet of protest
and conrict runt he continually one; in order to preserve
cohesiveness in their own ranhs. Conciiation by the ZsLablishment
often re .f.ts in serious i'nctionnlism nront the protestors, especial
beznfeen that p,rcup with n fnirly ,;pecifIc reform prop,rnm :and that

e.rcup with crone: revolutionary r;ols. A prorem of revolution ruler
ut the trrditional spirit and practice of corprerse rnd seriously
threntens the pelitical and sec balnnce. Second. th'.2 !;cneratiene

remains n crisis in pnrticipation because of the incredihle
difieuity nnd delny we have in rahinl those reforls which allcw

and earlier access of 'he our::: Into the p,everannce of institu-

tions so vital to their lives and enrcers. for e:w.mole, wo are
n(-- the pa.inul stru^^.10 of university hoards, ac:-.iniczrationS.

and ::acltics to define areas o: decision-rthine involvinp
co7rNro-nise oven 07.11:_ntc the nccorplishrent e: er!.111.1t1

voiversity 77t!:Lc,r.n. rAz. :.prerican university, lihe the ::nticnnl

f.1.7:s net ensily refor7. rescril--nt this
ncin (1'77

policies a.e rot to rrn a leislntive ohstacle rnso that
referms rare.?' helplessly in n scrum or

itsres r. These which lir.p into ln ray the ccliapse

-r'a._::te0, too onfee",led to r-ru7:nie Cercuah the administrntive

":7.--.7.(2 which ntr:

th wers
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5o is the history of university reform. Almost all major American
institutions, the family, the school, the church, the unions, the
usinesses, and industric: institutions are showing considerable
imm,ebilty and resistance to the !lemands of the young for earlier and
fniler institutional paricipaticn.

-)e-ce rrd Internatienal Crder

7. have described the racial, technological, and generational
crises as the result of rising demands for participation in the
internal political cnd social order of the nation. The spread
of participation on the domestic scene, hswever, raises a rest
challenging question on the ini:ernational scene: Can we develop
at home a participatory society in a lar gely non-dcmocratic world
torn by wie,esprend international conflict?

The heterogeneity of life-style sweeping American society has
its counterpart in the international or with the ,r,rcl;t;1 of natien-
alism which divides the world into an ever-e%panding number of
autenomous national units with independcnt diplomatic destinies. This
spreading nationalism occurs cat the very moment that older national
units are forming new occnomic and quasi-political collectivities. as
in the case of the ::urpean Common :-:arhet, and in a tcchnolofjcal age
of international communication, ::hich presumably should bring us cIe,7er
to a tingle world state.

The specter or nuclear and warfare increases the ten-

sions produced by these cross-currents. :cwt of us enjoy a cense of
secur:;:.7 with the fail-safe automatic missile systems which can
trigger a nuc:ear holocaust with a higher probability than they can
avoid or protect us against ono. There is the equally disquieting
vision of irreversible and biological experiments which once launched,
rapidly rove beyond the control of the experimenters, preducing genetic
mutations and disease which alter the course of natural evolution and
eventually produce death.

nen the consequences of unwise decisions are so powerful tand
potentially destructive for every citincn in the nation, it is not
surprising that there is increased rrd Cc: infer:mat:len thew: ,.:at

is 7,1nnenin on the into:national frent and for I,nrtittiratit:sn in the
faces the Ci.7.e--a of

rendering t7r.crccy an,.: divulging information .it the very .emen:.: tha:

itr are rest

r: ar, an(' t'0 orerr, t"nrrzfore,

cirary to t:lo cri,ir in

er.l...nri:ns in t1:0. 1,rers Clo

1.::;-cnron of a

YV.C. af!cr::

f.o-o

orirrl. c'- .:r !Ind dcf.:.ns0



systems is money een^d poverty programs for the black people. neck
veterens from the Vietnam ::ar re:so to return to pre-war economic
anal racial niches. Dire i%:.._ student-. cotran::ed from the

domestic =stablishment, find new revolutlonr-y fuel in wers which
eestroy lives of the young ane peer an igore basic human and demo-
cratic values. :he technolo-,y o: conication makes possible the
daily production of the crisY- en cur televicion screens so that none
J1 us can long forget t mhe 4s: w rwhich surounZ.s us.

In sumTary, we have reviewed four major crises in participation- -
the recial crisis, the technolo3ieal crisis, the generational crisis,
and the internationel crisis. have seen how each crisis embcdies
contemporary historical _rend:, presently threatening political balance

ene social cohesion. :here trends are the increasing pluralism of life-
style, disillusienment with solutions within the fremowork of riddle-
class priorities, the increasing resort to extra-system and anti-
syst,m. activities to accomplish organi%ational and revolutionary gonls,
and the 1:iespread role ambiguity which renders nil our accustomed
niches precarious bases for conemplation and action. '.7e have seen

he the reactions to the problems of race, technology, and generational
differences constitute crises in participaticn. the resistance of the
white estnblishment to blach people's fuller enjoyment of our national
restareas, the black militancy t:hich has neunted a reverent to establish
an autonomous black nation, the uncritical and irrational fear of
machine takeover en the part of many productive ,:or ere, a rather
pretentieus pose of the technocrats that only their "raticnal" sclu-
tions lift us out of this critical era, the secial protect of the
young with its increasingly strident and uncompromising demands. anc:
the wieespread institutional resistance to fuller access of the young
to instituticnal self-goverrent are all reactions '. :rich do not har-
bineer well for our demeeratie vstom.

rertunateLy. there are responses to these problems which are
nljor sources of hope for some future balance and consensus. krone

latter reactions indicate the need for nor priorities. In the follo:.-

ing section of the vapor we shall consider the need for new bainnee
and cohesion in meeting contom7erary challenges to the tmeritan po-
litical and social system.
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TKE NS:7; roa nALANCE AND CCiiESION

The political nnd institutionol crises confronting American
society nre 7.,rnve challezes to achievin political nne sociol
bolonce nn!.' sufficient ceesivoness to r.;!.VQ onr reform efforts general

direction. This section of the docuTcnt will (1) review the chollenges
to public ;.n,.1. priwte institutions ond to the conventionnl wisdom of
traditional political theory supporting instituZion!l, (2)

ecnsieer _;le dilemmos fncng reform movements as they tt.y to
strug!:le on one a..::', to ..:eon olive the spirit of to1e!7ance ond
innovtion one, on the other hone., to achieve new political rind social

:lnd (3) describe the conserv::tive, conventional liberal,
.nd radical left positions en reform and revolution z s a , :.iv of

introducing a statement in the followirz: section en the Center's

Challenoes to Institutions ond Troeitier;11 Theory

The crises described in the preceding section of this paper are
serious challenzes to nll political nnd socic.1 institutions and reveal
glaring eispr.rities between troditionol 'c'liticnl theory, as reviewed
in secticn II, nne the realitio o: the centem^orary politicnl one:

socinl sceno. In this section 1 sho.1 summarize these institutional
thane:IF:es ind theored.cal disn,rities.

(1 ^6S?', pp. '.4-15) distinguishes two levels of challenges

and the Americon political system. The first level consists of novcrn-
mental institutions cnd politicol nartios. The second level consists.
of institutions such business ond industry. labor unions. churches,
;Ind the uniwrsles.

At the rj.rst level '..:estin be1ieves the central question of our
time is "hether the representntive democracy et!: the American middle-
c1,7ss !vst,_!-1 will be rble Co incorporate the demands o: the poor,
tae dissidcnt youth within the elestic .c,ountInliv5 of

:hero will have to be drnstic revision of th:.
7-ystem nd the 4-..In,inm..:ntol po!.itical nroccss in

C7c1c dc.nes." !.!estin scv:rol ch..7111enc_7,s

no's' (1) :he dcmane of formt:rly ..zrol.ns to

or citi;:(nrhip, (2) the ch:117eng, ic7lieve

onr':icin:.tion in the tcc:In,:,1:7,ic,11 tr.'. (3) tae
yonn for .,7nd fe 7ticit,Ition in Govern -

chnllen.:e wnr

thz., on,.! reso',:re.2s for the c-stic
(!;) th, ch.1erFs to tn-m..Initics to rc.ori:nnize

71 nn-:. s.:.1f-n:rpctv.ntin t71%:

1. 7,r(0.5 to the city.
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At the second, or instii'.., level ''ostin (1968b, pp. 18-19)
n n=ber of inst!.t1.1ti.onel chnilenes which 1:01t aCm the

"risin dcm;:nd for me.Inln;y:el perticipotion within the sifnificcnt
institns of Allerican wciety that shpo. ::.nd control the daily
liYc.s of tne citizens. As these institens iacre:Isinzly Cool with
::'ntters orfect:n::, 1c-stvic. needs, end srtisfectionf3. their
7.e-.7:nern de71,7.nd nove veice in the decons. ;.7estin identifies

chellenc:,.:s in Zonr in5titutions: (1) In 7:ICS s end indnstry, there
ere C co=ds de7.ec.:-..-,cy, not only in retters of

ond cen'::Itf.ons bet also 7'.etters of C.1.1c process,

c' it personnel pol:.cies, tho freedo7,1 to live independent
life Sty :.-tin conform to gray--.71e..nne1 sit petterns."
(2) In there is demenr] by mmbers for protection of
thcir r1.7.:ilt to ccrt. to 7a-icip,:te meenin3fully in th nnion
electcrol processes. to estebIsh bors on reciol end other for: s of
discriminition, ;Ind to esteblish 1ci iacc s that unions repre-
sent even those -..7orrs within unit do not choose
to below 7.:o the (3) In th e. chul-ches. there is grong demand
for p.Irticipation, e'Apecic'lly in th t. rost-rluthority c,ricntcd of the

Cot:lelicls!7. in vt:Itters involvn;;

decision-71ainr: T7o.,:.ors of leyT.en rnd 7:riests In erer.::: eser...ed for

tho -.nd in :)ersonel mettc..:s of clrical celibcy and 1,:y
birth e-nto'.. (4) In the university, thoro rath,.r vivid and
forcful demnnds 1,y the st.:,nts for 7n.rticiplt:Ion in the m:Csing of
decis7;.onc hich ovLrn intornol and oxternz-1 rolottons of the ecedemic
cem7.1.:nity.

The reed for nodIf :cd or nc.n conc(Tt'..ons of the de.,nocratic

system '_.d ictd 1.)y the ;;re..:ing bc.:e,en conventional
?o1.4t4c....1 the h.r..rsh rLItIes ef conter.lporry politics
nr,d r.ocitty. :.:thc;.7s (19n, p. 13) irc thlt "The chirctcristics
of t: CC .sten e 71,.lre ecter14.nin of the extent

?cor th-'r ;-;re the

-h icr of the 7e01.- thomselve ." In the pnr1c;r:Iphs htch
hri. :ider the c: the fo...tr lscts of

the: y to e::-1 the crises of ear
;.-1c7.71.

7irst. lLr is the 7edcrist doctrine .,:h:ch fcr7,d thc
for t'.1. :;ystcm of elQel.r. n,re. 1o:Innct.s, system

.or systc-,. of 7-7.1....tuni

7,efY_F:n.:d to crS 7o-.1171. o- citi7en
fd to fedQr!I .evc.1 to Clv,-..rt

of -;;jorities. so7)1r,Ition of pn.er

on r:-.cOre:tor :7,urnr

H-- host on t'ne

reniorzty co7.-littec rt-.
nnd so Or. The to-o:.rty

to co..:rts minori:y

t'!e c.o71.ic*:f!



and the selection of relaty safe _.,.sues to in electl.ons. The

political system, therefo7 . is preoccupied w!,th the issues close to

the hearts of the :foreent of the electorate ,'hied votes and

insensitive to t1.-.1 issues close to hearts of 40 percent of the

electorate .:7hick does not vote. The decidedly middle-class character

of our politico: syste m.ahes dif:icult any response to the problems

of blench and poor 'eoplo and to youth. We can finlly note federalist
doctrine that wPs lorn of preferences for an aristocratic society in
:Iich the upper classes assumed patrician responsibility for the

lo: :cr classes. It is also or of rural society, a system of
rnd marl:ets totally unlike the urban centers of

today. inc r1:1-01 bias. especially .zith our present p,eosraphical
divisions of peer, is unrespons...e to the problems of urban
minorities. to metropolitan yo....th, nd to nn err of tcohnolc7 icyh

erases the rural prttern of 1:.20 even o frrm-based pOIiticel
system lumbers en.

Second, there 're the doctrines of the democratic elitistS,
who see in mass apathy and non-porticipation the freedom of governing
elites to IrCAe .,"iSCSt decision; and tC::.e the .0:=t efficient end

timly action. For the the clrmorin:; of tlle racial
minorities and the poor in ou-.7 cities and the protesting ond demon-
strating of the oen3 en cur campuses breed political chaos born of
inexperience :nd hystcrir. The elitist :lust believe that when
the present noisy incantations the mosses for privilege and power
finrlly abct,.:, then he will ass me his political mission and provide
the direction the mosses are ...nrble to provide for themselves.
INectrines of democratic elitism have r leas,: on life in r

technolor,iorl err .'dell dec3.sion-mkin7; involves increased considera-
tion of :-ultiple factors and higher levels of hr.:-,71edge and skill.
no doctrine of ruling technocrotic oligarchies appears to be especinlly
rttractive -hen terc is widespread disagreement over preferences for

, 7-ns and preferences for ends ,,Xath;,s, 1c5e. p.53) the doctrine
holet that only the strong and ;lit= %niOts of honor and loyilty
can cnt the political and social Gordian knot and move the rrtirn

pror:ss. The inrppoprinteness of elitist doctrine is seen
4c7!..ndS of the subject populations in our cities. industries,

universities, and churches to exercise more
cvor thy, conditions under t..hich they m.,:st. araTi :iv';

7,1r71.71;-r inefctiven2r8 of elitist 8olt:tiers i7.7.;osQe
in :77,, case of universitio:; enferta;:ing leiniFt7.z-tive

r:-c).1.n17.^tion tilt ignoring student opinion c:3-1-2ssion.

1-c...th of pluralism in life-style.s and :110 intense

intt:rtet t,ne t:10 7.onerrl spirt: cf cornpre!--.ic

sreri:Iccs the i-t.:v-.11te8 of on.2 cccvnter cnly

for z1(:,..,-:nte:- of ,:1--c(7crter em.7s rrosp..c.:s

r2' t ;n6 syste71 not :l1,' in tie centtc:
elites rnd their ocmput:rs. in fret tit. advoces

7,7rtiaiprtory democrcy of"ten produce cenvircin^ evit%:nce thmt the

,r1s.yz of to'ry etc of C7e rt.'' M e:i:es re in y 'ere
C ti rerc rririt;.e5

(7e17-:r:,tic refov=1
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results in a. ?ponder *.:,nso Of popular democracy w411 have to define

the limits of decision-makLns of all old and now power bloc--the
minorities ncwly entering the systLm , the old middle-class mnjority
and interest groups, rt,7resentatives at the national level, and the
technocrnts in both pu5lic and privnto institutions.

It is perhaps the sacrosanct theory of interest groups that
gives the mdddie class today its hero for longevity and tranquility
Yithin nn alterd but I;minor political framcworh. it is perhapE,
c.11- last ho,e. to 1:eep the ssten withot ernstic alterntions.

in the "ccolo,oy of ;7ame,s" (:'or ton, 1961) which makes up the

:,merica community, including the baning game, the welfare gnmc, the
bu::iness game, the education gamo, and so en, minorities h!..ve been
left out of the action. Y:thes (196F, p. 1.f;) notes that players in
each game or sl.bsystem :gin.._ use of the players in other sames, for
each ,,z1mc possesses power tnt other games must use. But you h : :ve

power only if you nrc needed. Xathes states that "generally
snt.nkinr Negroes stand tsde these systems and are not needed.
hey lack state. F. decisien-'':.,_n' : pests. money, and large numbers,
th,Ar major and often only resource, lords to seater intransi-
ence."

The theory of interest groups, we have seen, assumes ease of
access into the sys:ten, the r:!thor automatic conversion of potential
into actual interest grou?s, ,and the advantages of overlapping
rembershi7). Although the situation for the urban blacks and poor
has notlbly improved, it is increasing'_y clear that the grous they
rorm, have ollowed only limitcd access and may in ,some w.s
',1ve increased their dcpenecnce on the sporadic genercsity of the
*.litc interest 7:roups. There is convincing evidence, especinlly in
studies of responsiveness in the South to z,lack de7aands, iht the
ch-!ractoriltic:: the ..:hite community such as degree of urb:,ni7ntion,

1.e.vel of education, action en the noliticni spectre1 (m.c6crate
liberal to conservative) are hiFhly determinant of the eegre.: nne
quality o(.. b_inc'.,! political rarticipation C.:othcws "and rrotho. 1969.
No: nnly has th,.:re. 1..mited access arsom liitce effectiveness of

also there ha:7 becr lackin,g the overInpping group
is necesry for the s.accessful operntion of inti.rest

7.1-70St ::nd economic c,uestions there sc.:.ms to be

and a ..hitc side--;r7 the t!ic7sclve5

a7inst ac, other on a brea specula`., of

cm:+loy7.,.!nt. ane so en.

thc old-time interest ..!rou7s, the precinct t%r%ers, thL
busin2ss men, te influential locII fin,:

'.h1.-,,::tene from :.:1^ t... Fi(%2, tecl-.nicn1 master-a-ines

..(nc..-1-..ere are t..71cnts cuonfy them for positic!-s

eltFie of interest rstahl:shee
thcreforo_. find the-selv.:s fJc:ng is i t< C:cisions

'-7it71 the se:Z.-in:crests orinni7cd to pret,:et,.

._hr,_.ateree from hclu- ;7roups, ,.7,-.1nein7 entry to

th7sse
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dccision-making and all this they meet the trlditionel demends
sf: vigorous competition within the syetem of interest groups in which
they occupy full mem'Jership. It seems clear that certoin ehages in
community or:;-nizetion and g(svernment ll be nccess'ry to provide

for the effect.' .: access end funetiering of croups of bine% and poor
people to the ccoio:-.y of co:-:unity r,ares.

Lt y. there is the eispnrity 1:etween what n systems thcor'
descr;bes and preeicts for our political system and the critical
reel,ties of cur time. 'A: noted earlier thnt one tellinz; inadegency
0. syst=s t.lory is tt it relates inputs to outputs without cen-
sidring the effect of the system or me,e:iurn itseli: on the outputs.
The an,n,roach is lr.o concern,Jd prim.nrily with mnintennnec end oftcn
avoids questions eI)out ultimate goals end values and alternative
political and sceiei directions. This npproach suffers considerable
embnrrassment when the blac%, poor, end yeung Cecide thnt the ut

itself is woefully TIndequate end refuse to play tidy input roles
fe.: the system to cr:nd into inZermetional outputs end predictions.
A systcr -hich continuos to operate on a diet of 1:triited inputs, so
that the validity of its f:.nino.,s applies to inereesinlly smaller
political end social sectors, is a system in need of repair c.nd
treatment, surely not one able to provide the 'sninnce end cohesion
wn need in this crris age. As technical approoch to the choice
cf the best means to nonomplish desirce en,is, systems ennIysis has
obvious morit, espocielly where 7:.ohlems are limited in 5CODC. This

do not moan tnt we L,houle place the fu of America in the
hands of t.le systcms analysts. There must bo e sensitive interaction
of eccisions on :)re:erences for ones nrn '. r!,cisions on preferences
for mnns. For prorer politicel balance wa cannot alle technique
or the convanicnce of means entirely to dictate the direction of cer
efforts and we shoule not try to pursu2 proans slid pions in
ignoreacc of th evnilahle end to-be-aveile'lle technoloy. The
3ystc,-.7 unforturetely, fails to tell. I.:5. hew to achieve the

7r:or,.2r belncc bzt.con citi%en participation and technological
dccision-ma%ing. racre must he some middle ground .-,here the technocrnt
ts:ns 7nliticin nnd the citiecn briefly joiris the scientific arl

cc-menity to 's',:e decis'ons hch pro7,ctly balance ends
m7:nns nad erhnnce end irotect leitimete self-interests.

.11s catalog of chellen7es to 'can Cvert. politics, ene
institetions :171.1. of the disporiticF l'et..'e2n traditional theory n-Z.
c.':ntc.7-orerr realities sholle bo enoun'i to cenvince us of th,
7-r !erelletiens whic% previde bnInne cohesien
7.ry-hi-7 in :0--.Qri,een soiety Itt th7: story becomes even rorcs

whon rovic t.ne eiltr:777 social reform faces in cur
s-oes sec:xty of cc-petire7: intercsts, ecnnnes, nod ccunter

-77. 7t is to '.ec dilcrmns e: rcform that 7 shnll turn.
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The 7:7e7.--las of Social. sore,.m

In discussin7, the orins of connunity action, Xarris and Rein
(1(7, pp. 7-32) disc..ss :he political obstacles in the pith of social

rcforr. The reforr.,:2r, th,..:y point out, feces three crucial tas::s: (1)

Ko nust minip.,:late into coalition of power sufficient for his objectives .

entr,2nehed interest groups of :~,rcat div,:rsity c: doctrine, ideology,

constit..lencies. (2) re rust hoed the .:nocratic tradition

c:7ects every citizen to participa,-,a in decigions affecting his own
affairs. (3) po1 icic5 Lit bc dencntrably rational. The political
ar.-.1 administrative structv.:c the Arcrican 1;cvornrent rake the.
achiev,:a.ent of those r.:1,7sions incredibly difficult. They first
describe the political stuctuie (717. 7-9):

Presidential poror confronts inepcnont centers of congressionll
pow:., based on the safe seats of one party districts, ./aose
venerable intranni7,cnce frestratos social legislation net only
1,y its votes, but by control of the inchinery--"tho conr,7ittees,
tip, caucus and conference, the pronotion systen, the novenent

leislation. procedure on the floor (D.,trn7, p. 136) ."

LeadesY.p is therefore at the norcy of a coalition of cons1;es-
sional support which can be rarely contrived c :.cept in an over-
ridinz; national o7crgency. The fcith in divided ^o ors inhibits
,'.;ovorn:cnt at every levol, settina c%ecutive against legislature,
state .:::aingt nation, city a-,ains.': country--claborating over-

partial juris,iictionl in an al-.ost obsessive distast
for effecivo F.evernront.

The ae,initrative structure shr.,1 the sane confused pattern. Andrew
Shonreld (1c235. p. 31',") describes this pattern:

There a1to7.eth2r over e',;:-tv d.'fferent governneat departrents
ic-,Lnoics which report ditectl to t: c :'resident o: the United

Th y n-t nroupcd in h'erarchy p:rnit
7resi,f.ent to res.t-Y:-' 114', to a r-allzr nv-1:,cr of

-ho --1%o repolts cnd the 7,overn-

doci,1on:-! to chiefs. 7,nch of th ri-ht
to -n. at t.1- top -n-2 is dotor-ined to e it.

t:lt a coherent
of -d-inlctrativ2 o: this 7_ts

anv :lo :-_-egiect is to t,:rn t'ne offic,s of

^, '7 '-t nto 1 :,,nfeierat'on of ore o- acP2
c '-*1.:1 -ore ron-y ..pct

(r. 7) r-arv,:l over tbe fact so c d a gevernrntal
:c anr.: protects aSly the li'7'erties

cr

7cr(7 to tnissions of the socill
!.7.1se to reroir

C!-2 c: feir of
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delicate balance which has alrendy achieved so much." In addition

to the social preblems the reform must utimate1y solve, the reformer

must maintain n healthy 7esyect for govo=entol anorchy while

manipulating governmental le ols ond ndministrative agencies into

coherent action. Ho must also avoid (p. 9) "any conception of social

elfnre which appears to patron:1%c its clients.... Nothing should be
er:T.g for people, that is not also done them." Finally, he must

find the argument for h:s reform in the technical and scientific
worlds of empiric'sm and disnssionote intellectual analysis.

For their anolysis American social reform strategies, Morris
end Rein studied the pro.feets promoted end finoneed during the years
1950 to 1)64 12y the Ford Foundation end the juvenile Delinquency end
Youth Offences Control Act of 1961. These projects included six
"grey area" retrop.)litnn projects in Oaklend, 3oston, Philndelphie,
t.!ashngton, D. C., No ...7 and the Sthte of North Carolina. the

..7uvenile Pellnquency Act also -;ponrcred projects in the cities of
Syracuse, ::ouston, St. Louis, :inncepolis, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Ch cameo, Chorleston, Claveland, Providence, and Eugene. Nobilinatien

:.or Youth in Nc York City w.no jointly s:?onsored by funds from the
Ford Foundation and the Federal Coveroment.

Ferris and Rein believe that the reform stratecties were bored
on particular conceptions of econemic end burenucratic dysfunction.
1'irst, the theory of the poverty c;:cle held that it .,.7as impossible

for the disadvantaged child, neult, and family to -oren% cut of" the
poverty cycle. They state (pp. 38-39):

7o,-erty, then. is seen as s elf perpetuating. The children of
the poor and ill-educntod start school at a disadvante3e, and
seen fall behind. Their parents ca n giYe them little help or
encouragement: school becomes a humiliating experience, where
they cannot meet th,, teacher's deo.ands, and finally lose her

.ntcrest. They tae.- -:e the first opportunity to drop out. without
,r confidence in themselves, they remain rorginolly

,mpleyoble. Sore .,-yet off their frustration in crime end
most will o".,.y:4 poor. Robbed of self-reztpcct

tht oorninrt o decent livelihood, the young rola

clono: ^fain the resno-siv_lities of ::orriase. and so they
.11-2oth to their chil,:rcn t-e sa-e burden of ignorance, :sro%on

end nphthy by which th-y thcrselves vcre crippled.

"ire also n "morbid life-cycle of bureaucracy" which
parlif1cd the cycle of poverty Cp. 42). 1!nrris end iein &scribe
lair ',:..-ucratic life-cycle as (n. 42):

..en an evtonizati--. failt to pe-.?t, nDe. Icst its sense of
are;,: one is etentcd to fulfill the nc:Accted

anctioos. Since the nowto-er theatcns the jurisdiction of
c;t-blishcd a.:thority. 't his to strugle to survive.

becomes e-o -est ur-ent to which ultimate
re ru'-oreino'cd, --d nA" or:,ni7:tion too beginc to
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lose its sense of direction. :y the time it is confidently
established, pressures from within have imposed inflexible
loyalty to rrinciples and reuting already deubtfully relevant.
A stir of frustration bep:ns te concoct its successor...

A theery Of political balance, ns out7_.iaed in an earlier section of
this document, requires that imbalances in bureaucratic self-
centeredness be corrected but that the correction avoid so drastic
n aspect zts to topple til.c bureaucracy.

Combining both the tkeory of poverty cycles and bureaucratic
::arris and se in (p. 53) describe hew the assumptions of

the community reforms of the period l'.'61-1.64 were embedded in the
oelicn1 and r realities e he period:

l'overty and delia.quency ere perpetuated by an inherited failure
to respond, three :h ignorance, apathy, and discouragement to
the demands of urban civilizatien. :he institutions of educatien
and welfare had grcwn too insensitive and ri4d to retrieve
these failures, ;rein characteristic, morbid preoccupation
with the maintenance of their organizational structure. The

processes of assimilat!lon we-:e breaking down, and could only
be repaired by an enlargement of opporunities. But this
emancipation weuld cnly come about ar the enabling iastitutions
of assimilationthe schools, the welfare agencies, the voca-
tional servicesrecognized their failure, and became more
i7raginative, coherent, and responsive. The attack was directed
nt n,-'lr-protectivc hardening of mi6die-class American society,
which at race neglected and condemned those it excluded. Yet
the attack only very ambiauously ckallearted the middle-class
values thersoler. It ^-matt open to either mDre or lePs
radical interpretation.

To restore their relevanco, int"'-,"ens had to be turned outward
again, to look afresh nt the needs tkey should be serving. Only a new
rp,oney, detached from. the :urisdiction of any conventional departrAcnt,
could reinterate -facm effectivel::, since the causes of poverty wore
indivisiblc. Yet this new rosency had itself to guard ar.ainst tko common
%is-mco C all hureaucracy. e-ntivally refusing to take its own
aliity for r:ranted. rorce it was to proceed experimentally, tostisz

7re;:rams aaftinstmetkodical research and the rcactiAns ef those it
trrvcd: rid by its cmp'rieirm, stimulate the a:onc'es it 'corked with
to se- 1,2 problcms in the sme ob'ectivo, self-critical limh:. :he

com,.s-h,.,niv approach, the invely-mont o: the people, ina.rotion, re-
sc a), mr,! relianee on estavished aoslcies all fall ino
the fram-...ork of this ceneeption c poverty and buroaucratic pathology.

1 found no social analysts who doscril,e better than l'arri:
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end Rein the peculi:er aspects of the American process of social reform
which converts political equilibrium into politica: disequilibrium and then
to ecuilibrium egnin with e restl::ss Feustion striving for higher end
richer levels o: development. 7noy also describe e 'rind of dedicated
oregmetism which enables i cricen socinl reformers to ignore the ideo-
logicel inconsistencies of their stance and program and to push vigorou:Ily
hend. They write (p. 233):

This process rests on the faith thet the continual interection
of competing interests end principles will sustain e progressive
enlergement of the possibilities of their fulfillment. Sc, con-
fronted by the dileoes of social choice, e reform does not: seem
most cheracteristicelly to search for c belence. Instead, it
tares each of the incompetible 1,rincip1 es by turn, avid compaigns

for it ns if no sacrifice of its clternote were entailed. And
this seemingly irretionol refusel to come to terms with the lunaa-
mentl mey, efter all, be ie.ore productive then necommodetion.
By repudiating whatever balance Res been struck, it continually
challenges society to explore new ways of meeting the problem.
It reises the dilemma to n higher level of sophistication, where
there is both more variety of endeavor, end more coherence, though
each still inhibits the other. The debate goes round and round,
raising the 307.e perennial issues, bet the context of the argument
changes.

':orris and Rein have also captured the spirit of compromise which
distinguishes American politics from the revolutionary politics of
other notions. Tech political encounter expects only limited success
end the thesis defected today will return es the vigorous antithesis of
tomorrow. They write (p. 236):

To overcome inertia, end dremetize its own necessity, reform
seems to proceed most characteristically by colorizing the issue,
end insisting upon the side of the debate least honored in the
prevailing order. It disrupts the equilibrium between ideals which
et their extremes, are munuelly irreconcilable. Becesse of this,
the movement of reform tends to be circular, continually redressing
the belence by returning: to preoccupntons egeinst which the lest
reform was itself c reaction. But although its insight is deli-
beretely partial, its purpose is not simply disruptive, but to
provoke a new accommodetion. Only revolutions aim to disallow finally
the interests end .slues which oppose them--end even then, since

cal not abolish the compexity of humen society, the change is
usually less obsolute then they proclaim.

But what is the central dilemma which social reform faces in the
American system of belance end compromise? It is to balance the
diffuseness of innovntion with the power to make innovation effective.
'net mrry be peculiarly lacking in the system is the power to
develop cohesion end consolidation during and after e period of reform.
If this balance is not erected, innovation becomes confusion end ccm-
peting reform groues can cause n stalemate by effectively blocking each
other's action. arris and Rein write (p. 237):



American society, so liberal in its tolerance of criticism end
innovation, suffers from a corresponding iMpotence to enforce
any reintegration. It tends to stultify in stalemate, which
can be as frustrating and grossly inefficient as communist
orthodoxy. The hundred :-.1ewern feonish, art they do not make a
gerden. Eech ideology represents an extreme choice between cem-
peting principles. One (ideology) enseres the power to determine
how the aims of society are to be reconciled, at the cost of
pre-empting all initiative of reform, and so inhibiting the creative
energies of its people. The other (ideology) gives this energy
full play at the cost of leaving it to expend itself in muddied,
abortive effort.

The necessary balance which American reform must establish between
the release of creative energy and the organization of this enemy
into a cohesive program is a constant source of danger to the reform
movement and the reformer. Marris and Rein state (pp. 237-8):

The most difficult task of an American reformer is somehow to make
the circumstances more favorable, without inhibiting this
diffuse and restless energy. He is misled when he mistakes the
show of activity for the progress it should stimulate; or when,
impatient with nis frustrations, he attempts to capture the
process itself, and confine it within his own rationalizations.
'nen Saul Minsky accused community action of "political
pornography " - -a spurious pretence of intervention- -or the

Cahns accused CPI (Community Progress Incorporated, New Haven)
of seeking to monopolize all initiative, they pointed at the
failings to which American reform is most vulnerable, even if
they,were in too much of a hurry to suppose the worst.

The urban programs describee by Marris and Rein show that the
mere employment ofporticipative practices in decision-making in large
orgenization:, :::eat with a number of obstacles. Mosher (1967, pp.
520-321) identifies four obstacles: (1) The size and the mechanical
difficulty of assembling for effective participation hundreds of individuals
who may he affected by decision is one obstacle. (2) The organization
hierarchy, which appears to be an essential ingredient in administrative
organizations, sets definite limits ;.7ithin which participative processes
racy be employed. (3) In governmental agencies there is a wide scatter
of power to mal:e and carry out basic decisiorspartiv the result of
hiererchy, law, and politics. Mosher (p. 521) writes: "It appears
tautological that one cannot share with subordinates power that he does
not have himself." (4) Time is an obstacle since the "Process of reaching
consensus through education, study, discussion, and interaction is slow
and laborioes."

To overcome these obstacles large organi7ations use five devices
which at least in part utilize the ado:antnges of participation
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(; :ocher, 1967, pp. 521-522): (1) There is the referendum on reorgrniztion
changes which, unless wail- planned , could be mere participatory tokensism.
(2) There is the hicrnrchy of meetings whereby the lowest members of the
staff arc ultimately reached or eneoeraged to eepoess Lheir views.
(3) There is representation whereby the superior expresses and sepportE
the views of others hot he represents in the decision mcking. Thi?ve

is delegetion to subordinate pe-ssonnel of authorioy to consider, plan,
mid oven decide on projected changes. (5) ;finally, there i.s consultoLion
by decision malcers with individuals w'hs wl11 be ceSlfected by projected
chenges. :.: other (p. 522), however, cartons tint the em.ployment of chew
devices do not assure effective participation:

This section began with o description of the crucial tesks facing
the social reformer- -the building, of e political coalition, heeding the
participatory democraeic trodition, and advoceting rottenel policies.

then considered the enormous obstacles. to refo:cm, particulerly the
overdviston of federel power and the confused admintstrotive structure
of the executive branch. i!e then .saw how the reform strategies of the
period 190-1964 were hosed not on traditionel democratic theory )ut on
the social realities of our timeas em1,odied in the theory olf the
poverty cycle and the theory of the "morbid" life-cycle of burenecrecy.
Ve then stated the central dilemma facing, meliorative reform efforts in
this country in terms of the discquilibrium and equilibrium alternotely
established and eventually disestablishing caul other. Finally, I
described the control dilemma cf social reform in the context of cur
system of balance and compromise- -the dilemmo involving the balancing of
diffusness of innovation with the power to mike innovation effeetive.
Inncvation end consolidation are escentially threats to each other'. In

effect, we have not described a hstory of reform gradualism which har-
moniously progresses with only smell ripples in the tranquil weeers of
evolutionary change. As we indicated earlier in the document, progress
has been purchased in American history a': the price of stability, and

sometimes and order," tins been purchnsed at the
price of progress. In the ense',ng parcg-_*hs of this section, we shell briefly
examine the positions of the conservative, conventienel liberal, and
radical left to see how they face the dilemma of innovation versus
consolidation.

Responses to Crisis and deform: _The Conservative, .Liberal, and
Radica 7'esitions

I :e cl:'mine the responses to onr contemporary crises cud to the
dilemmas of seciol reform, we can identify three basic politicrl positions.
The distinguishing cheracteristics of these positions are (/) the
relative emphasis they give to innovation or consolidationthe degree
and .rote of political end institutioncl change they endorse and (2)
the level of social conflict they ore willing to risk in the interest
of innovation or in the preservation of Law end order. These characteristics,
of course, are highly related since extensive change rapidly occurring
can raise or lower the level of social conflict. The three basic
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positions. are (1) the c:-7rervative position, (2) the conventional
liberal positions, end c5) the radical left p-)sition. shall

::.dieato how each gives rise to responses inadequate to meet the problems
an.:, reform dile7:mas now confront:. us.

The conservative position em7hatizes consolidation over innovation
and relatively .dnor changes carried cut over long periods of
This position emphcoized the preservation of vat political and
insti"..uticnal traditions which -'ro a product of the ancient wisdom ond
long-term efforts history and which ye must safeguard more than
change. This position is rioted in basic septicism of human nature,
tainted as it is by originnl sin and victimized by passions overC:helming
reason. The conser.vative posit:_on is often on elitist position of noblesse
oblige since it endorses the tradition of a ruling clasJ upon whom
history, tradition, and wisdom force the responsibilities for governance
of the masses. Although the heir of hunanf:stic and humanitarian
concern for one's fellow man, the conservative position in times of
crisis and change can harden into demarda for the preservation and
restoration of "law end order." Conservatives argue that when the often
frivolous innovations of the present are pitted against the traditions
of the past, tat wisdom and cool judgment reouire that the innovations
give way to traditions. Although Amori.can conservatives are not usually
provoked to harsh reaction and repression it is not inconceivable that
a ni.gh level of social conflict could result in extreme responses.
Presently there does not ap;-o.cr to be on organized reactionary right to
oppoe the semi-organized radical left. '.e.stin (196Sb) argues that
both the party of Ceorge !qallace in 1363 and the John Birch Society
contain more populist agrarian sentiments than endorsement of riuthoritorian
and repressive political measures.

The conventional liberal positior advocates a somewhat more extensive
and foster change than the conservative but insists on the gradualism
and traditional framework within which this change must occur. For the
conventional liberal position, ac,_.ording to Westin (1968b, pp. 22-23,)
the answer to our problems and dile=s "lies in gradualism, the increasing
entry of groups through socialization and increased opportunity into the
political system and new modes of citizen participation within the
framework of the existing poitical system. The critical point, I
submit, is the belief on the part of the conventional liberal that
elite management is the irreducible reality of society, and that citizen
nartici.paton is more of a therapeutic and cooling phenomenon than it
is a question of really shar!ng power and changir6 the allocution of
resources and values. Carried to its extreme, this position believes that
when there is a large black middle class firmly established in the
suburbs, with problems about poy:ng the mortgage on the playroom addition
to ;:he house and financing the motor boat, stability will be restored to
the syste'il." 1;estin believes that the conventionnl liberal tradition
is the one held by traditional university leadership, urban leaders deal-
ing with the problems of the city, and traditional party leaders view-
ing the entry of the young into the political mainstream.
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Finally, there is the radical left posit::on which advocates the
most extensive emeent of change cerried out over a relatively short
period of t!.me at the cost of high 1L. _`14 c social conflict. It to in
one sense h revolutioAary pee'eien since it demands redical
reconstrection of the politleal -ec.t itself" C':estin, 1.:16;. b, pp. 22-24.)
:berms the scrip ervreive and liocrel positions are elitist, the radical
leCt posieicn adepts the theme of participation and proclaims the
value of decentralization, sponeeneity bvilrling of commenity, and so
on. (196Ub, pp. 22-21) identifies the wcaknes of the position:

The difficulty with the radical loft position in the American
context, of course, is that on a good clear day it could prohrbly
ccmmand less than one -half of one per cent of the population.
Furthermore, any attempe to radicalize the nation sufficiently
to wie aubstaneiol pcpelar approval for this position is as like/y
to generate hersh conservative reaction that will insure decades of
repression as it is to work in seme slow and steady way toward the
development of a mcjoriey or even e se?stnntiel minority. Further-
more, the quality of the radical left position that is hierarchical
and authoritarian tnereby denies as least three of the four dimen-
sions of citizeeship--dissent. equality, end due process. Also the
eadieel left present what can be called nn archaic approach to civic
participetion. That is, in an age of increasing technology and
complexity, the radical loft defines its position in social end
psychologicel terms that could have meaning only for pastoral
societies or communitartan experiment3....The thogght that citizen
participetfon can be achieved by activating the great mass of
students, workers, teachers, and so on, represents a fantasy of
individual. life that is as mistaken as it is idealistic.

To support this view, points to the difficulties that student
radicel groups have in attracting and maintaining even minimum levels
Ot student activity end participation except at "electric emergency
moments."

In the view of the Center none of these positions promises to fill
the need for balance and cohension while we are facing the dilemmas of
occial reform. The conservative and liberal positions overweight the
balance on the side of stability and preservation cff economic, sccial
and political conditions which are serious obstacles to meeting the
piebicms of race; technolcey, and the generation gap. In piecing the
rather blind f,lith in historical, evolutionary processes of change 'Jon
cow.ervetives and conventional liberals have failed to note that history
does not always result in progress and evolution extinguishes an well
cs feeproves various species. The cycle of poverty and the morbid cycle
of bureaucracy are as much products of our history as our more laudable
accomplishments. 1.:hat iS locking in their 7051 micas is a basic trust in
and respect for those giaaes now living outside the system, the poor, the
black, and the young, and the willingness to extend to these people full

. .



democracyparticulorly the rights cf participation in individual. ;::nd
group decision making, of equolity, of dissent end expression, end of
due process. A premature and too regular insistence on "law end order"
stultifies seriously innovative attempts to reverse historical trends
which heve blighted the lives of a lerge American minority. To use
the complex lef:alism of th, legisieteres and the courts Co thwart leeders
cf reform and change will ultimately undermine the bosi.c dimensions of
dorocrscy which support our legol traditions.

Unfortunetely, the position of the radical left, with its vehement
anti-historicism end its self-righteous progroms of reform end revolueion,
although often embedying the necessary commitment to politicnl end
social innovation, fails to understand end utilize those aspects of
the Aokuricon political system which could further social]. pro rims.
Dlitheiy dismissin this cyst -':n es e monolithic Esteblishment, they

fail to note how the system encompasses on incredibi :,. variety of competing
interest, the spirit and practice of compromise which prevents the feezir,g
of ogreements end the status Ciao, a spirit of criticism which chollenges
ell new political end social inventiol, end a spirit of innovation
visible not only in the entrepreneurial e"tivies of the marT.cetplace but
also in sociopoliticel enterprises to which Americans sometimes give
their thought, money, and energy. Also the radical left, in its noments
of dogma end militoncy, fails to foresee that the authoriteriansim of
its own positions surpasses thee of the individuals they believe they
ere fighting. Whee as the AmeriCan process of social reform, rooted
in en enlightened . democratic conception, subjects today's achievement to
the penetrating light of critical assessment end to the antithetical
forces of peaceful change, the revolutionary process of the left

forces a clash between the t.;.-esis of today with the antitheses of
temoorow in a way which ;:!,rr..: shies ti o smashing of one regime by ononer
with he residue of wisdom end democracy growing smeller co1ch political
ceteclyom.

In summery, I hove described the conservative, conventional
liberal, end radical left positions by- distinguishing the =tent end
tempo of change they endorse and the level of social conflict they risk.
The conclusion has been that none of these positions offers !viable
means of meeting contemporary crisis. By ignoring the dilemmas of social
reform, especially the complex balance which must be established beween
widespread innovation and the consolidation and bureaucratization of
whatever progress we make, they offer programs which ere woefully in-
adequate and simplistic either in scope end fervor. Nore important,
although each position defends itself with the lengunge of democracy, they
oit-en foil to embody the basic dimensions of democracy described in the
section which follows.

This section reviewed current democratic government, politics, ...and
institution, the disparity between conventional political wisdom end the
Critical realities of our tine, the obstacles end dilemmas of social
reform, and the three basic political stances individuals take .when facing
these problems. The review points to the overriding need to re-examine
the mooning of Foliticel and social democracy end to distinguish whet
is essential from whet has been fortuitously contemporanem: in its
development in. Americen history. In the e:t section we shell identify
the essential dimensiel,s of deceraey end the models of social reform this
redefinition supports.
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V. TIC D=NSIO:.'.3 07 CLVT.0 PA7.-1TICIPATION

This section of the determent will define the Center's position
as one stinct frcn. the conservative, conventional liberal, and
radical positions described in the 2::cceding section. In general
our position is that greater civic participation i3 both possible
and iiccessary in the decade into .::hich we ere moving Westin, 1953b,
p. 24). In definin:7 our position this section will (1) propose some
basic assumptions a'xr.tt democraie society and participatory democracy,
(2) describe four hasic dcHensions of civic participationindividual
and group involvement in decision-main:; and the rights of di3scnt,
equality, and LIUe proess, and (3) describe three current models of
civic p:Articipntion and in eac.h cnse dete..mine the match between

our basic ar,somptions and dimensions a",3 the characteristics of the

Pnsic Assumptions about Dmocracy and Particination

(1950b, D. 3) names three basic assumptions of de.nocretic
scciety in its Amefican mode: (1) the Le:lief in rationality based
on inividual intorcat; (2) the comritincu to large-scale citizen
participation; end (3) the quest fo.i: ''civility" or a style of pcliti-

. cal life that resp,,..:ts reason, indi,,iduality, ordered liberty, and

similar characteristics of urban" and hurano society. These assmp-
tions express the democratic ethic at its ideal level and distinguish
participatc.,ry democracy f:::y.11 populist and elitiut democracy. Levine
(1967, p. 257) elaborates the humane and rational aspects of
participatory democraey in terms of the following capacities of its
citizens:

1. To care for their fellow men; to act with gentleness and
consideration.

2. To conquer fear of difference and intolerance for ambiguity.

3. To feel pain when others suffer, anger when others are
treated unjustly, or humiliation whe,: others are deprived
of dignity.

4. To feel compassion and to commit themselves behaviorally
to the ideology of democracy.

5. To act rationally; to base jud2ment on evidence and to find
adventure in inruiry.

;:ocher (1967, p. 515) identifies three central tenets of partici-
patory democracy: "the right... for the citizen to have a voice in group
or real decision affecting his dcotiny; the obligation that public
policy pursue the community will; and the essential autonomy of the
individual."
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To clarify feother tho deThtinclem between participatory and
elitist democrecies, 71obee -:eeneee (1963) distinguishes between the
politics of ?ewer (the elflet positoe) and the politics of partici-
pation. Pnrticipatory politien, he states, is egolitarian; power
politics is eot. In particioazory politics, citilens look hoeizontally
to friends, nssociates, end eqvals. Ie power politics they look
vertically to their government. The politics of pareicipation
steesces the discoeery of eolitical values through ecemon action
of the total memberybo rathet the theough tbe mediation of special

authorities. Common action allo-es personal confrontations between

letge 'mbees of citizens end develooc a sense of personal identity
for each Citizen. Questions )aised about oblie.atien and consent
belong to tb politl.cs of participation. Questions and theories of
political leedership belong to tke politics of poeer.

Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba (1963, pp. 17-19) define
participatory demecraey by dietingeishing that they call "partictpnnt
political culture" frem parochial or subject political culture. In

parochial political culture tie orientation is to primary relation-
ships, as in the political culteres of African tribal societies. In

these societies "there are no specialized political roles:
chip, chiefchiefieinshio, shamanor'.' are diffuse political-economic-
relicious rees, and for memers of these societies the political
orientation to these roles are not sepeeated from the reli2ious and
social orierations, In the se7-.1ect political culture,
individuals differentiate a political system and the outputs of
that system but hare little orientation toward specific inputs and
toward the elf as an active participant. It is a passive political
oeientation. In the participant political culture members of the
society are oriented to the nolitical system as a whole and to both
administrative and political structures and processes, that is, to
both system inputs end output e. Domoreatio elitism is based an the

ensumption that most men orient themselves more as subjects than as
citizens. i.mond and Verba write (p. 162) that "the man whose
relation to his government is that of subject--a passive beneficiary
or -.7.ictim of routiee governmental actionswould not be found wanting
in treditionel, non.denocratic society." They continue (p. 162)

in democratic societies, on the other hand, his role as subject
does no e:haeet what is expected of hire. He is expected to
have CH virtues of the subjectto obey the law, to be loyal.--
but he is also expected :o take some ?ext in the formation of
&2CiSiGAG. The common thread running through the many definitions
of demeerecy in that a denceracy is a society in which
ordineey citizens exert a relatively high degree of control

over leaders." Democracy is thus characterized by the fact
that power over the sienifieant authoritative decisions in a
society is distributed scone the population. The ordinary
an is expected to take an active part in govern.aeal affairs,
to be z.ware of now the decisions a::e made, and to maize his
v:eews known.
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A 1c5.vic culture," according to :''_?mood and Verba (pp. 492-3)

is a mixture of pnrochial, sub jest, and participont cultures:

The result is a set of political orientations that are
m7ola,:;ed and balanoed. Theoe is political activity, but not

so n'sch as to ,do-000y govornmontal aothority; there is involve-
=nt and commiomont, bot they are moderated; there is politico:.
cleavage, bo'L it is l:!lod in check... 1.13 mixture of attitudes

Z000d in oivic cultoro..."fito" thedoo'7eratic political
system. It, in a .r of ways, is prcularly appropriate
for the mio:ed political systo,% which is dc:-.ocracy.

Althoush Almond Verba li,nit their consideration of part!.ei-

ont:T:on to the ;-wvermental sphere, Center is interested in the
srowth of perticipation in both the private and public sectors of
A-1-rican life (Westin, 1S".6r:a, 1b). In Fection I'1 we briefly

a7.luded to the demand for greater participa'tion in the private
structures of society--ia the gove-nance of schools and univorsties
by st.udents and teacher s, in the conduct of industry by workera and
profesoionals, in the rcorintolon of the labor unions by th,,
loemborship in exp.7ndios their concern beyond wood: rules, waoos, and
pension plans to include choices about the directions of industry,
in the role of the church by the youage: and dissi.lent clergy as the

churol, leaves behind a purely spiritoal ministry and engagoo mere
in the problems of poverty, race, ar-.1 war 0.7ostin, 19,6a, pp. 25-26).

To illustrate the demand for orecter participation in national
religious convections, Westin (19G6a, gyp. 26-27) refers to the
controversy at the Uoitarian-Universalist convention of 1966 which
almoot wrecked the convention. The issue was over a black caucus
which met and demanded an indeperdent position within the Church and
the appropriation of a lump sum, of monoy which the caucus would
spend co it saw fit. The demand was denied on the ground that the
church was unthinkable to se': color line within the Church and that
it should do only what was just en an integrated basis. In 1953,

there was a showdown within the Church .and the convention voted to
accept the program of the black caucLo, and to grant them a lump sum
of money to spend not only for proselytising but also for recruitment
and programs in the inner city. it is intnresting to note,uhat the
Church o£:: on a short-tcom besis to be a threat to equality' por-

ticipation it lator saw en a ions-tom basis, undoubtedly with some
degree of anxiety, as :;.ore inoolvoment and participation of the black
membership. The growing demand for greater participation
hierarchical authoritarian church otroctures furnishes some of the
most dramatic exomples of both the r:cessioy and probability of
greater civic participation in tan decade ahead.

Dirrenoions of Civic Partie

In identifying the dimensions of civic participation, Westin
(1961.;a, 196M) views participation as a cont5_onolrl, with "c4vic com-
petence" at one end and "civic. io...poence" at the opposite end , '2opending.
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on the degree of competence or impotence each citizen felt, he could
be located at some along this continuum.. That point, hewovcr,
would bc determ:.ned by how re fel*.: in all four dimensions of civic

participation: s: ^ ^...._. involvement in decision-m1kin3, the
ri3ht of dissent, eq.:ality cr ler:al treatment and social opportunity,

and the right of e:0 pr,,,cess. :hese ri.7hts, and their corresponding
duties and respcn7ibilitLes, re .:.resent conditions or sttes by which
the degree of of d:-2mocratio citizo%ship pa::ticipation could
171 measured at any 17-erticuar for the society as well as for the

CX'estin, p.

Westin (196a, p. S) r:7fers to two of the 64,-ensions, involvement
in .decision-ma%ing and dissent, as ma':ter of choice and two, equality
and due process, as matters of stat,2_3. The dimcions of choice rep-
resent conditions or rights wit:1i% which each inc:ividnal i free to
participate in a particular mode or not to participate. Th% dimensions
of status are rights' w:iich must he automatically given to every citizen
without his 1:ving a.71 in=7ividual claim to or without obliging him to
e::crcise thom. -;:es tin deines the di.....Insions of choice as follows:

The right to si;enificant involvement in the decision-makins
processes in pulic and institut.iunal life. This !*i.gh; has
both an ob:activc and su7:,jc!:ive aspect. Objectively, It
is measured by the leg. right to participate and the
ohjectve conditions of economics, social norms, and
commun.ity organization which allow and facilitate such
involvement. Tot it also has the subjectie element
that an individua7 may feel excluded or ;included) in
ways t:lat are not neces.oa::ily directly aligned with the
objective realities. The c::t?nt to which the subjective
and objective asTects of involvement are in harmony
be a revealing i,idom of the state of participation on the
part of the citizenry.

2. The right of dissent, including criticism, opposition,
protest, and withdrawal.

Testin (pp. C-9) defines the dimensions of status as follows:

3. The right to receive equal lel:;a1 treatment and equitable
distribution of social opportunity 5.thout regard to such
"invoirntary" individual statuses as race, religion, sex;
an social origin.

4. The right to funamental f.airness in procedure (duo process)
whenever sanctions against at individual are proposed or
applied by public or institutional aunoritis.

!,(2 conclue:e that civic ::.;:trticirtion includes status and choice.
Participation is the central :n2ans in a democratic society by which
the a-.:Thoritative allocation of values sheuM be oade.
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'e:hat happens when the civic participation fails to provide the
requisite choices and statuses? Vest in (p. 9) identifies adverse
results which correspond to each o: the four dimez,sions: the indivi-
dual will experience a feeling of powerlessness because of insufficient
involvement in the decision-making processes; he will perceive P
viola tion of personal becau.:e of insufficient protection of
e:.125CW:; he will experience feeling:: of discriminet.on and inequity
becauce of the in:position of uneceal treatrent; and he will experi-
ence feelinge; arbitrrrineso and in:ustice because of the absence
of due process. :ash of these four enetional states tlarl:s the citizen
who finds himself in a position of total civic inpetence. Conversely',

a powerful enjoyment of civic statuses and choices leads to feelings
of civic cempetence. 0.7esti% (2. 9) concludes:

All of this care be remeled up by saying that the citiaen in a
democeatic society is one who is able to ccrnand a response
fren his environment when he feels *ees vital interests or
statu; is at stahe. The inpo'...ent citinen is one who either
haows or thinhs that he crneot comtennd such r. respense.

To what dez,ree are the prerent political and social conditions
In Aeerica fevorable to the exercise of the riehes of civic partS.ci-

pntionl first, increaeingLy ler3e enters of citiaens feel that they
are victims of decisions which are nnde without their involvteeent and
participation. The frecuent references to a faceless, imperturbable,
e1 :1 ineernble EntaKiehment end the bur.aueratic machinery" of the
c:;overnneutn1 and peivnte inetitutions . re teetimeny of subjective
feclins of 5:71pctencl and non-inrelverent and of the r,erception of
fortes an events sweeping over thorn end clearly beyond their tcntrol.
Also, fts (l963b, p. V) has noted, the leadership of A,-.1crican
institutions shows little inclicaticn to create the concliticne t.;c:er

far more than at present will want to and will nave
the epportunit? to particpftte in decision-nakin7,. The mr:tivat:',,,r,

for the necascary i.nstttuziona7. redelign nust ceme from pressure and
e,e-=6 and occasionally, but rari:ly, in antftipation of future crises.

Second. -xn',1-nrs cc. c4,tinens Are de: andin:4

the right of dissent in both speech aril behavio':. 'Astin (1968a.
p. 6&) argues that e,iscont nay be the least secure of the four dincn-
rions participation. argues (pp. 63-64) that the
/merican culture has its on distinctive conception of what is legiti-
rate ani illegitimate in both s,bstance and method. Hie theory is

that American s allow enormous civil liberties for people .hose criticises
r.n a'itions cene tLe convent4.enal liberal consensus or even
sIghtly right or left of center. Thlike England, horever, there the
1^curity rand hc-:ogeneity of thn population leads to much higher le.:els
of te*.e>ation. groups in Atierica which place themselves outside the
lberll conse-,tut are often branded as traitors nod ubversives. The

typie-1 response to tentrover-',os over acadenic freedon And political
r^te.rt is that "if you don't ',Like our constitutional systen, uhy

you lte elsehtre?" Such a rose use is A po':erful eNpressien of
that thnre it a tpical Verican ray, And indivieuals who
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challenge this system ought to F.,-et ceet. (p. 65) notes that Pe
have net had "an institutionelised toleretien of any view which comes
into fundemental collision with Aerican economic, political, and
religious norms."

:h; le treditional lc levels of toleration severely restrict
the exercise of right of dissent, there are often forces at pork
to 'egitimien dissent and, in general, exnand thc nmber o2 individual
choices. First, the national tel system and the
greet amount of occupationel mobility are breeking dcr. sectional
national, and religious differences end pose an interesting problem
for dissent: Does the erect of nntionalizine the culture result in
true toleration of diversiey and dissent or does it prcduce people who
are so homogeneous that they can c.ford toleration because a few
eranhs and auto ere nct really to influence patterns of belief

end behavior? Second, the coures, particularly the Surrese Court, for
over a encode have expended the areas of eccel,ted dissent es, for
example, in the right: to picet, deronstrate, and protest. The

prescure on the courts came from the civil rights movement and pushed
far pale ad the risht w7 dissent. third force for expanding the right
of dissent and for freedon of expressien is the younger generation,
erpecitaly in the guise r.PS C-1 hippie and yippie and their philosephies
and practices of son and drug uenee. ;;estin (19ae, p. 71) believes
that all the signs indicate thot there will be w.ore liberetion and
freedom in individual .7,11e1 greup expression and dissent. It is

unlihely that censorship will be reinstituted on movies and book and
ragazine publication. *:esein (7. 75) has oven hypothesized a "hunger
for expressiveness, love, revelation of one to another for reasons of
connection and affiliation which ray require us to restructure our
institutions to give people eerI in their lives experience with those
%inds of relationships." S: eh indivIdonlizatien of life-style would
require greator Breeden of cezpressien and the fuller e;:ercise of the

right of dissent free conventional life-sty:es.

Despite the forces e%Nendin^, tf:o nrcts of disrent,

(19.58.-, p. 25) be:Ieves scenrine tore productive and effective
rzerns of dissent will continue to ba a source of great struggle in
.:hich even those grou-ss tavorin3 greater particil-ntien will frequently

deny its rig!lt to :-:estin writes. "Mere is cause !:or pessi-

Clat 1.)lnet co7,ntnity. in :.t8 p7_.erent stay of devalopnen,
.l^S little cos-mitnent to civil liberties a:t crtosed to civil rights.
Oae cats understand this in historical rnd sociological termr, but it
dees rot augur well for the future." The area of dissent will con-
tinue to be most fragile even in an era of increasing participttien.

The right of legal ecualit tne the equitable distribf.ltion of
social opportunity is At the Bart of the current social conflict

1968b, p. 25). 'N'estin (l95-., n, 47) observes that it is
pcssihle to have legal equality ..ehYie society fails to distribute
equally its revards ant', privileges. 77:-:cze arc two current theories
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of how we should r--tere the riht (1)!: equality to black people
(Westin, rna, p. 47';. Cac Cleory is that we should from now on
'be color blind end erect overey eque7.1y. The other theory is that
we should remain coIee conecioel nnd the obligation "to take
eetreordinary measures to core ,:et inequalities that have been creeted
as a result cf social and politecel eractices of one hundred yeers--
rinse ennecipetion." d.:ee:cet, which, you recall, involves the

exercice of choice, eeve;.ity ie e stetus to which civil libertees
ev.:emetically attach. ror eceeety Y deny individuals and grow
ceealiey oi treeteent is heevy social obligations for roforr.

'lstin believes that the eieht of equality is more securely
established in eeericee. treditecn ifeen the right of dissent. Ke

(MSc, p. 54) stet.7.e:

:n terms of the white cceenity there is an enormous ethic of
equality in the treatment of relieious and nationality groups,
in vhich you crn eee the seee off: the t.mericen system worked out
c :er the lest one hendeed seventy-five years as one of an en-
larging theory and practice eelity. There has been a
recieeecal emericanieine of the ::enievent end nen-..:asp getups
.ehich hes had the effect of cheegine the aesemptions of
iererican cut ure itself. 2oe ceare'le, there hrve been many
chenees in Cathelicie...1 and the :elsenic movement as they cene
to .1 -:erica en -.1 are encultereted. If you look at the Mason en
..,:rope or the hot. in Ieelan%, Italy, or Frence yoe can
see what very difr:ereat Ins-ite'ions and philosophies they knee
:ecn these reeve nits ecpverented here. And to I would argue
thee there is a high cotneetment to equality vhich has seen its
yes and downs but is a progress eve ene in Arerican politics.

Louis Hartz (le.'55) has areucd that precisely because Leerica
eseaped the period of feudalise, in :hich there was a caste re,stem
e3.4 its deference erd ettitede teeltd government es essentially the
anteen1 creation of the privi,egcd c*,aeses, were able to develop e
system in which there was a theory of a general Americen ethos which
ded not pewit the rite of fee.ily ersstearaciee. Three generations
or the Adans femily ler:anted the fee, that there is no place in
/trica for nobility and eristecraey bt.eause one must cater to the
nastes and bcceese there is e .Usreslect for the aristocracy.
Equality. therefore, has fire lielitical rot 1.11 A'Aericen history--

both in the inetitutions 1,%! did ievelcp aed the institutionn like
fee-;alisn ere! ellen reetens e fortueetely by-petsed.

;:e: Bert Cans (1968) osot.ies eqddle-class Americans use the
eet-end for indieidual "liberty'. et te. jettificetion foe keeping t7leir
veelth and poition tni for eettine eore. /ndividuel "liberty" is
g'ven a prior5.ty then roeiel eoenonic equality. Cant

writes:
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1::ether liberty is demnnded by a Southern advocate of states'
ri7hts to hee? Negroes in their pIrce or by r property owner
who wants to sell his house to any Yhite willing to buy it
liberty has become the ideolc:,,y of t'he more fortunate. In

the yea:: to co-e, :he "hcve-nots," whether they lack money or
f.:ecdo+ . will de-and incessi.n3ly the reduction of this form of
1Lberty. Those who ach for ^torsi equality are not opposed to
1:berty per se, of course; what thoy want in sufficient equclity
so that they. too, can enjoy the liherty not' virtually monopolincd
by the 'haves."

Gans' analysis shows thrt the dimensions of civic participation are
rooted in political rni social conditions and that ccuality, as a civic
status or condition, has priority over dinsions of civic participation
which involve ci%lic choice. G7..ns believes there is no necessary con-
flict between liberty and ocuality. "::he society," he states, "we rust
create should provide cnou3h equality to permit everyone the liberty to
continue iris own wi,:hout arcatin inequality for others, and thrt
this, when it comes, will be the Great Society."

7erhaps the most secure of our ritshts is duo process. Due

process relates to particiofJtion becauso it reflects whether or not a
cot of rules and procedures env' he provided to acco=odate social
confU.:t in ways that 'it would find procedurally fair,
using whatever norms of fair preled..r:o the society hrs developed
(Westin, 1963r, p. A9). Lue pre-ess relates to dissent whenever
society decides to suspend the norms of fair procedure to punish the
dissener Or when it decides :'hat the proper limits of dissent rust
be. rue process relates directly to ceuality ...Innever the original
rules centain intrinsic iiesuali.,.ics or the interpretation of the
rules in new situations is discriinatory. Westin (1968b, p. 25)
believes that due process is the mss secure of the feu:: dir.ensiome of
civic participation and that linerican society has established its
prrl;ma!_ic vauc. The more equn..ity that cores into our society, the
more d.:c pretess almost rutontictlly !:ollows with it. Often the
vowt.l. of de.,! process, which the corall;:meat of the courts and lryort
even in the .urrent oafs ^s shows is P continuinc; uprd curve, pre-
cedes the securing c' substantive equality.

(19(8t, pp. A9-50) obterv.s that nn inherently discrir.i-
nater; role or tle social realities and consequences of a neutral
rule ten wealten or suspend the right of due process. For exrrple, tn
inhercItly discriminatory rule is that the individual facing crmintl
charges is not entitled to have ccursel appointed for hi-:. Since an
tdvert.!ry system of justice depends upon counsel to defend the indio
vidual, to alle-.4 the conviction of an individual. because he could net
offor; to an attorney is inherently unjust. The neutral rule,
of course, requires the teurt to appoint counsel for those individuals
unble to hire their ewn. The social realities of the poor, ho!'evet,
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tIlf application ,)!7 ev,) r.roen:Is beents..! fzhey ca-re,40-t nrfcAr-1

to. have c most cc::etcn:t availnle, they cannot afford
pr-:vate inrestisatiens i-:7-rtant evience, and they cannot
ay ,:s.itnacses to at ten court. Levine (19GC3, p. 50) also notes that
the poor cannot afford a tranocript of court prcceedin3s, so im-portant
in appeals to hisher courts. Sirlilarly, the right to bail is a

nentrz.1 rule, a civil lil:er%y, 7:,rt the realities of the poor
its application to the:A unfair. ..Tues have discretionary

po.::er to sot hi7:h or low proscautors, 5,n the case of the
poor, arc unclionsed in reguosia3 hih bail. There is no ^Ile

atornd to ar2,re that 'oai is a civil. liberty since the individual
held in cvltody for to eight :onths or lonser often lose his

cannot easily help in the preparation of his on defense.

Although there n-:m. there infrin::enents upon thr. rit.,,ht of due

prosr!ss, espeoially in the C!".7e Cr; the poor and minority groups,

;7estin (n53a, pp. 57.-52) -.elieves that due process is the rot
cherohad and ol:,served of our :our cinenr.ions of civic participation.
Y1 ,::ritos that "there a hish level asrecraent that the rules of

the 7ane to ha ac,2epted 'c'y the rich and parr:, left and r:4;%.%,

northerner and southernor, and so on, l-acause every'coy is aware that
t'ae; rrles night 'oe evohod in a di,cr:.nins.tcry ay against him." t:estin

1-,ollevzs that alter mo:n/ento of poleal c::tre:aism, as in the ::sCarthy
dus process is the f.::!st pont resiliency or snap back.

iinnater Joseph ne.Car':!.-. ehallen::ei the rules of due process, because
%hey were blocking his iz.Tosit'.cen of str!xter of dissent. 1:hen

iz! time to disei37.i.e ,.cam :r. in the Senate, the care
tr!ou:..ht asainst -..as his disr::gard for the processes of fair in-

v)stisat!.on and of proper prcend.sze. The charce of
to observe du!: process gulch::: public opinion against hip'.
'7o. see in thn NeCathy henrin;In the relationship of dissent and due
p:ocess. I:\r.c process *coteries the ta7.:gmt of those :ho ',!ant to r:ove

:;flinst tho rut ;.;: is also the nechanisn by .hich the
7::oro lierty-ninded individuals snap *eack C.!,1stin, 1953n, p. 53.

In c.v-nary, ve h-ve identir.ied :our dimensions of civic partici-
pation oft A continuo~ stretching 17etoen civic corpetence ard civic
:potence. The dimensions of involvement eccision-naking area
4tssent also fall within the tattler; of choice, rep resenting condi-
tions or rihts which each irliv!.dual is free to participate
er not to participate. The diensimns of ecuality and dee preccss
Call within the category or status or rights which nust be tuck.ratia-
ally riven to every cititen 1.ithort his layins an ineividusl claim to
and without obliging hin to w:ercise them. The dimension of involve-
r-Int in omcision-raking is tlls overat.ching dimension and embraces the
to ronninng dimensions. If o van't the rights of dissent,
oct:ality, rnd dun process in ter:-. of the strength or secvrity they
on:oy in the Aeric.In political tra%;cion, tea 14.ould sive the first
r-.1% to the right of du.-.proeess, t%.s stron;\st. And the third or

ran% to the right of dis.-ent, test frA5i10 of the eitlen-
.-:_ons of civic participation. The ic%!rte of peerIessness, ercep
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Lion of violation e personal identitr, feelings of discrimination
and inequity, and feelings of anierariness and injustice the
citizen enperiences proportionate to the degree he is denied the
enjoy:7.ent of these dimensions of civic participation. To the degree
that a citizen cnn comm7.nd a response from the political and social
environment in defence of his cheices and status is proportionate to
the degree he enje,pf these basic ::mecretic rights.

In the following section of this document, I shall explore the
degree to which medels of social action and refo,:n emhody these
dirensions 02 civic participation.

Yodels of Social Reform

I.:nthews (1168) has distinguinhed at least three models of social
change and reform evident in contemporary political and social life
in At.erica and elsewhere. nese are (1) t%e as protest model, (2)
the proe,rem ard (a) the ccmnuniy development model. In this
section I describe the characteristics and relationship- of these
models and their "fit'' C.mensions of civic participation.

he mass protest model is best illustrated by tile ell-blac
mars mem:,ership organizatien yieh ol:7erchical decisien-ma%ine, exi.;t-
i.ng in the rlr South. The it sod oranirotion hcs several diI-
tinguishing ehar.s.cterieties. ;:sually there is orly a small active
membership. A demonstration mo'oilizes t';o "troops" and successf.illy

appeals for demonstrators fren allied groups. In rericds of le!:

tension and tranquility groat div:.sions enist wthin the orrli..,a-
tion. In periods of high tension, demonstrations, arrests, h::utal.i.ty,

and so on, great cohesion eniotr. The leaders of these organi2aticn.1
have charismatic appea:. Those organizations, to maintain internal
stability 2.11 disoipline, usually require broad teals and ideology
r.n.e. in mements of confrontation, a single issue or focus. In the
ease of the black organizations, there must be a high degree of 1.ocial
consciousness and a high identification between one's own self-
interest and broad racial foals 0:athews, 1M1, r. V). The :'ass

protest organizations ,.re 'intermittent" in the sense that they
require activity only sporad:cally and for short periods of tire.
inuring dormant states an elite or:., it reinteins ortanizfttional life.
It becomes a tress organientien only during conirontatien when it
recruits 1.1.40 support froti the corlt,ity. Nathes (r. 30) states
that "in its mass elmension it is not a nembership organization.
Participants cos- it tLe.:,,seives Ler t,'-o duration of the action. The

next action ray mohilize diCferent ptrticipants." Ath ortanizaticnal
flexibility is necessary to meet co:.rex and chnntint prohles.

(1f,16). 1:athevs (10 p. :1) renders this tedel of
mess protest orgenirations; "Cenfliet creates unity; control is
exerciser! '1. treup of tea.} 11 mot. it

insisted upon; rtetinta are held to inform and to gatn and deconstrate
support of ter:lett."
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How well does the mass preteet medel em edy the dimensions of
civic participation? Cleerly there ie e high level of involvement
during proenst perieds, but decinien-eeine, enpecially during
dorelent states, but also durine periods of confront Lion, seems to
concenerete ie the heads elite oligarch!.ee. The organizations
them:elves, howevee, -e-eriet of minority end dissident groups largely
eereprosened in the ::e.ieseeeen cf Amee!_cen political life and there-
fore peovice uniqes opporeunities for civic perticipetion. The

oeeenieations cleeely exccise the right of dissent and, in fact,
eee a refor source of serceegth, exeepe in their extremist moments,
strengthening ehe teedieic diesent in ,%mnricen politics. The

ieoues which cause the peoec;ts eed confrontations are largely
issues of peeticelaely uncquel housing and educational
opportunities and eneceel job oppereenities and welfare benefits.

eroeces has often peotected Cle right to protest and demonstrate.
17.t is often theeetened *):: the eevoIetienery ietreaeigency of the
peotestoro who clnim tempereey -'eleenity frem the rules of due
p ceene long enough to "`et" and penish the protestors and demonstra-
tore.

The eroerem medel is best C,lestrated by the Tennessee Valley.
Authority and the eeey area 7e:ejects sponsoeed by the Ford Foundation
and the President's Cormiteica on :evenile Delincunncy (see Section IV
above,. In this model cermelity ectien S initiated Cron above or
outside the cermenity. he "progeem" coordinator, extends, or
..vitiates progrcme existing agencies to eininete overlap and to
provide ne.e AIV.1 integrated seev!.cen C:ethewe, 1968, p. 6'1). According
to ::ethcs (p. 61) the go is of the model are "social plenning,
inter agency coordination, reeheping of ceeneies to fit problezie, the
provision oC individual eervices, and some citizen perticipation in
plenning decisions." Progran edministeaters often resort to formal
or informAI cooptetion to achieve progran goals. In foreal coopte-
tion there is the eppearrece of sharing authority for public opinion
purposes the real exercise of authority re-rains 3.r the bends of
ehe program administrators. In inforTe'_ cooptation there is an tett:el

rharing of power in reepeese to pressuees from the locel bureautrecy
epon .ehem the progven depends. This type of cooptation results in
often vast progeam changes and, ee in the ease of often cexses
the progrem to realign itself '7ith conservative local elements. The
progren is then shaped local intermediaries rather than by the
people.

How well does the progrAn model embeey the dimensions of civic

participetionZ Vathews (p. AO), fellowine Selenick's (049) analysis,
gives these reeeone for the ineffectivernee ef civic perticipation in
the t:epical progrtn reticle the fire:- eriority is programs administra-
ticn end retpensibility rather then pregran developrent with cititen
perticipation; there is external centrol over tvlbership site and
tepresentetion and over the selection of leAdership; areas of civic
(!ecisien-mning Art severely limited; there is tight control over
eceers to the group 'o; outsiders; and there is 4 reatinined service
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program. According to Yorris and 71oin ;1967, pp. 167-8), the grey area
projects did not include a single peor man or woman. Zfforts to organize
the lower class largely a':t.7actod indivf.duals who were upwardly mobile.
:;hen the programs atcempto:: s:riou7, innovation by score form of

cozmunity organization, they found crises of dissent and often had to
choose age!..nst the bureaucracy ::, :obinza ttion for youth wns near]y
destroyed in a itchhun for subversives (Yathews, 1968, p. 43) .
There. is considerable dot whether or net these pregrers greatly expanded
ce,uality of opportunity for the poor they were to serve. 1?,athews

(p. 41) writes: 'Th 1.:octrine of Stimulation by which the federal carrot
is supposed to stimulate local institutions to use their on resources
and which carries with it loose redcral administrative controls, was
unsuccessful in inducing a signi-.7icant increase in local resources."
Federal funds were d7;.verted from the poor into the hands of voracious,
self-aggrandicing bureaucracies. :he frequency of criminal minapptopriation
of funds indicates the abuse of due process. Dureaucratic "due process"
resulted in program orasculatien.

The cor:u development 70e,e; does not direct its efforts to individuals.
According to Yathews p. 61), th::.s model embraces a people-directed
process based upon the people's perception of their needs and the dis-
covery or creation of community. states that this rodel "assumes
that probler is one of group motivation and, therefore, it attespts
to creace community feelin, or fl :seer ..-7e-reelinz-, in cocren sy7,,ols end
rel.nings, in goals end problems uniting pceple, in feclins of ccrron
purpose, or be1ongn7., of being neighbors." It .s a nodel which emphasizes
self-help and a feeling of ownership, r?onsorship, and inolveron in the

group. Following Clinard's (1966) study of the Delhi project, :,:athews
(pp. 62 -65) identifies these additional model characteristics. There is

comunity participation (as as SO per cent in the Delhi project) .
I'roject nreas hept to:let-her people of the same cnste, occupation, or
religion. In the bct:innisg or ;..n units were grail, comprised of
twenty-five to fifty-five for:Ilier--n ^enuine effort to 7,o to the
people rether than to their :,eider". ice bocc,. bureaucracies will
deny le[,,itiration to the projects, le7;Uiration with the people in en
es,ential coildition for success of self -'help projects. nen success
itself resultf:, rote lesitiracy is established. Ihe leadership wes
indi4;enous to the comnunity and recruited frog those identified no
cernity or crisis lenders, those who offered services er stv!ortions,
nen with previous selr-help experience, and women show:ns pride in
their homes.

1-:e well does the co=unity development ertccdy the dirensions
of civic participation? Of the three f-.odels we have considered. the

evelopnent hociel allows the hishest level of indivieual and
rcup involven-ent in decision-ef.-tin.::. A careful brilin3 of r,nbership

igs the people whon the project benefit develops retnio:jul civic
partictl,ation and provides its own leitint:tion of power especially in
recinl the opposition of traditiso-Inl leadership and bureaucracy. Ihe
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exercise of dissent becomes crucial '7-ec,%use of ti' struggle which

arises 1..-eteen traeitionel irsZigcnous naeorship ane the e ne and

traditional .-ore;, of organisation, a struggle which continues until
local authorities realise_ the important role nunicipal institutions
can play in com=nity develc17:ment. r,quality is assured becay.se the

cemmunity councils from the start are controlled by the -cry people
,:ho will profit by the new social ane economic resources the develop-
ment o7. their communities will ..c:oviec. Pue process ii promoted

especially in the S27.5^ that social realities cctch u7 with inherently
just rules as imprement in economic and social conditions provide
an appropriate context for rule application.

In summary, this section of the eocument has reviewed some
basic assumptions about democratic society and ditinguished
participatory democracy frcm ::ore prinItive conceptions such as
elitist democracy and parochial and subject political cultures.
he essential cha:I.acterintic is the cemmitment to large-scale
citiscn participaticn as well as a i 2.7.ief in rationality of indi-
ieuaI interest and as quest fo: *e:e oaso revicw2d the

basic dimensions civic participationinvolvement in deciricn-
mahing, dissent, equality, r.s.c: eue '::CCOS5. rc descrC:ce

three contemporary meels of social action, the mass protest, the
program, and comunity development me.:*els to see how well they
embodied the dimensions of civic participation. Ihis analysis
ra.,tes clear the superiority of the comunity eevelopment model and
the tendencies tc.:are bureaucratic ccaseatism in the prograal
model and oligrcbieal olitissa in the mars organination =del.

In terms of cur four concaptions of teal -c can see in the
fine rtshing or self and ccmrunity interest how the con=unity
development model is also the :odel for the development of efvic
n2n. Lai 'ouild'_n the type of orani-rAons or covlcils Ybich will
07::actly meet the nee.'s c. the ineividuals in the group, the political

r,-:(1 social environ-:ent is radice1ly trrnsforred and the Alienatee

1:a'' need to lonp,er feel that th-re in a government organited ai,,rinst or
existin:., in spite ef c urt:,-re s-r11 cot-I.:unity organizations
is trntit,le an person-II as wol: rs legitiTate end
public.. The fonl tad and recial harriers
vhtel no.: separate th Pr:vate fre.n the ccrnunity of
-hieh he is a part rnpiely vanish as the productive involvcs.ent
in ce7runity li:e replaces the need to find ono's satisfaction
excluti.,.ely in private spheres of act:-',ty. The progran redel is
largely notivated conserv,,.tl-e thinking and aspiration to change
as little as possOle in political and social structure and to ure
that structure 13 the chief instus:ent of social reforn. It

ex7rerses the. not+ evanescent hope of the Private ::an that all Coe
pol:.tical and social preriscs around he has organized his

re'cain intact along with their present institutional
and le:.,a1 enprelsior. In fact. the very political and adninistrt-
tive structures Onet!rrne.c: Ots ronr1 model, for tne
r:LVAtt ':an, bocse A protective vali ,£ ::seen t:e private and
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public sectors of bis life. 7.n mass protest model, especially
in ita actboritari and hiernrobical :70e, during dormant periods,
we find vestiges of the :7,ite Van and a rnther paradoxical distrust
of the very masses tbe orgniantion 7;:nts to lead.

It is poosible thnt in mcetinc the crises o): our ace that
there are roles for each 7..del an( l each type of man. Vathcws (l968,

p. 29) fcoloing (l:63) has sencested such an assignment of
roles. The :lass p ~t ^rcanl:ation stim.J1ctos and mobilizes
spread support for t'.1 issue. :he pron nodel provides for the
cccaaien for inluencinc and hopeully coiptinc traditional lenders
and public official_ . 2inally, the community or,canization naintains
the openness and flridity of oc7-=nication which avoids polarization
and stelcmate. This combination of models provides thc charismatic

Vnn his moment to con:and loyalcy and obedience in open confron-
tation. It provica for the cooptation if net the conversion Of
......ate Non arr.1 their peliticel s-ohes:-en new lodged in bureaucracies

to be infused by tbe pro?rcm lic*-It and energy. Lt

prev ::des Alienated :.:en the challenge and tbe :uthentic opportunity
to c-::ersise control over their secial dest_ny. rinally, it
provides ample opporte-ity for Cive V:n to rahe the Gcvc lopment
of their cormrnities a sorrce of public and private concern.

In the following section of the (:oc...:nc,nt shall explore the
implicatiofts of theol:y of civic participation for civic education
in a period of crins.
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o' cnv:c EncATIoN

The ,:rims of change no7: :tering Amerienn politics end society
alone drnstically alt,2-: the cen,:.:tions under 1-7hich rust live mad

die and eventurlly slter our responses to these conditionscur styles
of livid; end underlyis:: cencept:ens the ,,,odd life, the 3ced body

po/itic, nnd the good sese:. We cannot entirely trust, ho7xvor, to

the blind events. If the folle%;5.ng decode demands that ;:e

r..sunt en ere of refom in V:1.,:1 ?'.ter our conception of men and

society, moloee the r:n7.:ecies oL trof:.itionsl political theory, .irestle
the et-iscs soce.ty snd r'reserve pad enh-nee the

tre c d c'sic and mass denocreey, then uneerstrning
snd -ccept-nce of !,-hst is happning combine 1.ith th concrate

effort to guide chsnge in desirble directions.

In this section o!'. the document I shall consider least politicrl
and rocinl inte:ventions in the rush of contemporrry historicrl events
ere possible and desirable. I linj.t myself to interventions in one
institutional systen, the eduesional syste:'m, not only because this is
the i'.merieen institution Ihich chiefly o^_CLj the renter, but also
bacaue it is the institution !hich can best pave the ay for ne.,7

po7.itical conceptions and rolel did for the meliorative reforn of itself
and other institutions.

The section div.:ces into three parts: (I) It begins t'ith
considerntion of ..hat civic education should 1:3 at a time when insti-
tutions are dissolving. (2) :hen leok et the present role of the
school !n ci.Nic education. (3) Ne.::t rNa.rin and critique the
linnet..Ire on politica'. sociali:stien for Cant guidance it gi..es us in
ae.thi.C.Prg Our ne..7 eduontnal rssinn. (4) n.nally 0:-tanine

!.iterture en authoritarian pe...!sonality an0 group dyne:Ace for guidance

in dtlineatinz: :unettons education.

re",: Civic Ed...cation

It is impossible to squeeze orr rnplysis of contetvorpry rolitiopl
tnd socinl dilen-'.es end projetttd trends for the seventies into the
contorpornry forrnt of n sinsle institution or one sphere or activity of
that institution, as in the CPSO of the school and civic deutntion.
Cur analysis forces the conclusion that Arericnn institutionpl life is
rapidly dissolving in . post-c!trvinn technological society trd
;:hnt only the threads of denocrpttit trndition will remein.

civic edutPtion mist create the rte':: democrscy. American

institutional life experienet n runner of drcnntio charges. First,

-ore institutions pill disrpponr, such ns the ptrty convention 2nd the
nIcetorpl College, those ybich the ^.crtrunicttion re in nnd expanded

!:,olitten1 participation htv2 rude ,Inthronistic tad, indeed, undmocratit
hen they thrttttn to flout C12 porlpr ill. .ocend, there pill be
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errstic changer in the institntions fe::ch remain, especially in the ey
they arc nenaned. The university, for example, will survive but the

power nlieLrents emons soliey-mnhing boards, unite legislatures. Yederel

funclin;; agencies, university administration, faculty, and students will

shnrply alter. Third, there will be new institutions which combine
private end public interest end control. Current examples are the

Satellite Corporation end urban development aeencies, Finally, there

will be new institetionei relationships nt-Federel, stnte, and Iccal
Levels. lerel funding of locel educntionnl ?r0 ;Cots frequently by-
pnsses stnto ,,ontrol nnd develops new relationships between Feder61 and

local agenciee. A metropolitan ere which embarks en the so7ution of
problems of rir pollution, clean water supply, traffic flow, end
public trensportation does co lense:.y by isnorins traditional city end
ccunt jerisc'ietions and ecte")lishins new governmentel and edministrntivs

relationt.hips.

The rew civic education must develep in the student the nerencss
of the consequences of these institutional changes. Institutional
changes distub end even disrupt traditional power n1'.3nments .1r1c7 the

traditienal structure of social rewards. Changes, therefore, meet with
sometimes monnmental resistance which only C.!.e pressure of crisis and
demand cnn evercer. Zven reformers become contentious as they
strugle to shape the new power el47ments and row rd system for ma:dmum
self benefit. Institutional chenn,e has pewerful effects end never is

a pnnacea. The dilemmas of rociel reform, enscrib;:c1 in Sccticn nre

ample evieence of C-e delicnte balnnce which exists between institetionel
..r.novnticn and the consolidation of reform. !:estord's reform beccmes
todny's problem in a neer-endins cycle. which keeps Civic . ..'en busier than

could Any Calvinistic conscience. arm not even certain, ,ts

(1567, p. 5:14) reminds es, that incrensee paticipation in the effort to
rcorgenise public institutions contributes to employee support for
reoretninatin or reduces his future resistance.

',het should civic e-.vestion provide _he student -*no rust somehow
develop adn,ente orientAtions for the welter of institutiennl change he
will ci7cri.'nct': :First. it test provide A rat4.enal and ,;vnlytical

.^y ?Tench to -Citien1 sociAl problems. The student must nrnsp the
cc-:)lexities of the political and social realities of his tin and see

the necessity of adopting options and programs vhich must be T7earie
in time. Ihere AVA no panacene Pule permanent snlutions. ruet
unders tend that the consequences of institu%ionnl change are often A8
monument 11 as the forces Ihich brought it about. Second, civic educatien
should_ provide the student with A mcaningtul link between what ho is tic
an individuel with A particultr ethnic bne.eround and the Itger context

noIiticall And toeinl change ilhin ,h'.ch be plays cut his life.
The relations zip between primary an, secondary groups nre transient
And blurred end must !le re-established in A way which provides students
of nll ethnic baC4rounds some meaningful continuity between the
privnte life of the her and neighborhood And the public life of sthool
nn d nolitics. Mire, civic education should provide the student str-e
theory of social change. The ste:'ent rest see thnt institutional reform
is part of n historical process to which he cAn relate and that it it
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not chiefly the result of political conspiracy end chicanery. He must

also understand that as an aueonemus individual, with his own needs and
style and his own sense of what is happening end what should be happening,
that he can and should SO:110.3 resit change.

Finally, civic education should provide the student the opportunity
to remake the mode of his hnmen relationships. As the power relationships
and reward structures of institutional life are changing about him, he
nntst also change the power relationnlY.p he has with people inside the
institutians in wh-ich he participates. What are the appropriate
relationships with authority, with ethnic minorities, with the dissenter,
and so on, in a participatory democracy? To handle such relationships
within the new democratic ethos the student must learn to use new
techniques, as evidenced in the retraining of local police forces in
the handling of racial minorities and student protestors. Interpersonal
relations are learned and civic education can provide the opportunity
for the student to e:-1.pericnce openness and directness and to avoid the
language of power. The feet that many individuals today display the
psychiatric symptoms of isolation, loneliness, and emotional .n.lper-
ficiality implies the strong need for deeper interpersonal involvement.

Clearly the schools and civic education are charged with a crucial
and noble mission. In the section which follows we want to compare the
traditional school conception of its social role with the weighty
responsibilities of civic education in the seventies.

The School and Civic 7,ducation Today

In the decade of the seventies the school will increasingly become
the ideological battleground of ehe political factions appearing as the
traditional liberal consensus dissolves. Partly by historical accident
and partly by design, conservative, liberal, end radical left opinion
has turned to the school as the chief agent of preserving the republic,
moderating reform, or revolutionizing American institutions. In this
section of the document we shall consider the traditional role of the
school in the present political system.

In traditional political theory the role of the school is embodied
.primarily in the maintenance of the system, to supply the society with
the trained personnel to carry out its normative functions. In this
maintenance role the school transmits the political culture of the past .

students who eventually assume_ adult responsibilities. As great
research centers the schools, or universities, add to our storehouse of
knowledge and to the burgeoning technology and prOfits but always within
the fremewor% of the middle class consensus and American business and
government ethic. Westin (1968c) descr'ibes the system-maintenance
activity of the university:

...the university, as the principal storehouse and organizer
knowledge, the training ground of experts, and the certifier

of talent, has reached a new position of prominence and influence
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in American society. Faculty members and university
nr:ministrnt='_! move about the consulting posts and policy

counr:ils eeLness, labor, government, civic groups,. and
the foundations in unprecedented numbers, and the path for
students recommended to these organizational establishments by
the faculty - administrator certifier is a shining careerhihway.

Because of the ceiling on and frustration of career aspirations,
Americen teachers, in -.he degree and style of their political partici-
pation, emphasize systems-maintenance and systems-compliance (Zeigler,
1967). Largely recruited from the middle class, teachers' allegiance
to middle class values, according to Zeigler13 (p. 29) evidence,
increases with teaching experience. This situation is exacerbated
for male teachers who often enter the profession to increase their
chances of upward mobility only to find later in their careers that
their salaries are no higher than those of their female colleagues and
that .many of their initial hopes for advancement are forever thwarted.
In effect, the male teacher who originally entered his profession to
improve his socioeconomic status finds in his later career that he is
indeed downward mobile. Zeigler (p. 25) observes that 'one method of
creating a Radicel Right is to take a male, place him in the
incongruously feminine teaching role, keep him there for years at a
low income, and allow his hopes fo.e advancement to fade as his
experience increases but his situation does not change." The tendency
of donward-mobile individuals is to cling desperately to the values
of the class from which they have departed (p. 47). The donward-mobile
teachers are the most conservative teachers. They are also politically

cyclical and alienated. They ere excessively cautious about their
political involvements. Only 20 percent of teachers believe that it
is proper and desirable to pariAcipate in sanctionable or "unsafe"
activities (p. 69).

In effect, teachers often see themselves as left out of the
political process. Yet the school is a major agency of political
socialization. Zeigler (p. 50) asks "Is it possible for teachers who
are cynical and alienated about the political process to convey to their
students how necessary it is to participate in the political process?
If a teacher believes that his participation in the procers_is futile,
can he conceal his sense of futility and frustration from students and
successfully teach them how to become politically responsible citizens?"
There is rather bitter irony in the ordinary classroom situation
presided over by a politically disenchanted teacher, convinced that his
is not the best possible world, yet using textbooks suffused with the
cheery image of suburban living and an Enlightenment optimism which
guarantees man's ultimate triumph over inequality and injustice.

There is equal irony in the fact that high school social studies
teachers, despite their unhappy socioeconomic status, believe that it
is empirical truth that America has the best type of government yet
devised by man (Zeigler, p. 116). There is no evidence thet either
liberal or conservative teecers encouraee students to undertake critical



evaluation of American institutions. Zeigler (p. 119) writes:

The classroom operates basically to reinforce a belief in the
desirability of maintaining the status quo. It is very doubtful

that the classroom experience of students encourages them
toward radical politics. If there is brainwashing in the high
schools, it is clearly not for indoctrination in socialism;
rather it appears aimed at the production of optimistic, uncritical
citizens. The political world. of the high schools is not the

world of politicians.

The traditional role of the school in the political system as one
of systems-maintenance is underscored by a study by Edgar Litt (1966).
As part of his study, Litt compascd the values found in civic textbooks
eith those articulated by community interest groups such as PTA
officials and religious, civic and political leaders. He food
considerable congruence between community and textbook values. For

example, when the community emphasized the democratic creed, "the
rights of citizens and minorities to influence governmental police
through non-tyrannical procedures," percent of the textbooks contained
a corresponding emphasis. When, however, the community leaders placed
little stress on_the resolution of political problems through group
conflict, onlyNpercent of the textbooks contained a corresponding
emphasis. It appears that the schools are sensitively attuned to system
cues in the selection of the content for political socialization.

One link between the school and community that can result in
systems-maintenance or systems-challenge is the socioeconomic and ethnic
composition of the student body and the school faculty. Educational
theorists and social engineers see in the social composition of the
school a major instrument for the shaping of political beliefs and
attitudes (Dawson and Prewitt, 1969, p. 167). :?hen the student body and
faculty consist almost exclusively of black, lower-class elements,
one expects in the decade of the seven' its that the school will challenge
the dominant values of the political culture and invest a significant
part of its effort in promoting beliefs and behavior which challenge
and shade the system. We can also entertain the theoretical hope that
school integration will bring into balance the forces of systems-
maintenance and systems-challenge to create a new political consensus
incorporating the political participation of those minorities now
outside the system. The very fact that former black demands for school
segregation and decentralization reflect changes in the black leader-
ship's program for the political socialization of the black child.
In the do:ade ahead the political socialization of the black child will
emphasize his binding links to the black community and his relatively
autonomous relationship with the white cor,n,unity. It is too early to
predict whether such a program of political socialization can ever
produce the political balance and ethnic cohesiveness required by the
American political sys tem.

Beyond systems-maintenance one can convincingly argue that school
practice presents an authoritarian model of decision-making. Decision-



making moves down through nn elaborate, medieval hiernrchicni structure,
with the central governin, ":cords and administrative elites et the top
and the classroom teacher and student at the bottom. There is an
elaborate array of interme.diories, sonic of whom arc agents of the
central office sent into the school to enforce administrative and
cup oiculor decisions made at the top and others of whom ore local
administers who are the middle link in the chain of administrative
command between the central office and the single school. Tithin

each school the same hierarchical structure and flow of decision-
maloing from top to bottom is neatly replicated so that each school
principal can boast a microcosmc hegemony corresponding exactly to
the grand design of the central board and superintendent.
each classroom the teacher is invested exclusively with the power of
decision- :rehing and, unless philosophically, pedagogically, or
politically moved, shares little of this power with the students.
The students, then, form a 1,olitically impotent group who soon discover
that their only means of representing their interests and influencing
decisions is through conscious cooptation, quiet systems-subversion,
or loud and dramatic protest and demonstration. In essence, then, the
authoritarian model of the school presents a model of decision-making
hostile to the values and practices of participatory democracy.

We now want to consider in some ideal sense the importance of the
school in the political socialization of the child. First, the
school portrays the ideals and norms of the political and social
system. Ideally, it can emphasize the rights and obligations of the
citizen,to participate in government. Beyond focusing on the right
and obligation to vote, the scheol can provide sufficient understanding
of procedures open to citizens for legitimately influencing government.
It can delineate the role and importance of conflict in the operation
of the political system. Second, the school is the child's first and
most vivid examole of how group membership and organization can achieve
desirable ends. In its own in000morol goverance and its depiction of
current politicel process, the school should vividly teach and demonstrate
how achieving political goals and influencing political officials is
facilitated by participation in organized groups and political parties.
The school should provide the evidence for and the opportunity to study
the efficacy of community action and pressure groups. It ::11ould provide

occasion for the developoont of social skills necessary to carry on
profitable croup wor'4. Third, the school should present a realistic
portrayal of the political process. ROSS and Torney (1967, p. 213) have
noted that the school ignores the "tougher, less pleasant facts of
political life" in America. They state that "while it would probably
be unwise to discuss political corruption in early grades, the process
of socialization should include a somewhat more realistic view of the
operation of the political system." :Finally, the importance of the
school lies in the influence it has in shaping the child's self-concept
and his political self. Educational systems produce :rivatc Ken, Elite
Nen, and Civic Men. An educational system which consciously or
unconsciously teaches the sorict separation of public and private life
and develops a false optim:.sm oboot the presomably mechanical success
with which the system meets crises and solves problems undoubtedly



produces 7-ivate Men who experience relatively low levels of enxiety
and guilt in pursuing alms' exclusively private fortunes end aspire-
tions. An educationa l system w'lich devotes its major attention to the
education of elites which will assume the powers and responsibilities
of decision-reking in the public and political sectors of American life
undoubtedly produces Elite whose sense of noblesse oblige and social
mission will silence misgivings which arise when they snuff out the
pleas and demands of the minorities and the unrepresented dissenters
with the heavy weight of their own decrees. An educational system
can also produce Civic Men who value civic participation, who understand
and in practice_ honor the riehts of dissent, equelity, and due process,
who eccept conflict as a dimension of political behavior, and who fin:
their highest catisfection in their citizenship roles.

In summary, I have described the traditional role of the school
as one of systens-meintenance. This role is played out in the basic
conservatism of nest teachers, in the acceptance of the status quo by
most social studies teachers, and in the school's sensitive attunement
to community cues in the choice of textbook material. The authoritarian
model of most recision-ma 7.T.in,g, within the educational system clearly

fails to meet the basic requirements of participatory democracy. The
socioeconomic and ethnic composition of the school can be the basis
for maintaining or challenging the system. This examination of the
role of the school in the political socialization of the child reveals
that the school ordinarily fails to carry out two vital Zenctions--
the transformine of the poli::ienl culture so that students view and
experience politics in a new light and the creating, of political
culture'so that students study the need and the process of creating
new political communities institutions.

What guidance does the behavioral and social science.literature
provide in reformulating civic education to accomplish its creative
mission of the seventies? The most relevant literature is that on
political socialization, which we shall now examine.

Political Socialization

In this era of the behavioral sciences we can no longer neiely
believe that widespread behavior uniformity is the product of only
relatively haphezerd natural events or that institutions turn out
best when we studiously avoid any deliberate intervention in their
evolution. We no longer believe this about institutions and probably
most of us no longer believe it about children. The fact that we
have raised generations of flag-waving patriots, each poised to meet
the "enemy" on his own or their own shores, each experiencing the
same quickenieg of the pulre when hearing the awesome, chords of national
anthems, and each intoning with the reme ritualistic cadence the pledges
to flags, is not entirely attributable to the accidents of.nature.
Cultural anthropologists are quick to point out that there are children
whose observance of tribal rituals has nothing to do with patriotism
and manifest destiny and much to do with helping the child see himself
as an extension of nature andeeniverse. Clearly some process intervenes
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between the child nrel the politicel and social symbols and institu-
tIons to which he eleimetely pledges his effort and allegience--e
process called political eocieleetion.

Socializetion is a two-wey process (Dawson and Prewitt, 1969, pp.
15-16). On the one hand the child's admission to society is pur-
chased at the price of restreining, restricting, and even obliterating
his libidinous tendencies, n process of repression which Freud attri-
beted to the censory functicns 'f the Superego. In the less
picturesque language of Dve'on and Prewitt (p. 16), socialization is
"the closing up of certain lehavioral options. An initially wide
range of alternatives becomes nerrower as one is socialized." On the
other hand, the child relieeieishes these options in exchange for the
new options he can enjoy en 7,y when he "joins" society.

Dawson and Prewitt prefer to emphasize the positive aspects of
socielization in their definition of political socialization.
Political socialization, they state (p. 17) is the developmental
process through which the citizen acquires a mature political self.
The "political self" is convenient reference to the packege of
political orientations of each individual. These orientations are
diverse attitudes, feelings, and beliefs.

Greenstein (1965) notes,the unconscious nature of much political
socialization. It includes "all learning, formal and informal,
deliberate and u7,7eenned, at every state of the life cycle, including
not only e.4plicit'ey political learning but also nominally non-
political learning of politically relevant personality charecteristics."

'7c1 cen round out our definition of political socialization by
relating the process to political culture. Political culture "is the
pattern of distribution of oeientations members of e community have
toward politics" (Dawson and Peewitt, 1969, p. 27). It includes
national political tredite:eas, nntional fol.:: heroes, the spirit of
peblic institutions, the political passions of the citizens, and
for:e l and informal rules of politics. Political culture also
includes political stereotypes, seyies, and moods. Dawson end
Prewitt (p. 27) identify three types of tasks which political
socialization performs for the political celture: (1) It (political
socialization) maintains neliticel culture when it transmits that
culture from old to new citizens. (2) It transforms political
culture when it leads some or all of the citizenry to view and
experience new aspects and qualities of political life. (3) It

creates political culture ender conditions of dramatic change when,
for eeemple, it produces a new political community.

In the political life of America, and in most nations, the
processes of le.aintenance, trensfeeeation, and creation occur sieul-
teneously. Rather than fel:mine mutually exclusive categories, the
processes suggest a contineem, with the maintenance function at one
end producing a political culture in one generation merely replicating
the orientations of the previoee generation and with the creation
function at the other end prodecing drastic discontinuitier
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in tfne saga of a nation, The polarization occurring on the American
scene can be attributce, to the divergent emphasis opposed

groups are givin; to maintenance and creative processes.

can also consider the development of political socialization
over the life seen of the individual. Political socialization in a
life-long end cuTulative process. There is ample evidence that the
process of political socialization continues through-out the
individual's life span, although not all aspects of the political
self at particular ages and steges may he equally affected. The
level of confict and the resulting fluidity in the contemporary
political scene often provides the occasion for sigAificant and even
dramatic change in adult political orientations and behavior.
Political learning is not only continuous throughout the life span but
also cumulative. The orientations the child acquires in his early
life determine the style and content of his adult orientations.

Hess and Torney (1967) describe four models which explain the
methods or processes whereby children acquire civic roles. They
(p. 13) define roles as the "el,:peetations set up by the system (such
as rules, laws, and customs) and by the expectations of other indivi-
duals." In the development of civic roles the child has an image of
what he can expect from the system and he has his own attitudinal and
behavioral response to his system image. Hess and Torney (pp. 19-22)
describe the four models es follows:

The Acc,,-ulation Yodel. This view assumes that the acquisition
of political expectations proceeds by the addition of units of
knowledge, information, attitudes, and activities.

The Interpersonal Transfer Yodel. This model assumes that the
child approaches explicit political socializatica already
possessing a fund of experience in interpersonal relationships
and gratifications. In sl.!'71sce.uent relationships with figures

of authority, he will establish nodes of interaction which arc
similar to those he has experienced with persons in his early
life.

The Identification This model stresses the child's
imitation of t'::e behavior of some significant other person--
usually a parent or a teacher- -when the adult has not attemted
to persuade the chile c= his viewpoint.

The Coenitive-developrental Yodel. This model assumes that the
cepacity to deal with certain kinds of concepts and information
sets limits on the understanding that can be acquired of political
phenomena.... This model essul7:s that it may be possible to
teach a given concept to a child who has not reached an apprc-
printe developmental level: socialization is related to the
phase of cognitive development.

No single model explains development at all the stages; these
models apply at different stnges (Bess and Torney, 1967, p. 22). The



Interpersonal Transfer Model describes the child's first approach to
the political system and how his needs and past expectations influence
this approach. Although the Accumulation Model is inadequate to
explain early attachment to governmental figures and to the nation,
it does describe the contribution the school in building a fund of

political knowledge. The Identification Vedel describes hoer the
child develops nreferences for particular parties and candidates.
The Cognitive-developmental Hodel explains ho7, the child grasps the
more abstract and conplex concepts of political processes. Later we
shall consider hew these models relate to the three tasks political
socialization performs artd the implications of both models and tasks
for the reforms of civic education.

Finally, there are the aeencies of political socialization. These
are the family, church, peer group, school, and the communications
media. There is no general agreement about the relative influence of
these agencies. Kass and Torrey (1937, pp. 217-213) believe that the
school "plays the largest part in teaching attitudes, conceptions, and
beliefs about the operations of the political system." The family,
they claim develops basic loyalty to country. Coleman (1961) clai-ns
the major role for the family, relatives, and peer group and a minor
role for foraxil education. Dawson and Prewitt (1969, P. 205)
reconcile these positions in describing the pattern of "waxing and
waning" influence of the various agencies. These agencies, they
state (p. 205) fall into three categories:

The first consists of agencies which have authority over the
growing child. The pa-,rents and teacher are the most important
examples. In the second category are agencies which stand in
positions of equality with the learner. Age peers in school,
friendship cliques in youth, and work associates in later life,
as well as relations in secory groups, are examples of these
types. In the third category ar ,. political experiences themselves.
Raving contact with political authorities, voting, paying taxes,
obeying laws, receiving benefits, and so forth, are examples of
such political socialization experiences. The political happenings
that one learns about through the media are in this category ai.so.

This review of the literature on political socialization suggests
that it mostly consists of a fairly elaborate terminology which fails
to lend itself to studies which support the conceptualizations with
data and which fails to analyze contemporary political and educational
processes in a way which sheds useful light on the problems we face.
The literature has a largely anthropological and personality theory
bias and fails to come to grips with other social science literature
having a more solid theoretical base. The very concept of socialization
is not carefully reicted to the psychological concept of stimulus-
response learning, to mathematical models of social behavior, to
Freudian psychology, and to cognitive, field, and role theories in
social psychology. The literature on political socialization,
therefore, stands strangely alone, without a strong theoretical
framework of its own and essentially unrelated to stronger and more.



elaborate theories in ':he related disciplines. Whether or not the
present fo:oTulations will prodoce research which will shed important
light on pr-. -l'.:col and school socialioation processes remains to be

seen. To do so research on socialization must come to

grips the most powerful theories in pJychology, sociology, and
political science and produce an interdisciplinary formulation which
is powerful enour:h to analyze the processes of civic education and
which furnishes experimental evidence supporting particular interven-
tions which will significantly contribute to the mission of the new

civic education.

The 2ducationel Literature

There is also the educational literature on civic'educatiOn
which takes the form of research and debate. A central issue of the
debate concerns the relative importance of transmitting knowledge,
teaching methods of inquiry, and focusing directly on the development
of democratic behaviors and values the student body. The Council
for Basic Education (October, 1963, p. 3) asserts that the characteristics
of responsible citizenship "are not directly teachable matters, but
are the by-products of ordered knowledge." Lane and Sears (1.:`64, p. 00),

however, write that "pouring; knowledge into the electorate won't
help much; teaching men how to use knowledge, how to conceptualize,
appraise evidence, infer causalitythere lies a task worthy of a

great teacher." The position of the Center, as outlined in the section
which follows, recognizes the importance of teaching and learning the
appropriate subject matter and methods of inquiry but stresses both
the pedagogical and social need to develop in the student specific

democratic behaviors.

'`.any scholars are in basic disagreement with the notion that
ordered knowledge should guide the social studies. James P. Shaver

(Novenber, pp. 563 -9) has noted a discrepancy between what the
social studies ought to accomplish and what a pregram directed by
the key concepts o2 the social sciences would accomplish.

We find in social studies publications an abundance of grand
statements about responriibility for citizenship education and
the need to educate reflective, intelligent, rational citizens
to participate in the decision-making processes of a free society.
Yet "social studies" curriculum projects, textbooks, and class-
rooms reflect little direct concern with analytic concepts
appropriate to analyzing public issues. The paradox is not
surprising, however, if one takes into account the subservience
of educators to the notion of the social studies as adaptations
and simplifications of the social sciences. The scientific
commitment is to adequate description, not to application in
practical circumstances. In consequence, social studies
educators arc caught between uttering commitments to education
for rational citizenship and perpetuating curricula which are
based on criteria that scan in large part irrelevant to this
objective.
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Rather than rely solely on t'ee sociel sciences as a guide to curricultee
formation, Shaver would orien the social studies toward contemporary
lenues, introducing social science material where relevant. Recog-

nizing that oublic policy dieeussien rests on questions of value,
infermation and concepts from outside the social sciences would have
to be introduced.

Using a different aprroach, Robert Frogge (February 1967, p. 114)
also attacks the idea that knowledee of the social sciences will
produce denocretic behavior.

The belief that 'knowledge of history or political science,
logic or the scientific method, or the like, automaticelly
cuases one to Chink and act in ways consistent with the
democratic ideal in, at best, a gross oversimplification.
Such a model aeeears to assume the behavior emanates from
something other than beliefs and values. It disregards the
fact that an ability to recite the fundamental principles of
the democratic society in no way insures a propensity to act
on the basis of thee.

Frogge concludes that personality p-ttern, beliefs and values are
key determinants of social behevior, that these determinants are not
effected by the transmission of knowledge or a formal method of
inquiry, and that civic education, therefore, must seek to condition
basic behavioral patterns.

There are a number of attempts to reform civic education cur-
ricula. Inspired by successful curriculum revision in science and
mathematics, guided by the knowledge of teaching techniques, ,rotivated
by a deepening concern with social problems, and encouraged by the
ready availability of funs, curriculun planners are simultaneously
working in different directions.

Fenton (1967, pp. 4-5) has classified current projects in the
social studies according to three general purposes: (1) to state
objectives and formulate methods of evaluation; (2) to revise
teaching strategies and develop critical thinking; (3) to improve the
training of teachers. Fenton also notes that there is little
communication among projects with diferent purposes. with some
notable exceptions, the creation of new materiels is proceeding
independently of efforts to improve teacher training. Specific
efforts to revise teaching strategy have little relation to new ideas
of what should be taught. Yost important, those concerned with
these arees seem to have litele concern with the esteblishment of
6jectives and the evaluation of the strength and weakness of their
curricular innovations.

Some Psychological 1,5":erature

The research of a group of psychologists at the University of
California on prejudice eleo furnishes little guidance for the proper
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conduct of civic c%ueetion in the seventies (see Adorno et al., 1950) .
They observed that many Amer.!..cene ,eto wore anti-Semitic also ter:Ind
to be anti-black, anti-Me:eicen, anti- Oriental and, in fact, quite

generally prejudiced. They were also able to distinguish between
individuals who were quite generelly prejudiced and those with only
specific prejudices. They discovered that the generally prejudiced did
not necessarily have direct contact with the groups they hated or
d5.sliked and they attrnuted their prejudice to deeply ingrained
persenality characteristics which fell under the general rubric of
"authoritarian personC.ity." Their theory was that persons sub-
jected in their younger years to very strict parental control learned
to bury their resentment and acquiesce to such control, while
developing authoriterie.n rerronelity structures which allowed them to
alternate between deference to authority and the expression of
their hidden hostilities toward weak objects, like minority groups,
which could be safely attacked. Some psychometric personality data
supported their theory but the research has always bore the mark of
the post-World War II period in which it was carried out nd describes

rather than explains preludiced persons. As a literature'ef
educational import it is at best diagnostic rather than prescriptive.
Its theoretical framework leans heavily on those aspects of Freudian
personality theory which are essentially divorced from any political
and social context. The crucial and relevant transactions between
the individual and society which determine role structure and enacte:ent
are not revealed in this research literature.

The research on small groups, role theory, and organizational
change has probably much more relevance to civic education. Mosher
(1967, p. 516) summarizes the findings of this research as it
pertains to participation:

Pari-icipation in decision-making within a group or
larger oreanization increases one's identification and
involvement with the group and the organization.

2. It also identifies him effectively with the decision itself
and motivates him to change his behavior and to make the
decision successful.

3. It contributes to his motivation toward the accomplishment
of orgenizational or group goals- -i.e., it helps fuse
groups and organizational goals.

4. It contributes to morale in general, and this usually
contributes to more effective performance on the job- -
i.e., higher productivity.

5. A primary factor affecting "perticipativeness" is
leadership style.

6. Participative practices contribute to "self-actualization"
of the individual in the work situation and to the lessening
of the differentials in power and status in hierarchy.



Although, as Mosher (p. 519) points out, these findings have particu..-.r
limitations, the: :o furnish guidance to the type of decision-rak:ng

processes and styles he nehool can teach and, indeei, om,:o'2y

in its own organizational format.

If one of the tasks of the new civic education is to create
the interpersonal interactions appropriate for participatory
democracy, we can turn to the literature on the laboratory method
of human relations training. Schein and Dennis (1965, p. 291) have
described how unfreezing of old attitudes precedes changing the
attitude and freezing the newly developed attitude and behavior
pattern:

...the unfreezing forces which are generated in a laboratory
setting can be roughly classified into the following categories:
(1) isolation from accustomed sources of support - -colleagues, family,
and regular routines; (2) removal of self-defining equipment, status,
title, etc.; (3) loss of certain areas of privacy; (4) lack of
confirmation or actual disconfirmation of the roles which are appro-
priate in the back-home setting; (5) breakdown of hierarchical authority
end status structures in ':aver of the kind of peer culture and informal
status based en laboratory norms; (6) a set of laboratory dorms about
the value of the learning process and the method of learning; and
(7) delibe::ately created lack of structure to heighten consciousness
of self and to create unavoidable dilemmas.

Morton Deutsch (1963, p. 477) goes on to describe the "unfrozen"
trainee:

Presumably as trainees get unfrozen and learn new attitudes
about "openness and authenticity of comunication" with regard
to personal reactions of others, they achieve the ultimate
objectives of laboratory training: increased understanding,
3ensitivity, and competence in regard to oneself:, others, and
groups. "Openness and authenticity of com=unication" are
encouraged by the same processes and by discussion of the theory
and specific problems of giving end receiving feedback.

Deutsch (p. 477) further comments on the state of knowledge in
this area:

It has borrowed from indivich,n1 and group psychotherapy, from
role and organizational theory, from psychodrama, and from
applied anthropology as it has tried to stimulate trainees
to develop and open an inquiring mind about their personal
and group functioning. It has shown a healthy eclecticism,
as befits a new area. However, it has not yet developed a self-
inquiring research attitude which has sufficient vigor to
counteract the evangelistic tone of some of its enthusiastic
supporters, nor has it been sufficiently tough-minCed in
evaluating its own effectiveness.
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Undoubtedly scme modified form of interpersonal sensitivity training,
espec4ally that form which has a higher level tesh-orientation than
is no cc.mmen, can prev_ ueeful to students in civic eduntion
acquiring these social shills and attitudes which are.apprepriate to
organizations Yith high levels of individual and group involvement
in decision mahin7:. he e%nct dimensions of that training, however,
will require fv ther enperimentation heccose of the limited appli-
cability of present human relaticns laboratory techniques nrd because
of the lack of selid Yith which to determine the strengths
and weahnesses of present training methods.

in summary, we have pro:rayed the missicn of the nal/ civic
education as the creation or the new democracy as old institutions
disappear or 6rastically chnnge and new institutions are born.
Ihe nr.7', civic education :7=t tencis the student the enormous cen2e-
quences of institional change especially in th2 realignment of power
and in the change in the strue,...e of rewards. most school;
and n.ost school teachers devote their efforts to systems-ainttnance
rather than systems-chancy:, end, thereby, provide a civic education
yhich is as anachronistic cr it is conservative. Mete are
certain bodies of social science literature to which we can turn for
guidnnce in estahi the new ei7iC education. The literature
en political socialization, however, reluires further empirical
theoretical development before its present fornLulations become
sharply analytical and relevant to educative processes. Ihe
literature on the nuthoriarian personality is at best of
diagnostic importance in the schools hut does not shed light or the
t_ransactienl proceres out of which interpersonal relations are
largely horn. The research literatvre on mall groups, role theory,
and otgenizational processes and the description of human relations
laherater training 7rcv!.de for richer sugl::esticns for what civic
educat.ien should teach and the manner in which the school and the
class:cc:1 can be nomaged. he educational literature Clus far has

fair7.y conservative. reflecting the current ethos which en^hasites
subjeet matter and cognitive 7,rocessot selectccl and tavght within
an irstitutienal franewerh .: :1 eh is neither questioned nor modified.

.7.11 rocit.!_cn nts,. ff.r-3t
re.,r, Cf. n ^r f'or
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